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Abstract 

While the benefits of participating in regular leisure-time exercise are well known, 

many individuals fail to exercise regularly. Contemporary research into exercise motivation 

has identified automatic cognitive processes, such approach-avoidance biases, as at least 

partly involved in motivating exercise behaviour. Approach-avoidance biases refer to 

automatic and implicit dispositions to approach or avoid certain cues in the environment. 

These biases can be examined by measuring immediate action tendencies to approach or 

avoid, or by examining implicit approach-avoidance associations stored in long-term 

memory. Specifically, approach-avoidance associations reflect pre-existing links in memory 

between a target concept (e.g., exercise) and behavioural tendencies to approach or avoid. To 

date, existing research has not yet demonstrated a link between implicit approach-avoidance 

associations with exercise cues and exercise behaviour. Identifying whether participation in 

leisure-time exercise is associated with the strength of approach-avoidance associations may 

provide insight into why some individuals are automatically motivated to pursue exercise as a 

form of leisure and others are not.  Therefore, the overarching aim of this thesis was to 

contribute to current understanding of exercise motivation by investigating the relationship 

between approach-avoidance memory associations and leisure-time exercise engagement. 

Study 1 used a Recoding-Free Implicit Association Test (IAT-RF) to examine the 

relationship between self-reported leisure-time exercise engagement and implicit approach-

avoidance memory associations with exercise in a sample of healthy adults (N = 104).  

Results revealed stronger exercise-approach versus exercise-avoidance memory associations, 

indicative of an implicit approach bias for exercise cues. In addition, approach bias scores 

positively correlated with self-reported time spent on leisure-time exercise, and discriminated 

between individuals who did or did not meet global recommendations of weekly physical 

activity during their leisure time (i.e., >150 minutes of weekly physical activity). A 
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hierarchical regression analysis revealed that approach bias scores explained unique variance 

in self-reported exercise behaviour when controlling for explicit exercise intentions and self-

determined exercise motivation. The findings provided preliminary evidence that higher 

amounts of leisure-time exercise were associated with a stronger implicit cognitive bias to 

approach exercise-related cues in the environment.  

Study 2 utilised a Single Category Recoding-Free Implicit Association Test (SC-IAT-

RF) to measure approach-avoidance associations with exercise cues using a sample of healthy 

undergraduate students (N = 110). Study 2 also investigated whether exercise habit strength 

moderated the relationship between approach-avoidance associations and self-reported 

exercise behaviours, operationalised as time spent on leisure-time exercise during a typical 

week and as average duration of exercise sessions. Consistent with the findings of Study 1, 

participants in Study 2 demonstrated an implicit approach bias for exercise-related cues, as 

measured by the SC-IAT-RF. However, when controlling for explicit exercise intentions, 

approach bias scores on the SC-IAT-RF were not significantly associated with self-reported 

exercise behaviour. Moreover, exercise habit strength did not moderate the relationship 

between approach-avoidance associations and self-reported behaviour. Intentions and habit 

were both found to independently predict time spent on leisure-time exercise, whereas only 

intentions significantly predicted average workout duration. While these findings did not 

support the role of approach-avoidance associations in exercise, they have suggested that 

intentions and habit may be important factors in predicting leisure-time exercise behaviour.  

 Study 3 (N = 93) measured approach-avoidance associations using both the IAT-RF 

and the SC-IAT-RF and examined the relationship between approach bias for exercise, self-

reported exercise behaviour, and immediate performance on a stationary cycling task. Study 3 

also examined whether the relationships between approach bias, exercise intentions, and 

immediate exercise performance were moderated by situational demands on cognitive 
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capacity. Results revealed that approach bias scores on the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF 

positively correlated with self-reported time spent on leisure-time exercise. Moderated 

regression analyses revealed that intentions, but not approach bias, positively predicted 

objectively measured distance cycled irrespective of demands on cognitive capacity. Further, 

neither approach bias nor intentions predicted average percentage of maximum heart rate. 

The findings from Study 3 further supported the relationship between approach-avoidance 

associations and current levels of leisure-time exercise engagement, but indicated that further 

research is needed to identify the strength of the relationship between approach-avoidance 

associations and prospective exercise behaviour.  

In summary, this thesis has provided an original contribution to knowledge by 

demonstrating a relationship between self-reported leisure-time exercise behaviour and 

implicit approach-avoidance memory associations with exercise cues. Broadly, the current 

results have revealed that individuals who reported engaging in higher amounts of leisure-

time exercise displayed a stronger implicit cognitive bias to approach exercise-related cues. 

These findings offer important theoretical insight into the factors that may influence exercise 

behaviour and have demonstrated that both controlled and automatic processes are linked to 

leisure-time exercise participation. Practically, the conclusion of this thesis that automatic 

processes play an important role in motivating exercise behaviour may be used to inform 

future public health campaigns. Alternatively, these findings may aid in the development of 

intervention strategies that aim to increase engagement in exercise and physical activity.    
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Chapter 1: Thesis Overview 

Participating in regular physical exercise is associated with a wide range of physical 

and psychological health benefits (Rebar & Taylor, 2017; Warburton, Nicol, & Bredin, 

2006). Despite these benefits, rates of exercise participation remain low in much of the 

developed world (Bennie et al., 2016; Matsudo et al., 2002; Reddy, 2002). Social-cognitive 

models can be useful in identifying the consciously controlled cognitive processes that 

motivate an individual to exercise (Chatzisarantis, Hagger, Biddle, & Karageorghis, 2002). 

However, research has shown that large amounts of variance in exercise behaviour often 

remains unexplained by controlled processes alone (Rhodes & De Bruijn, 2013). According 

to more contemporary evidence, automatic cognitive processes and implicit memory 

associations may help to further our understanding of health behaviours like exercise (Conroy 

& Berry, 2017; Dimmock & Banting, 2009; Sheeran et al. 2016). In particular, researchers 

have shown that implicit approach-avoidance memory associations play an important role in 

motivating a number of health behaviours including smoking (Tibboel, De Houwer, Dirix, & 

Spruyt, 2017), alcohol consumption (Ostafin & Palfai, 2006), and food intake (Kemps & 

Tiggemann, 2015). To date, limited empirical research has investigated the role of implicit 

approach-avoidance associations in the context of exercise behaviour. The factors that may 

moderate the strength of the relationship between implicit associations and exercise 

behaviour have also not yet been explored.  

This thesis reports three studies that were designed to address two primary aims and 

one secondary aim. The first primary aim of this thesis was to explore how approach-

avoidance associations relate to self-reported leisure-time exercise behaviour (Study 1, Study 

2, and Study 3) and prospective aerobic exercise performance (Study 3). The second primary 

aim was to investigate whether self-reported levels of exercise habit strength (Study 2) and 

situational demands to cognitive capacity (Study 3) moderated the relationship between 
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approach-avoidance associations and exercise behaviour. Finally, a secondary aim of this 

thesis was to explore and compare the use of two variants of the Implicit Association Test 

(IAT) as measures of implicit approach-avoidance associations for exercise, namely the 

Recoding-Free Implicit Association Test (IAT-RF; Study 1 and Study 3) and the Single 

Category Recoding-Free Implicit Association Test (SC-IAT-RF; Study 2 and Study 3). 

The purpose of the current chapter (Chapter 1) is to provide an overview of the 

contents and structure of the present thesis. In the following chapter (Chapter 2), a distinction 

is made between leisure-time exercise and physical activity, and a rational for exploring the 

psychological processes that underlie leisure-time exercise is provided. This is followed by a 

review of two prominent social-cognitive theories that have been applied in exercise research. 

This review subsequently highlights the limitations of social-cognitive models when used to 

explain the uptake and maintenance of regular exercise. In addition, Chapter 2 highlights the 

need for further research that examines cognitive processes not captured by traditional 

measures of exercise motivation, namely, automatic cognitive processes.  

Chapter 3 explores the use of dual-process models as a way of extending current 

understanding of exercise motivation and behaviour, with a specific focus on the Reflective-

Impulsive Model (RIM) of Strack and Deutsch (2004). This chapter provides a summary of 

research exploring automatic processes and implicit associations in the context of exercise. In 

addition, Chapter 3 discusses the limited research that has so far explored implicit approach-

avoidance cognitive biases in the exercise domain and highlights the need to explore the role 

of implicit approach-avoidance memory associations. Chapter 3 also provides a review of the 

methods that have been used to measure approach-avoidance associations in other areas of 

health behaviour research and introduces those that were used in the current thesis, that is the 

IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF. Chapter 3 concludes with a discussion of potential moderators 

of the relationship between approach-avoidance associations and exercise behaviour. This 
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leads into Chapter 4 which provides a summary of the existing gaps in the literature and 

details the primary and secondary aims of the current thesis. 

Chapter 5 presents Study 1, which tested whether self-reported leisure-time exercise 

behaviour was associated with the strength of approach-avoidance associations. Data were 

collected from 104 healthy adults who were recruited from an undergraduate student 

population and the general community. Participants completed a modified approach-

avoidance IAT-RF that was designed to assess the strength of approach-avoidance 

associations with exercise cues. In addition, participants completed measures of their current 

engagement in leisure-time exercise, as well as self-reported measures of self-determined 

motivation and intentions to exercise. The findings from this study provided preliminary 

evidence of an implicit approach bias for exercise cues in long-term memory. Moreover, 

these findings demonstrated that implicit approach-avoidance memory associations were 

associated with self-reported participation in leisure-time exercise and could explain unique 

variance in behaviour once accounting for the effects of controlled forms of motivation. 

Chapter 6 describes Study 2, which attempted to replicate the findings observed in 

Study 1 by having participants (N = 110) complete a SC-IAT-RF, an alternate measure of 

approach-avoidance associations. Study 2 also extended Study 1 by examining whether 

approach-avoidance associations predicted distinct aspects of leisure-time exercise behaviour, 

namely, total exercise engagement and average duration of exercise sessions. Lastly, Study 2 

investigated whether individual differences in exercise habit strength moderated the 

relationship between scores on the SC-IAT-RF and self-reported exercise behaviour. 

Consistent with the results of Study 1, Study 2 demonstrated an implicit approach bias for 

exercise cues using the SC-IAT-RF. However, Study 2 did not reveal a significant 

relationship between approach-avoidance associations and self-reported exercise behaviour. 

In addition, exercise habit strength did not moderate the strength of the relationship between 
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approach-avoidance associations and behaviour. Nevertheless, both habit and intentions were 

found to significantly predict self-reported time spent on leisure-time exercise, whilst average 

workout duration was only predicted by exercise intentions.  

Chapter 7 provides a description of Study 3 in which limitations of the previous two 

studies were addressed. Specifically, both Study 1 and Study 2 relied on the use of self-report 

measures of exercise behaviour. As such, Study 3 (N = 93) examined whether the strength of 

approach-avoidance associations was related to performance on an observed aerobic exercise 

task, namely, stationary cycling. In addition, according to dual-process models, controlled 

and automatic processes interact to influence behaviour. When self-regulatory resources are 

not available to an individual, behaviour is less likely to be guided by controlled processes 

and more by automatic processes and impulsive responses (Rothman, Sheeran, & Wood, 

2009; Friese & Hofmann, 2009). It was thus examined whether participants relied more 

heavily on automatic processes when their cognitive capacity was reduced by maintaining a 

cognitive load. Lastly, Study 3 compared the two different measures of approach-avoidance 

associations within the same study. Specifically, participants completed both the IAT-RF and 

the SC-IAT-RF before performing the exercise task. The results of Study 3 further supported 

the relationship between self-reported exercise behaviour and an implicit approach bias for 

exercise cues. However, performance on the exercise task was not predicted by either IAT. In 

addition, manipulating cognitive capacity did not moderate the relationships between 

approach bias, intentions, and exercise performance; intentions predicted distance cycled for 

both cognitive load conditions, but neither implicit approach bias nor intentions predicted 

average percentage of maximum heart rate in either condition.  

Finally, Chapter 8 provides a general discussion of the overall findings from the 

current program of research and places the results in the broader context of exercise 

motivation research. This chapter highlights the important role of automatic processes in 
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motivating exercise behaviour, as well as the need for further research to identify how 

approach-avoidance associations may play a role the initiation and maintenance of long-term 

exercise behaviour. The implications of these findings for the development of interventions to 

increase exercise engagement, as well as avenues for further research are discussed in the 

context of addressing some of the limitations within the current studies.   
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Chapter 2: Literature Review  

2.1 Defining Physical Activity and Exercise 

Physical activity and exercise are both terms that are commonly used in the context of 

maintaining a healthy lifestyle (e.g., Arem et al., 2015). Physical activity refers to any 

movement of the body that is produced by skeletal muscles and results in energy expenditure 

(Brown, Bauman, Bull, & Burton, 2012). Every day, people perform actions that fall under 

the general classification of physical activity. These actions differ in intensity and can 

include: light physical activity, for example washing the dishes or walking about the house; 

moderate physical activity, characterised by an increase in respiration and requiring moderate 

physical effort such as walking for at least 10 minutes, gentle swimming, or cycling at a 

regular pace; vigorous physical activity, activities that require greater physical effort and 

make a person breathe much harder than usual such as jogging, high impact aerobics, or 

cycling at a fast pace; and high-intensity physical activity, activities that are performed at a 

high enough intensity such that they are only able to be sustained for approximately 10 

minutes (Norton, Norton, & Sadgrove, 2010).  

In addition to differences in intensity, physical activity can be performed in a variety 

of life domains. For instance, physical activity can occur within the workplace (e.g., carrying 

boxes, climbing flights of stairs), in or around the home (e.g., doing laundry or gardening), as 

a form of transport (e.g., walking to the bus stop), or during leisure-time. Physical activity 

performed as leisure can further include non-competitive forms of physical activity (e.g., 

walking the dog, going for a run), or competitive forms of organised sport (e.g., playing 

soccer; Armstrong, Bauman, & Davies, 2000; Biddle, 1992; Tudor-Locke et al., 2007). 

Exercise can be considered as a subset of physical activity that is planned or structured and is 

performed repetitively with the objective to improve or maintain physical fitness, 

performance, and health, or to engage in social interactions (Caspersen, Powell, & 
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Christenson, 1985; Shephard, 2003). For instance, an individual may intentionally go to the 

gym on a regular basis with the specific objective of improving his or her fitness levels.  

The overarching goal of the current thesis was to examine the cognitive processes that 

may influence whether a person is likely to engage in volitional forms of physical activity. As 

a result, this thesis focused on physical activity performed during leisure-time. Here, the term 

leisure-time refers to any discretionary time that an individual has available once 

occupational, personal, and other domestic or external activities have been addressed (Elias & 

Dunning, 2008; Kelly, 1981). However, to avoid overlap with physical activities performed 

in other life domains (e.g., occupation, for transport, or household chores), the current thesis 

uses the term ‘leisure-time exercise’ to refer to: any physical activities that involve at least 

moderately-intense physical effort and are specifically performed during recreational or free-

time. This may include moderate-intensity physical activity that takes place outside of 

structured exercise settings (e.g., dancing), as well as activities which take place within 

structured exercise settings such as gymnasiums or sporting venues (Shephard, 2003). 

Distinguishing between leisure-time exercise and general physical activity, considered 

in its broadest sense, is important.  The health benefits associated with leisure-time exercise 

are more pronounced than those associated with physical activity performed in other life 

domains (Bogaert, De Martelaer, Deforche, Clarys, & Zinzen, 2014; Gutiérrez-Fisac et al., 

2002; Harari, Green, & Zelber-Sagi, 2015; Hu et al., 2005). The amount of physical activity 

performed in other areas (e.g., occupational physical activity) may also be influenced by 

factors outside of an individual’s control, such as working in a sedentary job (e.g., Lamar, 

Chou, Medverd, & Swanson, 2016; Mullane et al., 2017). In contrast, people have greater 

control over the behavioural choices that they make during their leisure-time (Stebbings, 

2005). In the context of physical activity, research has shown that people who perform most 

of their physical activity during their leisure-time or as a form of transportation are more 
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likely to be ‘sufficiently active’ than those who perform most of their physical activity in 

other life domains (Amireault & Godin, 2015; Rebar et al., 2017). Consequently, the 

promotion of leisure-time exercise, such as organised sport, has been argued to be an 

effective strategy for increasing overall physical activity participation (Eime et al., 2015; 

Hebert, Møller, Anderson, & Wedderkopp, 2015; Jackson, Howes, Gupta, Doyle, & Waters, 

2005).  Lastly, other forms of physical activity may be performed to serve a super-ordinate 

goal (e.g., household chores, occupation roles), whereas leisure-time exercise requires 

specific motivation and can be an end in and of itself (e.g., because a person enjoys exercise 

or wants to improve physical fitness, lose weight, or engage socially) (Shephard, 2003). Thus, 

the current program of research focused on leisure-time exercise to further understand what 

underlies willingness or motivation to pursue a physically active lifestyle.  

2.2 The Importance of Regular Exercise 

A current concern worldwide is the increasing rate of noncommunicable diseases 

(NCDs) including cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus, and chronic respiratory 

diseases (Chan & Woo, 2010; Dishman, Washburn, & Heath, 2004; Schuit, 2006). On a 

global level, NCDs are the leading cause of premature death for persons under the age of 70 

and, overall, are responsible for more deaths than all other causes combined (WHO, 2014). In 

addition, because of the long-term and chronic nature of many NCDs, the national burden of 

these conditions is high (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2016). However, 

evidence suggests that many of the risk factors associated with NCDs are in fact modifiable 

(Miller et al., 2016). Of note, regular exercise has been repeatedly identified as a primary 

treatment and preventative measure against all-cause mortality and most chronic diseases 

(Blair & Morris, 2009; Reiner, Niermann, Jekauc, & Woll, 2013; Ruhling, 2004; Warburton 

et al., 2006; WHO, 2014). Consequently, the promotion of regular exercise as a way of 

improving overall health and well-being is of significant national and global importance.   
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Over the past 50 years, an immense body of literature has demonstrated the physical 

health benefits associated with regular exercise. For instance, studies have shown that 

exercise can improve bone health (Kohrt, Bloomfield, Little, Nelson, & Yingling, 2004), 

increase life expectancy (Arem et al., 2015), and reduce the chances of developing diseases 

such as diabetes (Lindstrom et al., 2006), cancer (Keum et al., 2014; Thune & Furberg, 

2001), cardiovascular disease (Taylor et al., 2004), and stroke (Hu et al., 2000). Notably, the 

benefits associated with regular exercise are greatest among individuals who make the 

transition from living a largely sedentary lifestyle to one that is more physically active (Blair, 

LaMonte, & Nichaman, 2004; Lee & Skerrett, 2001; Warburton et al., 2006). Moreover, 

exercise has been found to influence physiological functions such as blood pressure (Cox, 

2006; Kokkinos, 2014; Lo, Yeh, Chang, Sung, & Smith, 2012), and there is evidence to 

suggest that exercise can improve brain health and cognitive abilities (Chang, Chu, Wang, 

Song, & Wei, 2015; Chapman et al., 2013).  

Participating in regular exercise is also associated with psychological health benefits. 

For example, the results of cross-sectional studies demonstrate an inverse relationship 

between exercise engagement and depressive symptoms (Fulkerson, Sherwood, Perry, 

Neumark-Sztainer, & Story, 2004). Similarly, regular exercise is associated with reduced 

stress (Asztalos et al., 2009; Gerber et al., 2014), lower reports of anxiety (Lindwall, Ljung, 

Hadžibajramović, & Jonsdottir, 2012), and improved quality of life (Hassmén, Koivula, & 

Uutela, 2000; Rejeski, Brawley, & Schumaker, 1996). Importantly, the benefits of regular 

exercise for mental health are not restricted to clinical samples. Meta-analyses support the 

positive association between physical exercise and reduced mental health problems in both 

clinical and non-clinical populations (Cooney et al., 2013; Josefsson, Lindwall, & Archer, 

2014; Krogh, Nordentoft, Sterne, & Lawlor, 2011; Rebar et al., 2015). Consequently, there 

are increasing calls for the greater promotion of regular exercise as a method to improve 
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mental health and overall quality of life in the general population (Galper, Trivedi, Barlow, 

Dunn & Kambert, 2006; Stathopoulou, Powers, Berry, Smits & Otto, 2006).  

2.3 Rates of Exercise Participation and Physical Inactivity 

According to global recommendations (WHO, 2014), adults aged 18 – 64 years 

should perform a minimum of at least 150 minutes of moderate-intensity physical activity; 75 

minutes of vigorous-intensity physical activity, or an equivalent combination of moderate- 

and vigorous-intensity physical activity per week; and perform muscle strengthening 

exercises on at least two days per week. Increasing adherence to these recommendations as a 

means of preventing long-term health consequences has been a goal of public health 

campaigns in recent decades (e.g., “Make your move – Sit less – Be active for life!”, 

Department of Health, 2014; “Girls Make Your Move”, Miller, Truong, Higgins, & O’Hagan, 

2017; “Be Active Australia: A framework for health sector action for physical activity 2005-

2010”, National Public Health Partnership, 2005). However, 44.5% of the Australian adult 

population aged between 18 and 64 years fail to meet the recommended weekly activity 

guidelines, with 14.8% of these individuals being completely inactive (i.e., perform no light-, 

moderate-, or vigorous-intensity physical activity; Australian Bureau of Statistics [ABS], 

2015). Globally, as much as 23% of adults aged 18 years and over are insufficiently active 

(WHO, 2014). In addition, of those who do initiate an exercise regime, it is estimated that up 

to 50% will likely drop-out of the program within 3 to 6 months of starting (Bock, Marcus, 

Rossi, & Redding, 1998; Buckworth, Dishman, & Tomporowski, 2013; Dishman, 1982; 

Nigg, Borelli, Maddock, & Dishman, 2008). Consequently, this has led to much interest by 

health behaviour researchers to identify the mechanisms and factors that are likely to 

influence the initiation and maintenance of regular exercise (Hagger & Chatzisarantis, 2014).  
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2.4 Theories of Exercise Participation 

 Despite early interest in the relationship between regular exercise and physical health, 

research was marked by an absence of any strong theoretical understanding of exercise 

behaviour (Dishman, 1988). Researchers and clinicians saw exercise as an effective 

preventative measure against chronic diseases, like cardiovascular disease, and therefore 

focused on rates of patient adherence to prescribed exercise regimes (Dishman, 1982; 

Wysocki, Hall, Iwata & Riordan, 1979; Sanne, 1973). However, efforts to promote exercise 

adherence were impaired by a lack of knowledge surrounding the theoretical determinants of 

exercise behaviour (Dishman, 1988). During the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, a shift 

occurred in which social-cognitive models were utilised to help identify the psychological 

(e.g., beliefs, attitudes) and contextual (e.g., social relationships) factors that were believed to 

underlie exercise behaviour (Dishman, 1994). The subsequent adoption of social-cognitive 

models within social and health behaviour theories provided a more comprehensive and 

structured understanding of the determinants of behaviour (Biddle & Nigg, 2000; Brawley, 

1993; Rhodes & Pfaeffli, 2010). Two theories that have been widely utilised in the context of 

exercise include the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB; Ajzen, 1991) and Self-

Determination Theory (SDT; Deci & Ryan, 2000, Ryan & Deci, 2008). As will be discussed 

in greater detail below, the TPB and SDT are useful because they provide insight into the 

consciously held beliefs and cognitions that motivate human behaviour. For this reason, the 

current program of research used the TPB and SDT as theoretical frameworks through which 

key motivational constructs could be identified and controlled.  

2.4.1 Theory of Planned Behaviour  

The TPB is a social-cognitive model that explains how decision-making processes 

influence social behaviour (Ajzen, 1991). In addition, it is one of the most widely applied 

social-cognitive models in the context of health and exercise (Biddle & Nigg, 2000). The 
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TPB is an extension of the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980) and 

can be used to understand and predict behaviour that is not entirely under volitional or actual 

control (Ajzen & Madden, 1986). For example, exercise behaviour can be considered non-

volitional in the sense that a range of environmental and personal barriers (e.g., lack of time, 

availability of resources, injury) may influence a person’s ability to perform regular exercise 

(Chatzisarantis & Biddle, 1998).  

As outlined in the TPB (see Figure 2.1), the most proximal determinant of 

behavioural enactment is an individual’s intention to perform that behaviour (Ajzen, 1991). 

Intentions represent an individual’s motivation or willingness to act and are determined by 

three constructs: attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control (Ajzen, 1991; 

Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Attitudes represent evaluations of the target behaviour as either 

positive or negative. Subjective norms refer to the perceived social pressures from significant 

others to either perform or not perform the target behaviour. Perceived behavioural control 

refers to the perceived ease or difficulty of performing the behaviour and is thought to be 

theoretically similar to the concept of self-efficacy (Ajzen, 1991; Bandura, 2004; Fishbein et 

al., 2001). In addition, perceived behavioural control is expected to influence behaviour 

indirectly through intentions, as well as directly through actual behavioural control (Ajzen, 

1991). Thus, the TPB predicts that individuals are more likely to perform a behaviour if they 

have strong intentions and high perceived behavioural control (Symons Downs & 

Hausenblas, 2005).     
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Figure 2.1. The Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991) 

 Meta-analyses have revealed that over 100 studies have been published which have 

applied the TPB to exercise behaviour (Hagger, Chatzisarantis, & Biddle, 2002; Symons 

Downs & Hausenblas 2005). One of the most recent meta-analysis to demonstrate the 

efficacy of the TPB in exercise was conducted by McEachan, Taylor, Conner, and Lawton 

(2011). That meta-analysis involved 237 prospective tests of the model in several health 

behaviour contexts including risk-taking behaviour (k = 29), dietary behaviour (k = 30), 

detection behaviour (e.g., cancer screening, k = 17), safe sex (k = 15), abstinence (k = 13), 

physical activity (k = 103), and other health-related behaviours (e.g., breast feeding, k = 30). 

Results revealed that attitude (B = .40) and perceived behavioural control (B = .33) had 

medium effects on intentions to exercise, whilst subjective norms (B = .12) had only small 

effects. In addition, intentions (B = .42) were shown to have a stronger relationship with 

exercise behaviour than perceived behavioural control (B = .11). The TPB model was shown 

to explain, on average, 46.3% and 23.9% of the variance in exercise intentions and behaviour, 

respectively. Similar findings have been demonstrated elsewhere in other meta-analyses 

examining the TPB in exercise (Hagger et al., 2002; Symons Downs & Hausenblas 2005; 

Webb & Sheeran, 2006). Assessing the constructs outlined in the TPB and determining the 
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strength of an individual’s intentions to exercise is therefore one way in which researchers 

can understand and predict people’s exercise behaviour. 

2.4.2 Self-Determination Theory 

Another prominent theory of human motivation used to explain exercise behaviour is 

SDT (Ryan & Deci, 2007). A central premise of SDT is that motivation can be self-

determined (i.e., autonomous) or non-self-determined (i.e., controlled). In contrast to the 

TPB, which largely focuses on the factors underlying an individual’s intention to act, SDT 

can provide insight into the motives or reasons underlying a person’s current motivational 

state (Deci & Ryan, 2000). Moreover, SDT differs from the TPB in that it considers the 

environmental factors that may influence motivation, thereby focusing on the source of an 

individual’s motivation in a given context (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ryan & Connell, 1989). 

Further, SDT assumes that people are motivated largely by the satisfaction of three 

fundamental needs: autonomy (feelings of personal agency and volition over one’s own 

behaviour), relatedness (feelings of connectedness with others), and competence (feelings of 

effectiveness in performing tasks). The satisfaction of these three needs is theorised to 

energise and direct continued engagement in a target behaviour (Ryan & Deci, 2002).  

In addition, SDT suggests that the distinction between autonomous and controlled 

forms of motivation falls along a continuum of self-determination, known as the perceived 

locus of causality (Ryan & Connell, 1989). The perceived locus of causality indicates the 

extent to which the target behaviour has become internalised (Deci & Ryan, 2002). 

Specifically, there are three types of motivation that are distinguished along this continuum: 

amotivation, extrinsic motivation, and intrinsic motivation (see Figure 2.2). Amotivation 

reflects the lack of any motivation or intention to act, extrinsic motivation refers to 

motivation derived from the expectancy of an external reward or outcome, whilst intrinsic 

motivation reflects an inherent desire or interest in performing the behaviour (Deci & Ryan, 
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2000).  Extrinsically motivated behaviours may be performed to comply with external 

pressures (external regulation) or to avoid internalised negative affect (introjected regulation), 

whereas intrinsically motivated behaviours may be performed because the outcomes of the 

behaviour are personally valued (identified regulation), because the behaviour has become 

integrated with a person’s sense of self (integrated regulation), or because the behaviour itself 

is inherently enjoyable or interesting (intrinsic regulation).  

 

 

 Figure 2.2. Continuum of self-determination (adapted from Deci & Ryan, 2002) 

Self-determined motivation is positively associated with increased work performance 

and commitment (Gagne & Deci, 2005; Gagne, Koestner, Zuckerman, 2000; Kuvaas, Buch, 

Weibel, Dysvik, & Nerstad, 2017), greater medication adherence (Kennedy, Goggin, & 

Nollen, 2004), better sporting performance (Standage, 2012), and improved overall well-

being (Ryan & Deci, 2000; Sheldon & Elliot, 1998; Sheldon & Houser-Marko, 2001; 

Wehmeyer & Palmer, 2003).  In addition, research has shown that self-determined motivation 

is positively, and non-self-determined motivation is negatively, associated with the 

persistence of exercise behaviour (Ryan & Deci, 2007; Teixeira, Carraça, Markland, Silva, & 

Ryan, 2012; Wilson, Mack, & Grattan, 2008). The effects of increasing self-determined 

motivation as a method of enhancing exercise engagement has been demonstrated in several 

intervention studies (Fortier et al., 2011; Silva et al., 2010; Silva et al., 2011). For example, 

Fortier, Sweet, O’Sullivan, and Williams (2007) explored the efficacy of a 3-month SDT-
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based intervention that targeted perceptions of autonomy and perceived competence (i.e., 

participants’ beliefs in their ability to attain health outcomes) to increase physical activity 

participation. Results revealed greater autonomous exercise motivation at 6 weeks for the 

intervention group than for the control group. In addition, autonomous motivation measured 

at 6 weeks was found to significantly predict exercise behaviour measured at 13 weeks for 

those in the intervention group. Taken together, the extant literature utilising SDT in exercise 

highlights the internalisation of a person’s exercise goals or motives as an important 

motivator and predictor of regular exercise participation. 

2.5 Limitations of Social-Cognitive Models 

Social-cognitive models, like those outlined in the TPB and SDT, have advanced our 

understanding of the mechanisms and determinants of physical activity and exercise (Hagger 

& Chatzisarantis, 2009). Nevertheless, overreliance on these models in health behaviour 

research has been the subject of much debate in recent years (Ekkekakis & Zenko, 2016; 

Rhodes, 2017; Rhodes, McEwan, & Rebar, 2019; Sniehotta, Presseau, & Araújo-Soares, 

2014). One of the concerns that surrounds the use of social-cognitive models is that they 

assume that actions are the result of rational and deliberate decision-making processes 

(Sheeran et al., 2016). However, people often behave inconsistently with their goals or 

intentions when it comes to exercise engagement. As previously discussed, large proportions 

of the population fail to perform sufficient levels of exercise and physical activity despite 

having knowledge of its physical and psychological health benefits (Martin, Morrow, 

Jackson, & Dunn, 2000). Moreover, even when individuals hold positive intentions to 

exercise, they often fail to translate those intentions into action (Sheeran, 2002). In a recent 

meta-analysis, Rhodes and De Bruijn (2013) demonstrated that of those individuals who had 

positive intentions to exercise, only 54% successfully performed the intended behaviour. In 

addition, Rhodes and Dickau (2012) found that experimental manipulations that resulted in 
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medium-sized increases to exercise intentions (d = 0.45) only resulted in small-sized effects 

(d = 0.15) to subsequent exercise behaviour. Thus, relying on the inference of cognitive 

processes that require deliberation and self-reflection may not always provide a complete 

understanding of what motivates people to regularly exercise (Brand & Ekkekakis, 2018; 

Conroy & Berry, 2017).  

 An additional criticism of social-cognitive models is that they may fail to capture 

important determinants of behaviour that are not based on rational decision-making processes 

(Rothman, Sheeran, & Wood, 2009; Sheeran, Klein, & Rothman, 2017). This sentiment is 

consistent with more contemporary theories of behaviour which suggest that our actions can 

be influenced not only by rational and deliberate cognitive processes, but also by cognitive 

processes that are relatively automatic and impulsive (e.g., Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006; 

Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Although research examining automatic influences on exercise 

behaviour has received increased attention only in recent years (Conroy & Berry, 2017; 

Rebar, 2017), there is mounting evidence to suggest that much of our physical activity and 

exercise behaviour is influenced by processes operating outside of conscious awareness 

(Schinkoeth & Antoniwicz, 2017).  Research has further revealed that automatic processes 

can explain additional variance in exercise behaviour that is left unaccounted for by 

constructs outlined in traditional social-cognitive models (e.g., intentions, efficacy beliefs; 

Conroy, Hyde, Doerksen, & Ribeiro, 2010). As such, it is important to consider both 

automatic and controlled influences on exercise behaviour.   
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Chapter 3: Dual-Process Models of Behaviour 

As outlined in Chapter 2, social-cognitive models such as the TPB and SDT can 

explain some of the variance in exercise behaviour. However, in Chapter 2 it was also 

demonstrated the need for research exploring cognitive processes that are not captured by 

these traditional theoretical models. Contemporary models of health behaviour place an 

emphasis on the automatic processing of health-related cues in the environment and the 

potential effects of implicit memory associations and cognitive biases on health-related 

behaviours. The following chapter examines the use of dual-process models as a theoretical 

framework in the exercise domain and provides a review of the literature that has explored 

how implicit memory associations may be used to understand and predict exercise 

participation. In so doing, this review will identify why the examination of implicit approach-

avoidance memory associations within the exercise domain warrants further investigation.  

3.1 Dual-Process Models 

Over the last two decades, there has been increased attention on dual-process models 

to understand human motivation and behaviour (Sheeran et al., 2016). Much of this attention 

has stemmed from evidence that behaviour is not solely regulated by controlled cognitive 

processes (Sheeran, Gollwitzer, & Bargh, 2013). Instead, dual-process models suggest that 

both controlled (i.e., conscious, deliberate) and automatic (i.e., non-conscious, impulsive) 

processes play a role in motivating behaviour. Various labels are used to refer to controlled 

and automatic processes within different theoretical models (e.g., reflective versus impulsive; 

Strack & Deutsch, 2004; fast versus slow; Kahneman & Frederick, 2005; associative versus 

propositional; Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2011; heuristic versus analytic; Evans, 2006). In 

the current thesis, the term automatic processes will be used to refer to mental processes that 

occur rapidly and require minimal conscious input, whereas controlled processes will be used 

to refer to mental processes that are slow and require conscious processing and careful 
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deliberation (Bargh, 1990; Bargh & Pratto, 1986; Evans, 2008; Evans & Stanovich, 2013; 

Fazio, 2001). 

In addition to the use of different labels for automatic and controlled processes, dual-

process models may differ in their focus on processing outcomes. For instance, Leiberman 

(2003) explores how reflexive (i.e., automatic) and reflective (i.e., controlled) processes 

impact social and affective judgements, whereas Slomon (1996) distinguishes between two 

systems of reasoning: one that is fast and associative and one that is slow and rule-based.  

Another dual-process model that is commonly used in social psychology literature is 

Gawronski and Bodenhausen’s (2011) Associative-Propositional Evaluation (APE) model, 

which focuses on the cognitive processes that underlie affective attitudes (i.e., positive or 

negative evaluations). Gawronski and Bodenhausen argue that implicit (i.e., automatic) and 

explicit (i.e., controlled) attitudes result from processes that are associative and propositional 

in nature, respectively. Associative processing refers to the immediate activation of pre-

existing associations in memory which occurs automatically in response to the perception of 

environmental stimuli. Evaluations that result from associative processing are absent of any 

truth value in the sense that a person may or may not personally endorse (at an explicit level) 

the activated evaluation. In contrast, propositional processes are dependent on the assignment 

of truth and use controlled reasoning to either confirm or reject the automatic evaluation. For 

example, an individual may hold negative implicit attitudes towards faces of a particular race 

but may not endorse this attitude on an explicit (i.e., self-reported) level.  

Another dual-process model is the Reflective-Impulsive Model (RIM) of Strack and 

Deutsch (2004). Similar to other dual-process models (e.g., Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 

2011), the RIM distinguishes between processes that involve the activation of associations in 

memory and those that involve careful reflection. However, the RIM differs from other dual-

process models in that it places an emphasis on how the reflective and impulsive systems 
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operate interdependently to determine overt behaviour.  Because of this focus on behaviour 

determination, the RIM has been increasingly utilised by health-behaviour researchers to help 

understand and predict health behaviour engagement (e.g., Strack, Werth, & Deutsch, 2006; 

Veenstra & de Jong, 2010).  Consequently, the current program of research is grounded in the 

RIM to examine how controlled and automatic processes motivate participation in leisure-

time exercise.  

3.2 The Reflective-Impulsive Model 

As outlined in the RIM (see Figure 3.1), the reflective system is responsible for 

controlled processes involving careful analysis and reasoning – such as goals, intentions, and 

personal standards – to motivate behaviour. For instance, if a person wanted to lose weight or 

become more physically fit, he or she may reflect on the costs and benefits associated with 

participating in regular exercise and consciously decide to engage in this behaviour (Ajzen, 

1991; Deci & Ryan, 2000, see Chapter 2).  In contrast, the impulsive system operates outside 

of conscious awareness and motivates behaviour through the automatic and unintentional 

processing of information in one’s environment (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). The perception of 

environmental stimuli automatically activates learned associations in memory which 

subsequently trigger congruent behavioural responses. For instance, for the individual in the 

above example who is wanting to engage in more exercise, the perception of the sofa might 

automatically activate associations in memory linking the sofa with positive affective 

experiences, resulting in an immediate behavioural impulse to relax. In this way, both an 

automatic impulse and a reflective decision to perform an action can exist at a single point in 

time, and these processes may not always be in congruence.   
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Figure 3.1. The Reflective-Impulsive Model (adapted from Strack & Deutsch, 2004) 

3.2.1 The Impulsive System: Automatic Processing and Behaviour  

The impulsive system motivates behaviour spontaneously via the activation of pre-

existing memory associations (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Memory associations represent links 

between individual concepts (i.e., mental representations of objects, evaluations, or 

behaviours) that develop through learning and prior experience (Smith & DeCoster, 2000). 

The strength of associations between concepts can vary and is influenced by the extent to 

which concepts have frequently or recently co-occurred. For example, the concept 

‘swimming’ may become strongly associated with the concepts ‘weight-loss’ or ‘body image’ 

for someone who engages in this behaviour to improve physical appearance. In contrast, an 

individual who engages in this behaviour for social reasons may more strongly associate 

swimming in memory with the concepts ‘fun’ or ‘socialising’. Concepts can be automatically 

activated (i.e., become more easily accessible in memory) by the perception of associated 

cues, with the activation of one concept spreading to the activation of other associated 

concepts. As such, the sight of a swimming pool can automatically activate the concept 

‘swimming’ in memory, which will then spread to the activation of the concepts ‘body-
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image’ or ‘fun’, depending on how strongly a person implicitly associates each of these 

concepts with his or her mental representation of swimming.  

Cues that can elicit the activation of concepts in memory may include internal or 

external sources. For example, external cues in the physical environment can include the 

sight of another person jogging, the ringing of the alarm clock, or the presence of an object 

(e.g., a bicycle; Pimm et al., 2016). In contrast, internal cues are those which are not present 

in the physical environment but originate from within an individual, such as thoughts about 

exercise. The perception of external cues or the imagination of internal cues will 

subsequently result in the automatic activation of closely associated concepts in memory 

(Strack & Deutsch, 2004). As will be discussed in greater detail below (see Section 3.2.2), 

researchers have increasingly explored what concepts may be automatically activated by 

exercise-related cues and how different implicit exercise-associations can be used to 

understand and predict exercise behaviour.  

The RIM differs from other dual-process models in that it encompasses motivational 

orientations to approach or to avoid (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Approach and avoidance 

orientations reside within the impulsive system and can be automatically elicited by the 

perception of environmental cues. Once activated, these orientations may facilitate the 

activation of associative links in memory and automatically guide behavioural responses to 

approach or avoid. That is, an approach orientation may facilitate the activation of positive 

associations and motivate behavioural responses to approach the perceived stimulus, whereas 

an avoidance orientation may facilitate the activation of negative associations and motivate 

behavioural responses to avoid the perceived stimulus. This relationship between perception 

and behaviour assumes that mental and behavioural processes are directly intertwined (e.g., 

Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1990). Specifically, when an individual who regularly enjoys 

going to the gym sees his or her gym bag by the front-door, an approach orientation may be 
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triggered whereby thoughts of exercise as enjoyable become more accessible and the 

behavioural response of going to the gym will be activated. Such motivational orientations, or 

approach-avoidance cognitive biases, can prepare an individual to approach or avoid stimuli 

in the environment that are positively or negatively evaluated, respectively (Cousijn, 

Goudriaan, & Wiers, 2011; Strack & Deutsch, 2004).  

Another important feature of the RIM is that behavioural responses are presumed to 

result from the activation of behavioural schemata that are stored in the impulsive system 

(Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Behavioural schemata represent clusters of associations in 

memory between features of the environment and learned behavioural responses or sequences 

of responses. For instance, the individual in the above example may have developed a 

behavioural schema of going to the gym whereby the perception of his or her gym bag has 

become associated in memory with the behavioural sequence of getting dressed, packing a 

towel, and driving to the gym. Behavioural schemata can be activated by input from the 

impulsive system (i.e., via the spreading activation of associated concepts) or from the 

reflective system (i.e., decisions to perform a behaviour will automatically elicit the 

activation of the associated behavioural schemata, see Figure 3.1). As such, the two systems 

can activate congruent or competing behavioural schemata at the same time. For instance, the 

perception of the sofa may automatically elicit the behavioural schemata to relax, whilst 

decisions made by the reflective system to exercise elicit the behavioural schemata of going 

to the gym. When competing behavioural schemata are activated, the strength of the activated 

schemata and the operating conditions of the two systems will determine which are likely to 

result in overt behaviour (Strack & Deutsch, 2010).   

Due to the differences in processing modes, the reflective and impulsive systems have 

different operating conditions for optimal functioning (Deutsch & Strack, 2006). The 

reflective system is slow, effortful, and requires a great deal of cognitive control (Vohs, 
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2006). It requires an individual to have sufficient cognitive resources available to engage in 

reflective processing (e.g., weighing up the pros and cons of an activity and forming an 

intention to act) to ensure that the appropriate behavioural schema is carried out (e.g., by 

inhibiting or overriding competing behavioural schemata triggered by the impulsive system). 

By contrast, the impulsive system is fast, effortless, and is less taxing on cognitive resources. 

It is driven by immediate perceptual input and is therefore always in operation (Strack & 

Deutsch, 2004). Consequently, the behavioural schemata triggered by the impulsive system 

are most likely to influence behaviour unless the reflective system intervenes (Krishna & 

Strack, 2017).  

To summarise, the impulsive system operates in parallel with the reflective system 

and automatically guides behaviour via the activation of pre-existing implicit memory 

associations (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). These associations become more easily accessible in 

memory via perceptual input and result in the spreading activation of other closely associated 

concepts and compatible behavioural schemata. Applied to the current thesis, exercise 

behaviour may therefore not only be influenced by consciously held exercise goals or 

intentions, but also by immediate impulses that can be triggered by the impulsive system in 

response to the perception of exercise-cues in the environment. To better understand the role 

of the impulsive system in exercise, it is thus important to examine how implicit exercise 

associations are linked to exercise behaviour.  

3.2.2 Measuring Implicit Memory Associations to Understand Exercise Behaviour 

To date, research examining implicit exercise associations has typically focused on 

implicit affective associations, also known as implicit attitudes (Conroy & Berry, 2017; 

Rebar, 2017). Implicit attitudes represent pre-existing associations in memory between a 

concept (e.g., exercise) and evaluations of pleasantness or unpleasantness (Fazio, 

Sanbonmatsu, Powell, & Kardes, 1986). Implicit attitudes form over time through prior 
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experience (Rudman, Phelan, & Heppen, 2007). In addition, implicit attitudes are presumed 

to impulsively motivate behavioural responses to approach or to avoid (Bargh, Chaiken, 

Raymond, & Hymes, 1996). More precisely, positive implicit attitudes are suggested to 

prepare an individual to approach the attitude object (e.g., engage in exercise) whereas 

negative implicit attitudes prepare an individual to avoid that same object (Chen & Bargh, 

1999).   

Literature supports the link between previous exercise behaviour and implicit attitudes 

towards exercise cues. For instance, Bluemke, Brand, Schweizer, and Kahlert (2010) 

examined implicit attitudes towards exercise between groups of physically active students 

(i.e., those who reported exercising at least twice per month for more than 6-months) enrolled 

in either a sport and exercise major or a non-sport major, and students who were physically 

inactive (i.e., reported not exercising at least twice per month and had no intention of starting, 

or intended on starting regular exercise within the next 6-months). Using an Evaluative 

Priming (EP) task, the physically active students more strongly associated exercise cues (e.g., 

‘swim’) with positive exercise-related outcomes (e.g., ‘athletic’) than with negative exercise-

related outcomes (e.g., ‘exhausted’) in long-term memory, indicating more positive implicit 

attitudes towards exercise. In contrast, inactive students more strongly associated exercise 

cues with negative than with positive exercise-related outcomes, indicating more negative 

implicit attitudes towards exercise. In addition, positive implicit attitudes significantly 

predicted higher self-reported levels of exercise behaviour. Additional research has similarly 

found positive associations between implicit attitudes towards exercise and recent exercise 

behaviour in healthy adult samples (Calitri, Lowe, Eves, & Bennett, 2009; Eves, Scott, 

Hoppé, & French, 2007; Padin, Emery, Vasey, & Kiecolt-Glaser, 2017) and obese individuals 

(Chevance, Caudroit, Romain, & Boiché, 2017).  
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Furthermore, implicit attitudes explain unique variance in subsequent exercise 

behaviour that is left unaccounted for by explicit cognitive processes.  For instance, Conroy 

et al. (2010) found that implicit attitudes positively predicted objectively measured daily-step 

count, even once well-established predictors of exercise (e.g., intentions, efficacy beliefs) had 

been statistically controlled. Similarly, Chevance, Héraud, Varray, and Boiché (2017) found 

that the strength of participants’ implicit attitudes towards exercise at the end of a 6-week 

pulmonary rehabilitation program, but not exercise intentions, positively predicted self-

reported levels of exercise engagement 6 months later. Antoniewicz and Brand (2016a) 

further revealed that positive implicit attitudes towards exercise could discriminate between 

participants who adhered to a 3-month exercise regime and participants who dropped-out of 

the program. The above research suggests that the strength and direction of implicit affective 

associations with exercise and physical activity are important determinants of physical 

activity.   

In addition to affective associations, other forms of implicit associations have been 

linked to exercise behaviour. For example, Banting, Dimmock, and Lay (2009) found that 

holding an exercise self-schema (i.e., identifying as someone who exercises regularly and as 

someone who values exercise) was positively correlated with the extent to which an 

individual implicitly associated exercise with his or her sense of self (i.e., implicit exercise 

self-schema). This is consistent with the idea that, over time, an individual may learn to 

associate exercise with mental representations of concepts that have regularly co-occurred 

with exercise (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Moreover, both explicit and implicit exercise self-

schema were found to explain unique variance in self-reported exercise behaviour. Similarly, 

Forrest, Smith, Fussner, Dodd, and Clerkin (2016) found that an implicit association between 

exercise and evaluations of exercise importance was positively correlated with self-reported 

exercise dependence symptoms at 1-month follow-up, and positively predicted self-reported 
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average daily intensity of workout sessions. Lastly, Scott, Eves, Hoppé, and French (2009) 

found that a sample of active individuals implicitly associated exercise in memory more 

strongly with expected (e.g., ‘have fun’, ‘more fit’) than with unexpected (e.g., ‘good teeth’, 

‘clean hands’) outcomes of exercise. Scott et al. highlighted that such associations can form 

when an activity is explicitly paired with outcome beliefs (e.g., via health promotion 

campaigns) or implicitly via direct experience. Importantly, these findings demonstrate that 

people may develop implicit associations between the concept of exercise and relatively 

abstract concepts in long-term memory. 

Taken together, the above research provides insight into how the impulsive system is 

related to exercise behaviour and highlights the utility of measuring implicit memory 

associations not only for understanding and predicting exercise participation, but also for 

providing a more comprehensive model of exercise behaviour. The results of these studies 

also support the RIM (Strack & Deutsch, 2004) in that the perception of exercise-related 

stimuli in the environment may not only elicit the activation of affective associations in 

memory but may also trigger the automatic activation of other associated concepts. Once 

activated, these associations guide subsequent information processing and trigger 

motivational orientations which prepare the individual to execute approach or avoidance 

behavioural responses (Deutsch & Strack, 2006). Depending on an individual’s implicit 

associative network for the exercise concept (e.g., associating exercise with having fun and 

feeling good), he or she may automatically respond to exercise cues in a particular way 

(Rebar, 2017). In other behavioural domains of research, such as addiction and consumption 

research, these automatic tendencies are known as implicit cognitive biases (Wiers, Rinck, 

Kordts, Houben, & Strack, 2010). 
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3.3 Approach-Avoidance Cognitive Biases  

Exploring how an individual may be biased in their responses to exercise cues can 

provide insight into the factors influencing exercise participation. A cognitive bias refers to 

the preferential processing of certain stimuli in the environment over others (MacLeod & 

Mathews, 2012). Cognitive biases have been examined in multiple clinical and health 

behaviour domains including research on anxiety disorders (Najmi, Kuckertz, & Amir, 2010; 

Rinck & Becker, 2007), phobias (Klein, Becker, & Rinck, 2011), obsessive compulsive 

disorder (OCD, Nicholson, Dempsey, & Barnes-Holmes, 2014), eating disorders (Wu, 

Hartmann, Skunde, Herzog, & Friederich, 2013), and drug addiction (Gladwin et al., 2015). 

One form of biased cognitive processing that has received recent attention in the context of 

exercise and physical activity is approach-avoidance biases. Approach-avoidance biases 

reflect automatic tendencies to approach or avoid particular cues (Kakoschke, Kemps, & 

Tiggemann, 2017). More specifically, an approach bias refers to an automatic tendency to 

approach rather than to avoid certain stimuli, whereas an avoidance bias refers to the 

tendency to avoid rather than to approach certain stimuli (Barkby, Dickson, Roper, & Field, 

2012). Consistent with the RIM’s conceptualisation of approach-avoid orientations (Strack & 

Deutsch, 2004), approach-avoidance biases automatically guide behaviour either towards or 

away from relevant cues in the environment (Cousijn et al., 2011).  

Approach-avoidance biases have predominantly been studied in the context of 

addiction and consumption research. For instance, studies have demonstrated approach biases 

for numerous appetitive stimuli including alcohol (Wiers, Rinck, Dictus, & van den 

Wildenberg, 2009; Wiers et al., 2010; Wiers, van Woerden, Smulders, & de Jong, 2002), 

cannabis (Cousijn et al., 2011; Field, Eastwood, Bradley & Mogg, 2006), cigarettes (Bradley, 

Field, Healy, & Mogg, 2008; Mogg, Bradley, Field, & De Houwer, 2003; Wiers, et al., 2013), 

and food cues (Havermans, Giesen, Houben, & Jansen, 2011; Veenstra & de Jong, 2010). In 
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addition, the strength of approach-avoidance biases has been shown to discriminate between 

populations and has been directly linked to consumption behaviour. For example, it has been 

demonstrated that relative to non-smokers, smokers display a stronger approach versus 

avoidance bias for smoking-related cues (Bradley, Field, Mogg, & De Houwer, 2004; Mogg 

et al., 2003). In the alcohol domain, heavy drinkers have been shown to display a stronger 

approach bias for alcohol compared to light drinkers (Field, Kiernan, Eastwood, & Child, 

2008), and the strength of this bias is positively associated with increased alcohol 

consumption (Martin Barunstein, Kuerbis, Ochsner, & Morgenstern, 2016; Sharbanee, 

Stritzke, Young, Rinck, & Macleod, 2013). Similarly, Cousijn et al. (2011) found that 

approach bias for cannabis cues was stronger among heavy cannabis users versus non-users 

and positively predicted prospective cannabis use at 6 months.  

The above research demonstrates the presence of approach-avoidance biases and 

suggests that some individuals may have a stronger implicit bias to approach rather than to 

avoid relevant cues in the environment. However, much of this research has focused on the 

measurement of approach-avoidance biases as a way of understanding the (over)consumption 

of unhealthy substances (Kakoschke et al., 2017). An important avenue for future research is 

therefore to examine whether implicit approach-avoidance cognitive biases are similarly 

linked to health-promoting behaviours, such as exercise and physical activity. An implicit 

cognitive bias to approach exercise-related cues in the environment may be one mechanism 

through which the impulsive system, as outlined in the RIM, is able to facilitate the long-term 

maintenance of regular leisure-time exercise. In contrast, a weak approach bias or an 

avoidance bias away from exercise-cues may undermine consciously held long-term exercise 

goals and negatively impact behaviour. 
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3.3.1 Measuring Approach-Avoidance Biases: Automatic Action Tendencies 

Of the existing research on approach-avoidance biases in the context of exercise, 

researchers have so far focused on the measurement of automatic action tendencies. Action 

tendencies refer to spontaneous behavioural impulses to approach or avoid certain stimuli 

(Wiers et al., 2010) and can be considered the behavioural output of the impulsive system 

(Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Because automatic action tendencies occur rapidly and 

impulsively, they are typically measured using computerised tasks. A commonly used task is 

the Stimulus Response Compatibility task (SRC; De Houwer, Crombez, Baeyens, & 

Hermans, 2001), also known as the Manikin task. In the Manikin task, participants are 

required to use two response keys on a keyboard (e.g., ‘8’ and ‘2’ on the number pad) to 

move a computerised manikin either toward or away from target images, depending on task 

instructions. For instance, participants may be asked to use one key to move the manikin 

toward images depicting exercise (e.g., an image of a person swimming) and use the other 

key to move the manikin away from images depicting sedentary behaviour (e.g., an image of 

a person watching TV). In a subsequent set of trials these task instructions will be reversed 

(i.e., participants are instructed to move the manikin toward images of sedentary behaviour 

and away from images of exercise). To determine the strength of an approach (or avoidance) 

bias toward (or away) from exercise behaviour images, a difference score is created by 

subtracting the median response time of the avoidance trials from the median response time 

of the approach trials. Consistent with previous research (e.g., Cousijn et al., 2011; Field et 

al., 2008), a positive difference score on this task is indicative of a stronger approach versus 

avoidance bias for exercise behaviour images.  

Using the Manikin task, a handful of studies have linked approach-avoidance biases 

to several exercise and physical activity behaviours. For instance, Cheval, Sarrazin, and 

Pelletier (2014) used the Manikin task to examine the relationship between approach bias 
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towards physical activity and sedentary behaviour and non-exercise activity thermogenesis 

(e.g., spontaneous muscle contractions). Participants performed an isometric hand-grip task in 

which they were asked to squeeze the handgrip as strongly as possible when they heard an 

audio cue. When participants heard a second audio cue, they relaxed their grip but were still 

required to maintain slight pressure on the handgrip. Results showed that a stronger approach 

(versus avoidance) bias for physical activity cues was associated with increased physical 

effort during the relaxation phase of the task, whereas as an approach bias for sedentary cues 

was negatively associated with exerted physical effort. Moreover, the observed relationship 

between performance on the task and approach bias for physical activity and sedentary 

behaviour was independent of explicit exercise intentions and self-reported usual exercise 

behaviour (i.e., the average amount of time spent on moderate-to-vigorous exercise per 

week). These findings suggest that the impulsive system may automatically influence 

exertion on behavioural tasks requiring physical effort, independently of the reflective 

system. However, the relationship between self-reported exercise behaviour and approach 

bias was not examined and it remains unclear whether approach-avoidance biases are linked 

to current exercise participation. As will be discussed later in this chapter (section 3.3.2), 

determining whether approach-avoidance biases are related to current exercise behaviour may 

provide important insight into the processes influencing the maintenance of regular exercise.   

A study by Oliver and Kemps (2018), also using the Manikin task, examined the 

relationship between approach-avoidance biases and incidental forms of physical activity. In 

that study, physical activity was measured as daily step count which was objectively recorded 

using pedometers across 7 days. Contrary to predictions, results revealed that the sample 

displayed a significant avoidance bias away from physical activity that was unrelated to 

average daily step count. However, avoidance bias moderated the effects of autonomous and 

controlled forms of motivation on behaviour such that self-reported levels of autonomous and 
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controlled motivation were positively associated with step count, but only among individuals 

with a stronger avoidance (versus approach) bias for physical activity cues. These results 

demonstrate how the reflective and impulsive system may conflict and how an individual 

may still be physically active despite having a bias to avoid physical activity. The authors 

suggested that future research should examine approach-avoidance biases in the context of 

leisure-time exercise, highlighting that an approach bias may be more important in 

automatically guiding forms of physical activity that are more likely to be voluntarily 

performed or rewarding.  

Currently, only one study has demonstrated a link between approach-avoidance biases 

and leisure-time exercise behaviour. Cheval, Sarrazin, Isoard-Gautheur, Radel, and Friese 

(2015) used the Manikin task to explore whether approach-avoidance biases for physical 

activity and sedentary behaviours could explain the effect of physical activity-promoting 

messages on the amount of time spent on moderate-to-vigorous leisure-time exercise, 

objectively measured using an accelerometer. Results showed that being presented with a 

persuasive message promoting physical activity increased explicit intentions to exercise 

among those with weak or moderate (but not high) baseline intentions, and that both post-

message intentions and approach bias for physical activity positively and independently 

predicted prospective exercise behaviour. In contrast, an approach bias for sedentary 

behaviours negatively predicted exercise behaviour and moderated the effects of post-

message intentions such that exercise intentions only predicted behaviour among those with 

low or moderate (but not high) approach bias for sedentary behaviour. These findings suggest 

that an approach bias for physical activity may automatically guide an individual to pursue 

higher levels of leisure-time exercise independently of explicit intentions, whereas an 

approach bias for sedentary behaviour may undermine long-term exercise goals. 

Nevertheless, current exercise behaviour was not measured, and further research is needed to 
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identify whether approach-avoidance biases are able to predict leisure-time exercise 

independently of exercise intentions as well as other forms of exercise motivation (e.g., self-

determined motivation; Deci & Ryan, 2000).   

In addition, only one study so far has examined the relationship between approach-

avoidance biases for exercise cues and immediate exercise performance. In that study, 

Cheval, Sarrazin, Pelletier, and Friese (2016) explored whether experimentally manipulating 

approach-avoidance biases for physical activity and sedentary behaviour could increase the 

amount of time that participants spent performing a moderate-intensity exercise behaviour, 

namely leg squats. Approach-avoidance biases were manipulated using a modified version of 

the Manikin task (e.g., Wiers et al., 2010) in which participants were either trained to 

approach physical activity cues and avoid sedentary cues (approach condition), avoid 

physical activity cues and approach sedentary cues (avoid condition) or received no training 

(control condition). Following the cognitive bias modification training, participants were left 

alone and given 5 minutes to perform the exercise task with the ostensible purpose of later 

providing feedback on the activity. Using a keyboard, participants pressed the ‘enter’ key 

when they wanted the task to begin and pressed the ‘spacebar’ key when they wanted to stop 

and rate the exercise. Cheval et al. found that participants in the approach condition spent 

longer performing the exercise task than those in the avoid and control conditions, suggesting 

that strengthening approach bias for physical activity cues may lead to more time spent 

performing exercise behaviours. Although the authors suggested that their findings 

demonstrate a causal link between approach bias and immediate exercise behaviour, they 

noted that the inability to directly observe participants’ exercise behaviour was a limitation of 

the study. Consequently, the relationship between an approach bias for exercise cues and 

objectively measured immediate exercise performance warrants further investigation.  
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The abovementioned studies provide preliminary evidence that implicit approach-

avoidance cognitive biases may impact exercise and physical activity behaviours. 

Specifically, using the Manikin task (De Houwer et al., 2001), these studies suggest that the 

perception of exercise- and physical activity-related stimuli in the environment can trigger 

immediate and automatic action tendencies to approach or avoid. Such tendencies are 

presumed to result from automatic affective responses to environmental stimuli whereby the 

perception of positive stimuli triggers action tendencies to approach, and the perception of 

negative stimuli triggers action tendencies to avoid (Krieglmeyer, De Houwer, & Deutsch, 

2013). An alternative method of assessing approach-avoidance biases is to use the Implicit 

Association Test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998) to examine the strength of 

implicit approach-avoidance memory associations. Like other forms of memory associations 

discussed earlier in this chapter (see section 3.2.3), approach-avoidance associations reflect 

the extent to which an individual has learned to associate a target concept (e.g., exercise) with 

behavioural dispositions to approach or to avoid (Palfai & Ostafin, 2003). Thus, in contrast to 

the Manikin task, which reflects affective-induced behavioural reactions (Krieglmeyer & 

Deutsch, 2010), the IAT provides more direct insight into the motivational associative 

structures that may impulsively guide an individual to approach or to avoid exercise cues in 

the environment.  

3.3.2 The Implicit Association Test: Implicit Approach-Avoidance Associations 

The IAT was originally developed to measure implicit racial attitudes and stereotypes 

(Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Lane, Banaji, Nosek, & Greenwald, 2007). Since then, it has 

been adopted in other domains, including clinical and health psychology (Greenwald, 

Poehlman, Uhlmann, & Banaji, 2009). The IAT is a computer-based categorisation task that 

uses reaction time to infer the strength of implicit memory associations. In the original 

flowers-insects evaluative IAT, participants use one of two response keys (e.g., left or right) 
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to categorise stimuli as belonging either to the categories “flowers” or “insects”, or to the 

categories “pleasant” or “unpleasant”. The four categories are paired such that on half the 

trials “flowers” is paired with “positive” and “insects” is paired with “negative”, and on the 

other half this pairing is reversed (i.e., “insects” is paired with “pleasant” and “flowers” is 

paired with “unpleasant”). Faster responding when “flowers” is paired with “pleasant” (and 

“insects” paired with “unpleasant”) than when “flowers” is paired with “unpleasant” (and 

“insects” paired with “pleasant”), indicates stronger implicit memory associations between 

these two concepts (i.e., “flowers” and “positive”) and more positive implicit attitudes 

towards flowers (Greenwald et al., 1998). Thus, the IAT identifies implicit biases in 

associative memory (Lane et al., 2007).  

By replacing the affective attributes (e.g., pleasant-unpleasant, positive-negative) with 

motivational attributes (i.e., approach-avoid), the IAT can be modified to measure implicit 

approach-avoidance cognitive biases. Palfai and Ostafin (2003) first used the approach-

avoidance IAT to examine approach-avoidance biases for alcohol cues in a sample of 

hazardous drinkers. In that version of the IAT, participants were required to categorise 

stimuli as belonging to either the categories “alcohol” (e.g., brew, liquor) or “electricity” 

(e.g., outlet, lightning), or to the categories “approach” (e.g., advance, forward) or “avoid” 

(e.g., withdraw, escape). Consistent with models of associative memory (e.g., Smith & 

DeCoster, 2000; Strack & Deutsch, 2004), the authors hypothesised that through repeated co-

activation, individuals who reported hazardous drinking behaviours would display an implicit 

bias in the strength of associations between the alcohol concept and behavioural dispositions 

to approach. As expected, reaction times on the approach-avoidance IAT indicated that the 

sample of hazardous drinkers displayed stronger implicit alcohol-approach versus alcohol-

avoidance memory associations. The results further revealed that the strength of this 

approach bias was positively associated with subjective alcohol craving and significantly 
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predicted the frequency of self-reported binge drinking episodes. As noted by the authors, 

examining the strength of implicit approach-avoidance memory associations may thus 

provide a useful method through which to explore motivational processes that cannot be 

measured by traditional means of explicit self-report. Subsequent studies within the context 

of alcohol have similarly linked approach-avoidance associations with the frequency of 

drinking episodes (Ostafin, Bauer, & Myxter, 2012; Ostafin, Palfai, & Wechsler, 2003), as 

well as the quantity of alcohol consumed (Cohn et al., 2012; Farris, Ostafin, & Palfai, 2010; 

Lindgren et al., 2015).  

Since its use in the alcohol domain, the approach-avoidance IAT has been used to 

examine the link between approach-avoidance memory associations and other health 

behaviours. In the food domain, Kemps, Tiggemann, Martin, and Elliott (2013) used the 

approach-avoidance IAT to demonstrate an implicit approach bias for a commonly craved 

food, namely chocolate. While the authors did not measure actual chocolate consumption, 

they did demonstrate that approach bias was positively correlated with self-reported 

chocolate cravings. In another study, Kemps and Tiggemann (2015) found that a sample of 

overweight and obese individuals displayed significantly stronger food-approach versus food-

avoidance memory associations (i.e., an approach bias for food cues) compared to a sample 

of normal-weight controls. Using both a motivational (i.e., approach-avoidance) and an 

evaluative (i.e., positive-negative) variant of the IAT, Kraus and Scholdener (2015, Study 2) 

found that the two variants displayed a weak-to-moderate correlation (r = .38), but that the 

motivational IAT displayed higher predictive validity with respect to actual food-choice 

behaviour compared to the evaluative IAT. Taken together, these studies suggest that 

approach-avoidance associations can be measured independently of evaluative associations 

and may contribute to the consumption of unhealthy but desirable foods, implicating 

approach-avoidance associations in the maintenance of unhealthy eating behaviours. In the 
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context of smoking, De Houwer, Custers, and De Clercq (2006) found that smokers displayed 

an implicit approach bias towards smoking-related cues on an approach-avoidance IAT, 

whereas non-smokers displayed an implicit bias to avoid those same cues. This is consistent 

with the idea that implicit approach-avoidance biases likely result from previous and repeated 

exposure to (i.e., consumption of) the target stimulus (Wiers et al., 2017). Similarly, it may be 

the case that individuals who engage in high amounts of leisure-time exercise have come to 

implicitly associate exercise cues more strongly with behavioural dispositions to approach 

than to avoid, compared to individuals who perform lower amounts of exercise.  

Currently, only two studies have used the approach-avoidance IAT in the exercise 

domain. In the first study, Moffitt et al. (2019; Study 1) used the IAT to measure approach-

avoidance biases for cues reflecting a physically active (e.g., fit, athletic) or a physically 

inactive (e.g., lazy, lethargic) lifestyle in a sample of individuals who, on average, performed 

more than 150 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous leisure-time exercise in the preceding week. 

Results revealed a stronger implicit approach bias for word cues representing a physically 

active lifestyle compared to cues representing an inactive lifestyle. However, the strength of 

this approach bias was not correlated with self-reported leisure-time exercise behaviour. The 

second study by the same authors (Moffitt et al., Study 2) re-trained implicit approach-

avoidance biases for physically active and inactive lifestyle cues in a sample of self-identified 

insufficiently active individuals. Approach-avoidance biases were re-trained using a modified 

version of the IAT which was designed to either strengthen active-approach and inactive-

avoidance memory associations (approach condition) or strengthen inactive-approach and 

active-avoidance memory associations (avoid condition). Approach bias for physically active 

lifestyle cues was stronger following the training for participants in the approach condition 

than for those in the avoid condition. However, the effects were moderated by pre-training 

bias scores such that the training effects were more pronounced for those with moderate or 
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strong approach biases for physically active lifestyle cues compared to those with weak pre-

training approach biases. Baseline approach-avoidance bias scores were again not 

significantly correlated with self-reported exercise behaviour.  

While the studies conducted by Moffitt et al. (2019) provide preliminary support for 

the use of an IAT-based measure of approach-avoidance bias in the context of exercise, there 

are some limitations in this research. First, the IAT used by Moffitt et al. was designed to 

measure approach-avoidance biases for cues associated with physically active and inactive 

lifestyles. The stimuli used to represent these categories were chosen to represent general 

mental representations of physically active (e.g., energetic, physical) and inactive lifestyles 

(e.g., unfit, immobile), rather than specific physically active (e.g., running, swimming) and 

inactive (e.g., sitting, relaxing) behaviours. Using an IAT which measures approach-

avoidance bias specifically for the exercise concept, rather than the general concept of a 

physically active lifestyle, may provide a more accurate indication of the extent to which an 

individual is automatically motivated to approach or to avoid exercise specific behaviours. In 

addition, the cue words representing the physically active lifestyle category (e.g., fit, athletic) 

were more positively valenced than those representing the inactive lifestyle category (e.g., 

lazy, lethargic). Using a contrast category that differs in valence from the target category has 

been shown to influence overall scores on the IAT. For example, Swanson, Rudman, and 

Greenwald (2001) found that both smokers and non-smokers displayed more favourable 

implicit attitudes towards smoking on an evaluative IAT for which the contrast category for 

smoking was a highly stigmatised behaviour (e.g., stealing). However, when the smoking 

contrast category was not highly stigmatised (e.g., sweets or exercise), smokers and non-

smokers both displayed more favourable implicit attitudes towards the contrast category 

compared to smoking. It is therefore possible that even inactive individuals would display a 

stronger implicit approach bias for (positively valenced) physically active lifestyle cues when 
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compared to (negatively valenced) inactive lifestyle cues, given that ‘exercisers’ are 

evaluated more positively than ‘non-exercisers’, even by individuals who do not exercise 

regularly (Rodgers, Hall, Wilson, & Berry, 2009).  

Second, Moffitt et al. (2019) did not observe a link between the strength of approach-

avoidance associations and self-reported leisure-time exercise behaviour. As the authors 

noted, this may have been because behaviour was only measured in respect to exercise 

performed in the preceding 7-days. Measuring previous-week exercise behaviour can be 

problematic given the inherent variability that exists in weekly exercise engagement 

(Ainsworth et al., 2012; Bergman, 2018). For instance, an individual with an automatic 

tendency to exercise (i.e., an approach bias for exercise cues) may not perform his or her 

typical amount of leisure-time exercise if other competing motivational forces are present 

(e.g., external pressures to go out to dinner instead of going to the gym). Similarly, an 

individual with an automatic tendency to avoid exercise behaviours (i.e., an avoidance bias 

away from exercise cues) might engage in atypical exercise behaviours if other explicit 

motivational forces are driving his or her actions (e.g., consciously held goals to lose weight; 

Oliver & Kemps, 2018). As such, utilising a measure of ‘typical’ or ‘usual’ exercise 

behaviour, rather than measuring exercise performed only in the previous week, may provide 

greater insight into whether approach-avoidance associations are associated with the amount 

of leisure-time exercise that a person typically performs. 

Establishing the strength of the relationship between typical week leisure-time 

exercise and approach-avoidance associations would support suggestions that memory 

associations develop and strengthen through prior experience (Fazio & Olson, 2003; Strack & 

Deutsch, 2004; Wiers, et al., 2017). Moreover, a comparison in approach-avoidance 

associations between individuals who regularly achieve recommended guidelines for physical 

activity and exercise (i.e., those who perform more than 150 min of physical activity per 
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week) and individuals who do not, has not yet been explored. Given that previous research 

has shown that approach-avoidance associations discriminate between known-groups (e.g., 

smokers vs non-smokers, De Houwer et al., 2006; obese vs normal weight controls, Kemps & 

Tiggemann, 2015), this comparison may partly explain why some individuals successfully 

maintain sufficient levels of regular exercise more so than others. Lastly, the relationships 

between approach-avoidance associations and immediate exercise behaviour have not yet 

been explored. Although previous research suggests that immediate action tendencies are 

linked to spontaneous muscle contractions (Cheval et al., 2014) and time spent on moderate-

to-vigorous leisure-time exercise (Cheval et al., 2015), it remains untested whether approach-

avoidance associations are related to immediate performance on exercise-related tasks. Thus, 

further research is needed to determine how leisure-time exercise is associated with implicit 

approach-avoidance associations with exercise cues. One method of achieving this is to 

further utilise the approach-avoidance IAT in the exercise domain.  

3.4 Why Use the IAT to Measure Implicit Associations? 

Over the last two decades, a variety of indirect measurement procedures have been 

developed to measure implicit associative structures (Nosek, Hawkins, & Frazier, 2011). In 

contrast to direct measurement procedures which measure a construct through conscious 

introspection and self-report, indirect measurement procedures typically use performance on 

computerised tasks (De Houwer & Moors, 2010; De Houwer, Teige-Mocigemba, Spruyt, & 

Moors, 2009). Specifically, during such tasks the construct of interest (e.g., implicit attitudes 

towards a racial group) is believed to automatically guide responses on the task (e.g., reaction 

time to presented stimuli). In turn, these responses are used to calculate a specific 

measurement outcome (e.g., a score). The resulting measurement outcome of indirect 

procedures can thus be interpreted as an indirect measure of an implicit construct in that it 

does not result from consciously controlled and deliberate thought processes (De Houwer, 
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2006; De Houwer & Moors, 2010). Thus, the term ‘indirect measurement procedure’ is used 

in the current thesis to refer to tasks, like the IAT, that are designed to provide indices of 

implicit constructs or cognitions (De Houwer & Moors, 2010).  

Researchers who have used indirect measurement procedures to examine implicit 

cognitions have predominantly used tasks that involve priming, such as the Evaluative 

Priming (EP) task (Fazio et al., 1986) and the Lexical Decision Task (LDT; Wittenbrink, 

Judd, & Park, 1997). During these tasks, participants are required to respond to a target 

stimulus as quickly and as accurately as possible. The EP task requires participants to 

evaluate a target stimulus (e.g., happy) as either positive or negative, whereas the LDT 

requires participants to indicate whether a target stimulus is a word (e.g., flowers) or a non-

word (e.g., fxxxv). However, before responding to the target stimulus participants are 

presented with a priming stimulus (e.g., puppy). The underlying premise of priming effects is 

that the presentation of the priming stimulus triggers the activation of associated concepts in 

memory which may either facilitate or impair subsequent responses to the target stimulus. 

Specifically, responses are argued to be facilitated when the target stimulus shares similar 

associative properties with the priming stimulus (e.g., similar valence or semantic meaning) 

and are impaired when they do not (Bargh, 1996). 

Although much research utilising priming procedures focuses on the measurement of 

implicit attitudes, priming can be used to examine other forms of implicit cognition. For 

instance, priming tasks have been used to investigate mortality salience (Mahoney, Saunders, 

& Cain, 2014), implicit goal pursuit (Gamble, Lee, Howard, & Howard, 2014), and to 

examine implicit stereotypes toward gender (White, Danek, Herring, Taylor, & Crites, 2018), 

age (Meisner, 2012), and race (DeStano, Dasgupta, Bartlett, & Cajdric, 2004). In one study, 

Ostafin et al. (2003) used a sequential priming task (Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 

1995; Neely, 1977) to examine approach-avoidance associations with alcohol. Specifically, 
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participants were primed with alcohol-related (e.g., liquor, six-pack) and neutral word cues 

(e.g., tables, ten-fold) before being asked to indicate whether the presented target stimulus 

belonged to the category “approach” or to the category “avoid” by pressing either a green or 

red key on a response box. Ostafin et al. found that the extent to which alcohol cues primed 

approach responses was not associated with self-reported drinking behaviour (i.e., binge 

drinking episodes and alcohol problems), but that the priming of avoidance responses was 

negatively associated with both drinking variables. In other words, people who reported 

increased problematic drinking behaviours displayed weak alcohol-avoidance associations in 

memory. While the non-significant relationship between alcohol-approach associations and 

behaviour was unexpected, the authors noted that, consistent with other studies using 

sequential priming tasks (Fazio & Olson, 2003), the task demonstrated relatively poor 

reliability (i.e., split-half statistics of r = -.04 for the approach trials and r = .10 for the avoid 

trials) which may have contributed to this effect.   

Of the indirect measurement procedures used to examine implicit associations, the 

IAT is one of the most widely used and validated procedures (Nosek et al., 2011). As 

described earlier in this chapter (see section 3.3.2), the IAT involves the speeded 

categorisation of presented stimuli (e.g., words, images, shapes). The underlying premise of 

the IAT is that participants will be faster and more accurate to categorise stimuli when 

stimulus categories that are closely associated in memory (e.g., flowers-positive, insects-

negative) are categorised using the same response key (i.e., congruent trials) compared to 

when they are categorised using different response keys (i.e., incongruent trials). Thus, the 

IAT differs from priming tasks in that all presented stimuli are required to be processed and 

categorised. The standardised difference in mean reaction times for congruent and 

incongruent trials represents a person’s score on the IAT  and an index of implicit bias for the 
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target concept (e.g., flowers) relative to the contrasting concept (e.g., insects). This resulting 

score is also commonly known as the IAT effect (Greenwald et al., 2003).  

There are several approaches to calculating scores on the IAT. The original scoring 

algorithm proposed by Greenwald, McGhee, and Schwartz (1998) involved the recoding of 

outliers to lie within set boundaries of 300 to 3000 ms, as well as applying a log-

transformation to the final data. This approach was argued to increase normality of the data 

and produce stronger effect sizes. Greenwald et al. (2003) subsequently proposed a revised 

scoring algorithm (i.e., the D-score). The revised algorithm treats response latencies that are 

less than 350 ms and greater than 10,000 ms as anticipatory or delayed responses, 

respectively, and excludes them from the analysis. All incorrect responses in the revised 

algorithm are replaced with the individual’s mean response latency for that test block with the 

addition of an error penalty of 600 ms. And lastly, the calculated difference score based on 

un-transformed mean response latencies from the congruent and incongruent test blocks is 

divided by the individual’s pooled standard deviation across all trials. This method accounts 

for individual differences in response variability and produces a score that is directly 

comparable to Cohen’s (1988) d measure of effect size (i.e., small = .20, medium =.50, large 

= .80). The D-score has become one of the most widely used scoring algorithms for the IAT 

(Greenwald et al., 2009) and has demonstrated superior performance on multiple criteria 

(e.g., magnitude of implicit-explicit correlation, resistance to contamination due to 

differences in response speed, resistance to the effect of prior IAT-experience on IAT scores) 

when compared against other algorithms (Back, Schmukle, & Egloff, 2005; Greenwald et al., 

2003).    

One of the primary benefits of using the IAT over other indirect measures of implicit 

associations is its strong psychometric properties. Tests of internal consistency (Cronbach’s 

alpha and split-half) place reliability estimates for the IAT typically within the range of .70 to 
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.90 (Hofmann, Gawronski, Gschwender, Le, & Schmitt, 2005; Nosek, Greenwald, & Banaji, 

2006). In comparison, internal consistency for other indirect measurement procedures has 

been found to be considerably lower (e.g., r = .06 for the EP task, Olson & Fazio, 2003; r = 

.20 for the Go/NoGo Association Task [GNAT], Nosek & Banaji, 2001; r = .25 for the 

Extrinsic Affect Simon Task [EAST], De Houwer, 2003). In addition, the predictive validity 

of the IAT has been widely demonstrated. A meta-analysis by Greenwald et al. (2009) placed 

the relationship between scores on the IAT (measuring various constructs including racial 

attitudes, political preferences, consumer preferences, and alcohol- and drug-related 

cognitions) and behaviour at r = .27. Moreover, Greenwald et al. noted that the predictive 

validity of the IAT was not influenced by whether the IAT was completed before or after 

explicit measures. Importantly, research in the exercise domain has shown that scores on the 

IAT continue to predict exercise-related behaviour even when explicit measures have been 

statistically controlled for (e.g., Conroy et al., 2010). Thus, these findings highlight the IAT 

as a primary candidate for examining the relationship between implicit approach-avoidance 

memory associations and behaviour.  

Nevertheless, there are also critiques surrounding the IAT. One such critique is the 

task structure of the traditional IAT. The traditional IAT comprises seven blocks. During the 

first block participants may be required to categorise stimuli as belonging to one of two 

attribute categories (e.g., approach, avoid). In the second block, participants categorise 

stimuli as belonging to one of two target categories (e.g., exercise, sedentary). Blocks three 

and four combine these two tasks, with one of the target and attribute categories (e.g., 

exercise and approach) positioned on the left side of the screen and the other two categories 

(e.g., sedentary and avoid) positioned on the right of the screen. Block five is identical to 

block one but with the positioning of the attribute categories (i.e., left or right) reversed. 

Blocks six and seven are identical to blocks three and four, but the pairing of the categories is 
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now reversed (e.g., exercise and avoid are on the left side of the screen and sedentary and 

approach are on the right side of the screen). In this way, blocks three and four can be 

considered congruent trials whereas blocks six and seven can be considered incongruent 

trials.   

A criticism of this set block structure is that participants may develop strategies which 

make the categorisation of stimuli easier, a process also known as recoding (De Houwer, 

2003). Specifically, recoding refers to the process whereby an individual may ignore the 

category membership of the stimuli to simplify either the congruent or incongruent trials, 

which will be discussed in more detail below. An additional criticism of the standard IAT 

structure is that it requires the use of a contrasting concept category (e.g., exercise versus 

sedentary behaviour). This means that the IAT is only able to provide a relative measure of 

implicit bias for the target concept (e.g., a preference for exercise over sedentary cues). To 

address these concerns surrounding recoding strategies and the relative nature of the task, 

variants of the traditional IAT have been developed.  

3.4.1 The Recoding-Free Implicit Association Test (IAT-RF) 

One variant of the IAT, the Recoding-Free IAT (IAT-RF; Rothermund, Teige-

Mocigemba, Gast, & Wentura, 2009) was developed to address issues with recoding. As 

mentioned above, recoding strategies refer to techniques used by participants to simplify the 

IAT (De Houwer, 2003; Gast & Rothermund, 2010; Mierke & Klauer, 2003). One example 

of recoding is when both attribute and target stimuli are categorised based on a shared 

underlying feature (e.g., salience or valence) rather than category membership. For instance, 

in the standard flowers-insects IAT participants may form a recoding strategy during the 

congruent block where they categorise all flower and positive stimuli as positive, and all 

insect and negative stimuli as negative. As a result, the task no longer requires the 

categorisation of four sets of categories, but rather the categorisation of only two (Houben, 
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Rothermund, & Wiers, 2009; Rothermund & Wentura, 2004). During the incongruent block, 

however, this recoding strategy is not possible and participants must categorise all four 

categories of stimuli. Therefore, response times will be considerably slower during the 

incongruent block in comparison to the congruent block and thus, may lead to invalid 

conclusions regarding the resulting IAT score (Rothermund & Wentura, 2001).  

To circumvent issues surrounding recoding, Rothermund et al. (2009) designed the 

IAT-RF which combines the two categorisation trials (i.e., congruent and incongruent trials). 

Specifically, rather than completing congruent and incongruent trials in separate blocks, 

participants perform both congruent and incongruent test trials within the same test block. 

This is achieved by having the position of the two attribute labels (e.g., positive, negative) 

remain fixed in the upper left and right-hand corners of the computer screen whilst the 

position of the two target category labels (e.g., flowers, insects) alternate at random from left 

to right. On half of the trials “flowers” would be paired with “positive” and “insects” paired 

with “negative”, and on the other half of the trials this pairing would be reversed (i.e., 

“insects” paired with “positive” and “flowers” paired with “negative”). Having the target 

category labels randomly change position forces participants to categorise stimuli based on 

their appropriate category membership and therefore reduces the likelihood that the resulting 

IAT score is influenced by strategic recoding practices (Rothermund et al., 2009).     

While the use of the IAT-RF has received little attention since its initial development, 

it has been applied to the measurement of several different forms of implicit associations 

including positive-negative associations (Gast & Rothermund, 2010; Haynes, Kemps, & 

Moffitt, 2015; Meissner & Rothermund, 2013, 2015), arousal-sedation associations (Houben 

et al., 2009), and approach-avoidance associations (Kemps et al., 2013; Kraus & Piqueras-

Fiszman, 2016; Kraus & Scholderer, 2015). Notably, Moffitt et al. (2019) used both the 

standard IAT (Study 1) and the IAT-RF (Study 2) to examine approach-avoidance cognitive 
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biases for physically active lifestyle cues, with both measures displaying acceptable split-half 

reliability estimates (.77 for the traditional IAT and .62 for the IAT-RF). As such, the IAT-

RF appears useful in measuring approach-avoidance memory associations whilst at the same 

time addressing structural critiques of the traditional IAT. For this reason, the current thesis 

utilised the IAT-RF as one measure of approach-avoidance associations. 

3.4.2 The Single Category Implicit Association Test (SC-IAT) 

Another critique of the IAT is that in its traditional task structure, it can only be 

interpreted as a relative measure. That is, the traditional IAT examines implicit bias towards 

one target concept relative to a paired, contrasting concept. In the context of the current 

research, one could assume that ‘sedentary’ would be the most likely category to oppose the 

concept of ‘exercise’. However, even individuals who perform regular exercise are likely to 

also engage in sedentary behaviour (Bennie et al., 2016). Moreover, sedentary behaviour is 

considered distinct from exercise and thus, the automatic processes that regulate these two 

behaviours are also likely to differ (Maher & Conroy, 2016). As such, it has been argued that 

the cognitive processes underlying exercise and sedentary behaviour should be considered 

and measured as distinct constructs (Biddle, Mutrie, & Gorely, 2015).  

One method of examining implicit exercise associations independently of the 

sedentary concept is to utilise the SC-IAT (Karpinski & Steinman, 2006). The SC-IAT is 

structurally identical to the relative IAT but only requires the categorisation of stimuli 

belonging to one target concept (e.g., exercise) and two attribute concepts (e.g., positive, 

negative; Karpinski, 2004). For example, during one of the critical test blocks of the SC-IAT, 

participants are asked to use one response key to categorise stimuli as belonging to the 

categories “exercise” or “positive” and another response key to categorise stimuli as 

belonging to the category “negative”. In the second critical test block, this pairing is reversed 
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such that participants use one response key to categorise “positive” stimuli and the other 

response key to categorise “exercise” or “negative” stimuli.  

While the removal of the contrasting category has the potential to address concerns 

regarding the relative nature of the IAT, reducing the number of categories from four down to 

three greatly simplifies the task and is likely to increase the chances that participants will 

engage in strategic recoding practices (Chevance, Héraud, Guerrieri, Rebar, &  Boiché, 2017; 

Rothermund & Wentura, 2004). For example, during the test block in which participants use 

one response key for exercise or positive stimuli and the other response key for negative 

stimuli, participants may respond in such a way that they only need to focus on the 

descrimination of negative stimuli. That is, participants might formulate a strategy whereby if 

they see a negative simulus they will press the appropriate response key, and for any other 

non-negative simulus they will respond by pressing the other response key. Consequently, 

responses on the SC-IAT may not be representative of the true strength of an implicit 

association but rather, ability to respond to a single concept category (Schnabel, Asendorpf, 

& Greenwald, 2008). To reduce such forms of recoding, the current thesis therefore 

employed a recoding-free variant of the SC-IAT as an additional measure of implicit 

approach-avoidance associations with exercise cues. 

3.5 Moderators of Indirect Measurement Procedures in the Prediction of Behaviour 

In addition to addressing structural criticisms of the traditional IAT, it is also 

important to explore factors that may potentially moderate the relationship between measures 

of implicit exercise associations and exercise behaviour. As mentioned earlier in this chapter 

(see section 3.2.1), the impulsive and the reflective systems have different operating 

conditions for optimal functioning (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). On the one hand, the impulsive 

system is always in operation and thus, always engaged in the processing of perceptual input 

(Krishna & Strack, 2017). On the other hand, the reflective system is slow, effortful, and 
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guides behaviour through careful deliberation and intent (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Strack & 

Deutsch, 2007). As such, the ability for the reflective system to guide behaviour is limited to 

the extent that an individual has the cognitive capacity to actively engage in such thoughtful 

processes (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). When an individual is unable to engage in reflective 

processing, behaviour is likely to be influenced more heavily by the impulsive system. 

Consequently, there are several boundary conditions that can impact the extent to which 

direct and indirect measurement procedures are predictive of behaviour. While much research 

has previously explored factors that can moderate the relationship between measures of the 

reflective system and exercise behaviour (e.g., Symons Downs & Hausenblas, 2005), the 

factors moderating the relationship between measures of the impulsive system and exercise 

behaviour remain largely unknown.  

According to Friese, Hofmann, and Schmitt (2009), there are three determinants of 

moderation that can influence whether measures of automatic or controlled cognitive 

processes will be more predictive of behaviour: opportunity to control, motivation to control, 

and process reliance. The first two of these determinants reflect Fazio’s (1990) Motivation 

and Opportunity as Determinants (MODE) model. According to the MODE model, 

controlled processes will influence behaviour when an individual is motivated to engage in 

effortful and controlled cognitive processing and has the opportunity to do so. Opportunity to 

engage in controlled processing refers to the availability of time and cognitive resources 

(Fazio, 1990). When there is a lack of time, individuals are unable to engage in controlled 

processing and must therefore rely on automatic and impulsive responses (Krishna & Strack, 

2017). Similarly, the amount of cognitive resources an individual has available to engage in 

reflective processing is limited (Rothman et al., 2009) and can be reduced with increasing 

demands on working memory (i.e., a person’s capacity to temporarily hold and manipulate 

information in memory; Wagner & Heatherton, 2015). The last determinant, process reliance, 
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refers to an individual’s tendency to rely on either automatic or controlled cognitive 

processes (Smith & DeCoster, 2000).  

As shown in Table 3.1, Friese et al. (2009) further characterise potential moderators 

as dispositional, situational, or behavioural. Dispositional moderators are stable 

characteristics of an individual that may influence the predictive validity of indirect 

measurement procedures. For instance, studies have shown that indirect measurement 

procedures are more likely to predict behaviour among individuals with poor working 

memory capacity (Hofmann, Gschwendner, Friese, Wiers, & Schmitt, 2008) and those who 

typically preference their intuition (Hofmann & Baumert, 2010). In contrast, situational 

factors are characterised by current demands such as depletion of self-regulatory resources 

(Friese, Hofmann, & Wänke, 2008) or current mood state (Holland, de Vries, Hermsen, & 

van Knippenberg, 2012). Lastly, behavioural moderators reflect features of the behaviour 

which might impact the predictive validity of indirect measurement procedures such as the 

(un)controllability of the behaviour (e.g., non-verbal social interactions; Dovidio, Kawakami, 

Johnson, Johnson, & Howard, 1997) or whether the behaviour has become largely automatic 

and habitual. By distinguishing between moderators in this way, Friese et al. provide a useful 

framework through which we can understand why and when measures of the impulsive 

system are likely to predict behaviour.  
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Table 3.1 

Factors Likely to Moderate the Predictive Validity of Indirect Measurement Procedures 

 Determinants of moderation 

Mode of 

functioning 

Opportunity to 

control 

Motivation to control Process reliance 

Dispositional Low working 

memory capacity 

 

Low trait self-control 

 

High trait impulsivity 

 

Low motivation to 

control prejudice 

High preference for 

intuition 

Situational Low cognitive 

capacity 

 

Low self-regulatory 

resources 

 

Low processing time 

 

Hedonic need states 

 

Focus on affect 

 

 

Current mood state 

 

 

Uncertainty 

Behavioural Low controllability  Habit strength 

Note. Adapted from Friese, Hofmann, and Schmitt (2009).  

3.5.1 Habit strength 

One behavioural moderator that pertains to process reliance is habit strength. Habits 

can be operationalised as immediate impulses to perform a specific behaviour, or sequence of 

behaviours, in response to associated cues (Gardner, 2015). Behaviours that have become 

habitual may initially be performed intentionally using controlled processes (Aarts & 

Dijksterhuis, 2000; Rothman et al., 2009). Over time, however, contextual cues such as time 

of day, objects in the environment, or other people (Pimm et al., 2016), become associated in 

memory with the behaviour being performed (Lally, Van Jaarsveld, Potts, & Wardle, 2010). 

When encountering those environmental cues in the future, the cues can automatically elicit 

behavioural impulses to perform the associated behavioural response (Pimm et al., 2016). As 

the behaviour becomes highly automatic and habitual, a person may become more reliant on 

automatic than controlled cognitive processes to guide behaviour (Friese et al., 2009). As 
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such, behaviours that are highly habitual should be predicted more strongly by indirect 

measurement procedures that are designed to capture automatic processes compared to direct 

measurement procedures. As will be discussed in greater detail later in this thesis (see 

Chapter 6), only a few studies have been conducted to examine whether habit strength 

improves the predictive validity of indirect measurement procedures (e.g., Conner, Perugini, 

O’Gorman, Ayres, & Prestwich, 2007; Lindgren et al., 2015) and none have explored this 

possibility in the exercise domain.  

3.5.2 Cognitive Capacity 

As controlled processes rely heavily on the availability of cognitive resources (Vohs, 

2006), reducing cognitive capacity should decrease the effects of controlled processes whilst 

simultaneously increasing the effects of automatic processes on behaviour (Rothman et al., 

2009). One commonly used method of situationally reducing or impairing cognitive capacity 

is a cognitive load manipulation (Gilbert & Hixon, 1991). To reduce cognitive capacity (i.e., 

low cognitive capacity), some participants may be asked to keep in mind a string of six-or-

more digits (e.g., ‘24691564’) whilst performing a secondary task, whereas to retain 

cognitive capacity (i.e., high cognitive capacity) participants may be asked to keep in mind a 

smaller two-digit string (e.g., ‘53’) whilst performing that same task. Consistent with the 

RIM (Strack & Deutsch, 2004), reducing cognitive capacity by increasing demands to 

working memory reduces ability to utilise cognitive processes that require careful 

deliberation. For instance, studies have shown that with reduced cognitive capacity, people 

are more likely to rely on stereotypes (Gilbert & Hixon, 1991), make decisions that are based 

on affect than strategy (Schulz, Fischbacher, Thöni, & Utikal, 2014) or moral judgements 

(Greene, Morelli, Lowenberg, Nystrom, & Cohen, 2008), and exhibit greater discounting of 

future rewards (Hinson, Jameson, & Whitney, 2003). Importantly, it has been shown that low 

cognitive capacity increases the predictive validity of indirect measurement procedures on 
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behaviour (Friese et al., 2008, Study 1; Gibson, 2008, Study 2). Currently, however, it 

remains untested whether manipulating cognitive capacity similarly impacts the prediction of 

exercise behaviour by indirect measurement procedures.   

In summary, when using indirect measurement procedures to understand and predict 

exercise behaviour it is important that researchers consider the boundary conditions which 

might impact the predictive validity of these measures (Rothman et al., 2009). Understanding 

when, and for whom, indirect measurement procedures are likely to predict behaviour will 

provide further insight into the role of automatic processes in the regulation of exercise 

behaviour. As highlighted above, two factors that are likely to influence the predictive 

validity of indirect measurement procedures include habit strength and cognitive capacity. To 

date, however, it remains untested whether exercise habit strength and cognitive capacity 

moderate the relationship between measures of implicit approach-avoidance associations and 

leisure-time exercise behaviour.  
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Chapter 4: Summary of Literature and Aims of Research Program 

As highlighted in the preceding chapters of this thesis, the dominant perspective in 

exercise research has been that rational and controlled decision-making processes determine 

exercise-related behaviour. However, exercise behaviours are not solely the result of careful 

and reflective deliberation. Exercise behaviours are also influenced by cognitive processes 

that automatically motivate behaviour outside of conscious awareness. Such processes result 

from pre-existing associations that are stored in long-term memory and have been identified 

as being at least partly responsible for the regulation of exercise behaviour.  

Recent evidence has highlighted the role of implicit approach-avoidance cognitive 

biases in exercise behaviour. To date, however, the measurement of approach-avoidance 

biases in the exercise domain has predominantly been limited to the use of the Manikin task 

(De Houwer et al., 2001). The Manikin task does not provide direct insight into which 

memory associations are likely to guide an individual to approach or to avoid exercise cues 

and behaviours. Research in other health behaviour domains has more directly measured 

approach-avoidance memory associations using the IAT. However, only Moffitt et al. (2019) 

have so far used the IAT to measure approach-avoidance biases in the context of exercise and 

in those studies, the target concepts were not specifically related to exercise but rather the 

general concept of living a physically active or inactive lifestyle. Further research utilising 

the IAT to measure approach-avoidance biases for exercise cues is therefore needed to 

establish how implicit approach-avoidance memory associations may relate to participation in 

leisure-time exercise. To address this gap in the literature, the present thesis presents three 

studies that were designed to address two primary aims and one secondary aim.  

The first primary aim of this thesis was to investigate whether the strength of implicit 

approach-avoidance memory associations with exercise were related to self-reported 

engagement in leisure-time exercise (Study 1, Study 2, and Study 3) and immediate 
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performance on an exercise task (Study 3). The second primary aim of this thesis was to 

examine whether the relationship between IAT-based measures of approach-avoidance 

associations and exercise behaviour was moderated by self-reported levels of exercise habit 

strength (Study 2) and situational demands to cognitive capacity (Study 3). Lastly, a 

secondary aim of this thesis was to explore and compare the use of two IAT-based measures 

of approach-avoidance biases for exercise cues, namely the IAT-RF (Study 1 and Study 3) 

and the SC-IAT-RF (Study 2 and Study 3). 
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Abstract 

Traditional models of exercise motivation presume that behaviour is driven by rational 

decision-making processes. However, recent evidence suggests that automatic motivational 

processes also play a role in motivating exercise behaviour. The current study examined 

whether regular exercise engagement is linked to implicit approach-avoidance memory 

associations, as well as explicit intentions and self-determined exercise motivation. A sample 

of 104 healthy adults completed self-reported measures of exercise intentions, self-

determined exercise motivation, and levels of exercise engagement. Approach-avoidance 

associations were measured using a modified recoding-free implicit association test (IAT-

RF). Overall, participants associated exercise more strongly with approach than with 

avoidance attributes in memory, indicating an approach bias for exercise cues. In addition, 

individuals who reported engaging in higher levels of leisure-time exercise displayed a 

significantly stronger approach bias for exercise than less active individuals. Furthermore, 

approach-avoidance associations explained unique variance in exercise behaviour after 

controlling for the effects of explicit exercise intentions and self-determined exercise 

motivation. These findings suggest that increased engagement in leisure-time exercise is 

associated with an implicit cognitive bias to approach exercise-related cues in the 

environment. Moreover, these findings support current theoretical models which suggest that 

exercise is at least partly motivated by implicit motivational processes.  

Keywords: exercise; motivation; automatic processes; implicit  
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Introduction 

The benefits of engaging in regular exercise are well documented. Not only is 

exercise effective for weight management (Jakicic, Marcus, Lang, & Janney, 2008), but it is 

also associated with a range of physical and psychological health benefits (Stanton & 

Reaburn, 2014; Warburton, Nicol, & Bredin, 2006). Despite this, global rates of insufficient 

exercise remain high (World Health Organization, 2014), and successfully maintaining long-

term exercise behaviour appears difficult for some people (Nam, Dobrosielski, & Stewart, 

2012). As a result, identifying the factors that may influence an individual’s decision to 

engage in regular exercise is a primary aim of current health-behaviour research (Hofmann, 

Friese, & Wiers, 2008). In particular, increasing evidence now suggests that behaviour can be 

motivated by a range of impulsive (i.e., automatic) motivational processes that operate 

outside of conscious awareness (Rothman, Sheeran, & Wood, 2009). Guided by the 

Reflective-Impulsive Model (RIM; Strack & Deutsch, 2004), the purpose of the current study 

was to examine the strength of implicit approach-avoidance memory associations and 

investigate whether or not engagement in leisure-time exercise is linked to an implicit 

approach bias for exercise as well as explicit (i.e., self-reported) forms of exercise 

motivation.  

According to the Reflective-Impulsive Model (Strack & Deutsch, 2004), behaviour 

can be motivated by two separate but interacting cognitive processing systems: the reflective 

system and the impulsive system. The reflective system is responsible for controlled 

processes that motivate behaviour in a relatively slow, careful, and deliberate way (Rothman 

et al., 2009). For instance, an individual may learn of the health benefits associated with 

regular exercise and consciously decide (i.e., form positive intentions) to incorporate this 

behaviour into his or her daily routine (Ajzen, 2002). In contrast, the impulsive system is 

responsible for automatic processes that motivate behaviour spontaneously through the 
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activation of implicit memory associations which an individual acquires over time (Deutsch 

& Strack, 2006; Rebar et al., 2016). For example, a person who regularly enjoys exercise may 

form an associative network or cluster for ‘exercise’ in which the mental representation of 

‘exercise’ is implicitly associated with the concepts ‘fun’ or ‘enjoyment’. Once formed, these 

implicit associations can be easily triggered by environmental cues (e.g., workout gear, other 

people exercising, thoughts about exercise) and impulsively motivate exercise behaviour 

independently of controlled motivational processes (Brand & Ekkekakis, 2018; Cheval et al., 

2017; Conroy & Berry, 2017; Schinkoeth & Antoniewicz, 2017).   

In recent years, a growing body of research has investigated how automatic processes 

can bias information processing and behaviour in the context of exercise engagement (Rebar, 

2017). In particular, implicit attitudes (e.g., positive or negative associations with exercise) 

have been suggested to play an important role in the automatic regulation of exercise (Conroy 

& Berry, 2017). Indeed, it has been reported that the strength and direction of implicit 

attitudes towards exercise and physical activity are associated with both recent (Bluemke, 

Brand, Schweizer, & Kahlert, 2010; Calitri, Lowe, Eves, & Bennett, 2009; Padin, Emery, 

Vasey, Kiecolt-Glaser, 2017) and prospective exercise behaviour (Chevance, Caudroit, et al., 

2017; Conroy, Hyde, Doerksen, & Ribeiro, 2010; Forrest, Smith, Fussner, Dodd, & Clerkin, 

2016; Hyde, Elavsky, Doerksen, & Conroy, 2012). Moreover, Antoniewicz and Brand 

(2016b) demonstrated that strengthening positive implicit attitudes towards exercise via 

evaluative conditioning (e.g., Walsh & Kiviniemi, 2014) positively influenced exercise-

related decision-making (e.g., chosen intensity on an exercise task). Research has also shown 

biased attentional processing of exercise-related stimuli. For example, Berry (2006) found 

that regular exercisers displayed an attentional bias for exercise cues, whereas non-exercisers 

displayed an attentional bias for sedentary cues. Similarly, Calitri et al. (2009) found that 

higher levels of exercise were associated with a stronger attentional bias for exercise-cues, 
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but that this relationship was strongest among individuals with positive explicit exercise 

attitudes.   

In addition, evidence suggests that exercise-related cues may elicit immediate 

impulses to approach or to avoid, known as approach and avoid biases, respectively (Cheval 

et al., 2018; Wiers, Gladwin, Hofmann, Salemink, & Ridderinkoff, 2013). One method of 

assessing approach-avoid biases is through the use of computerised procedures such as the 

manikin task (Krieglmeyer & Deutsch, 2010). During this task, participants are required to 

move a computerised manikin either towards or away from certain cues, depending on the 

task instruction. For instance, Cheval, Sarrazin, Isoard-Gautheur, Radel, and Friese (2015) 

asked participants to move the manikin towards and away from images depicting exercise 

(e.g., a person swimming) and sedentary behaviours (e.g., a person watching TV). Faster 

approach than avoid responses for each set of cues indicated a stronger approach than avoid 

bias for those cues. In that study, an approach bias for exercise cues positively predicted 

leisure-time exercise behaviour, whereas an approach bias for sedentary cues negatively 

predicted behaviour. Using that same task, Cheval, Sarrazin and Pelletier (2014) found that 

approach bias for exercise positively predicted performance on a non-volitional physical 

activity task (i.e., exerted physical effort on a hand-grip task), even after controlling for the 

effects of explicit exercise intentions.  

Alternatively, approach-avoid biases can be measured by assessing the strength of 

implicit approach-avoidance memory associations, using tasks such as the implicit 

association test (IAT; Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003). The IAT is one of the most widely 

used implicit measures (Nosek, Hawkins, & Frazier, 2011). In this task, the strength of 

implicit memory associations is inferred from reaction times to categorise different stimuli 

(Greenwald et al., 2003). For instance, Palfai and Ostafin (2003) used an approach-avoid IAT 

to explore alcohol-related behavioural associations in a sample of hazardous drinkers. 
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Participants were required to use two response keys (e.g., left or right) to categorise stimuli as 

belonging to one of four concept categories. The authors found that hazardous drinkers were 

faster to respond to stimuli when the categories ‘alcohol’ and ‘approach’ were mapped onto 

the same response key and the categories ‘electricity’ and ‘avoid’ were mapped onto the same 

response key, than the reversed pairings. In other words, hazardous drinkers showed a 

cognitive bias to approach alcohol-related cues in their environment. Subsequent studies that 

have used this procedure have found similar results for alcohol (e.g., Ostafin, Marlatt, & 

Greenwald, 2008; Cohn et al., 2012), smoking-related (De Houwer, Clusters, & De Clerq, 

2006), and both healthy and unhealthy food cues (Kemps & Tiggemann, 2015; Kemps, 

Tiggemann, Martin, & Elliot, 2013; Kraus & Piqueras-Fiszman, 2016). However, to date the 

assessment of such approach-avoidance associations in the context of exercise has not yet 

been investigated with the IAT. In the current study, we thus aimed to extend the findings of 

previous research (Cheval et al., 2014, 2015) by utilising an IAT-based measure of approach 

bias to determine whether or not exercise engagement is linked to the strength of implicit 

approach-avoidance memory associations.  

In addition, it is important to examine whether approach-avoidance associations are 

linked to exercise independently of explicit exercise motivation. One model of human 

motivation that is often applied in the exercise domain is Self-Determination Theory (Deci & 

Ryan, 2000). According to Self-Determination Theory, motivation can be distinguished along 

a continuum of autonomy (i.e., self-determination) that reflects the person’s self-endorsement 

of a specific behaviour. In particular, behaviours that are self-determined are performed for 

reasons that emanate from within the self, such as exercising because a person genuinely 

enjoys exercise or personally values its outcomes. In contrast, behaviours that are not self-

determined are more likely to be performed in response to external cues or pressures, such as 

exercising to gain social approval or to avoid punishment. Although previous research has 
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found automatic processes to predict behaviour independently of behavioural intention (e.g., 

Conroy et al., 2010; Cheval et al., 2014), few studies have taken into account whether the 

behaviour is performed for self-determined or non-self-determined reasons (e.g., Keatley, 

Clarke, & Hagger, 2012). The current study thus controlled for levels of self-determined 

exercise motivation alongside exercise intention, given that the effects of both constructs on 

exercise behaviour have been well-established (Dimmock & Banting, 2009; Hagger & 

Chatzisarantis, 2009).  

The current study 

The goal of the current study was to examine the relationship between implicit 

approach-avoidance associations and leisure-time exercise engagement, using an approach-

avoid variant of the IAT. Similar to previous research (Kraus & Piqueras-Fiszman, 2016), 

approach-avoidance associations were assessed using a recoding-free IAT (IAT-RF; 

Rothermund, Teige-Mocigemba, Gast, & Wentura, 2009). The IAT-RF differs from the 

original IAT in that congruent trials (i.e., trials in which exercise cues are paired with 

approach and non-exercise cues are paired with avoid) and incongruent trials (i.e., trials in 

which non-exercise cues are paired with approach and exercise cues are paired with avoid) 

are presented within the same, rather than in separate blocks of trials. Adopting this 

procedure can help to minimise strategic recoding practices (i.e., the categorisation of stimuli 

based on features other than category membership; Rothermund et al., 2009). Faster response 

times on congruent versus incongruent trials is indicative of stronger implicit exercise-

approach associations and an approach bias for exercise cues (Kemps & Tiggemann, 2015).  

We examined the utility of the IAT-RF in assessing approach bias for exercise cues in 

a number of ways. First, we examined whether or not an IAT-based measure of approach bias 

could discriminate between individuals who perform high levels of exercise (i.e., more than 
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the recommended amount of 2.5 hours of exercise per week; WHO, 2014) and individuals 

who perform low levels of exercise (i.e., less than the recommended 2.5 hours of exercise per 

week) during their leisure-time. We predicted that high exercisers would display a stronger 

approach bias for exercise cues than low exercisers. In addition, the incremental validity of 

the IAT-RF was also tested. We tested the prediction that once explicit exercise intentions 

and self-determined exercise motivation were statistically controlled for, implicit approach-

avoidance associations would explain additional variance in self-reported leisure-time 

exercise.  

Method 

Participants 

Participants were 124 (72% female) members of the general public (n = 47) and 

undergraduate psychology students (n = 77). The age of the sample ranged from 18 to 61 

years (M = 28.12, SD = 10.99), and the mean body mass index (BMI) (M = 24.82 kg/m2, SD 

= 4.48, range = 16.56–37.29) fell within the “normal” classification range. Eligibility criteria 

for participation were: speak English as first language, no medical conditions that impaired 

word perception, and no medical conditions that restricted the ability to engage in exercise. 

Members of the general public were recruited via public advertisements and were given the 

opportunity to win one of four AUD$100 gift vouchers. Students were recruited through an 

online recruitment system (SONA) and were awarded partial course credit for participating in 

the study. The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Research Ethics Committee. 

Materials 

Word stimuli. The two target categories consisted of 10 exercise and 10 non-exercise 

matched control words adapted from previous research (Berry, 2006; Calitri et al., 2009) and 

refined through a pilot study. In the pilot study, thirty undergraduate students (25 females) 
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aged 18 to 46 years (M = 25.60, SD = 9.09) rated 23 exercise and 23 non-exercise words on a 

5-point scale that assessed exercise relatedness and ranged from 1 (not at all associated with 

exercise) to 5 (very much associated with exercise). Stimuli were also rated for pleasure using 

a 9-point scale ranging from 1 (extremely unpleasant) to 9 (extremely pleasant). Control 

stimuli were selected from heterogeneous categories and matched on word length and number 

of syllables. Using control words from heterogeneous categories has been suggested to 

increase the importance of the target category (i.e., exercise) and also reduce any systematic 

influence from the contrast category on the overall IAT effect (Robinson, Meier, Zetocha, & 

McCaul, 2005). The top 10 exercise-related words (workout, exercise, running, sprinting, 

sport, swim, athletic, gymnastics, fit, physical) and their matching controls (journal, acoustic, 

passage, headlight, coast, news, occasion, lighthouses, art, domestic) were selected to 

represent the exercise and non-exercise categories, respectively. The resulting exercise and 

non-exercise target stimuli significantly differed in their relatedness to the concept of exercise 

(exercise M = 4.73, SD = .14; non-exercise M = 1.59, SD = .36, t(18) = 25.56, p < .001). 

However, the two sets of stimuli did not differ in their ratings of pleasantness (exercise M = 

6.18, SD = .57; non-exercise M = 5.84, SD = .73, t(18) = 1.16, p = .26). Two sets of 10 

stimuli used to represent the contrasting attribute categories of approach (near, toward, 

advance, forward, proceed, reach, closer, attract, want, come) and avoidance (evade, escape, 

withdraw, away, flee, leave, retreat, afar, abstain, remove) were the same as those used in 

previous research (Kemps et al., 2013; Palfai & Ostafin, 2003).  

Approach-avoidance IAT-RF. Approach-avoidance associations were assessed 

using an approach-avoid IAT-RF similar to that used in previous studies (e.g., Kraus & 

Piqueras-Fiszman, 2016). The IAT-RF consisted of three blocks. In block one, participants 

were required to categorise stimuli according to attribute only (e.g., left = approach, right = 

avoid). In block two, participants were required to categorise stimuli according to concept 
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only (i.e., exercise or non-exercise) with the position of the response labels (i.e., left and 

right) alternating randomly between trials. During the critical phase (block three), participants 

categorised stimuli according to both concept and attribute. Response assignment for the 

concept categories alternated to combine the critical congruent (i.e., exercise + approach vs. 

non-exercise + avoid) and incongruent (i.e., non-exercise + approach vs. exercise + avoid) 

categorisation phases, with half of the trials being congruent and the other half incongruent. 

During each block, target stimuli were presented in a white font on a black screen with 

response labels positioned in the upper left and right corners of the screen. Response labels 

appeared 1500 ms prior to target presentation to ensure participants were aware of the correct 

response. Participants were required to indicate which category the target word belonged to 

by pressing either the left (‘Z’) or the right (‘/’) key on the keyboard. Each attribute and 

concept stimulus was presented twice during blocks one and two, respectively, resulting in 40 

trials per block. Block three consisted of 80 trials with each attribute and concept stimulus 

presented twice (Ostafin & Palfai, 2006). The inter-trial interval was 250 ms. 

Measures 

Approach bias. Prior to analyses, the IAT-RF reaction time data were analysed using 

the procedure outlined by Greenwald et al. (2003). Only response latencies from the 

combined critical block were used. In addition, response latencies less than 350 ms or greater 

than 10000 ms (1.85% of trials) were considered anticipatory or delayed responses, 

respectively, and were discarded (Greenwald et al., 2003; Haynes, Kemps, & Moffitt, 2015; 

Karpinski & Steinman, 2006). All incorrect responses (8.6% of trials) were replaced with the 

individual’s mean response latency + 600 ms. Difference scores were then calculated by 

subtracting the mean response latency of congruent trials (exercise + approach vs non-

exercise + avoid) from the mean response latency of incongruent trials (exercise + avoid vs 

non-exercise + approach). To account for within-person variability in response time, the 
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resulting difference between congruent and incongruent trials was divided by the participant-

specific standard deviation of all correct responses (Greenwald et al., 2003). The resulting 

score is comparable to Cohen’s (1988) d measure of effect size (i.e., small = 0.20, medium = 

0.50, large = 0.80) and indicates the direction and strength of the IAT effect. A positive 

resulting bias score is indicative of stronger implicit exercise-approach versus exercise-avoid 

memory associations and an approach bias for exercise, whereas a negative bias score 

indicated the opposite effect (i.e., stronger exercise-avoid versus exercise-approach 

associations and an avoidance bias away from exercise).   

Intentions. Intentions to exercise were assessed using four items (e.g., “I have 

thought about exercising on at least 3 days over the next 7 days”) that were rated on a seven-

point scale that ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree; Gonzalez et al., 2013). 

Scores were averaged with higher scores indicating stronger intentions to exercise.  

Exercise motivation. Explicit exercise motivation was assessed using the 

Behavioural Regulation for Exercise Questionnaire–2 (BREQ-2; Markland & Tobin, 2004). 

The BREQ-2 contains 19 items scored on 5-point response scales ranging from 1 (not at all 

true of me) to 5 (very true of me).  The subscales of this measure indicate levels of 

amotivation (e.g., “I don’t see why I should have to exercise”), external regulation (e.g., “I 

exercise because others say I should”), introjected regulation (e.g., “I feel guilty when I don’t 

exercise”), identified regulation (e.g., “I value the benefits of exercise”), and intrinsic 

regulation (e.g., “I exercise because it’s fun”). From these, a composite relative autonomy 

index (RAI) can be calculated that indicates the level of self-determined motivation to 

exercise.  Individual RAI scores were calculated by summing the scores of each weighted 

subscale (Markland & Ingledew, 2007): (-3 × amotivation) + (-2 × external regulation) + (-1 

× introjected regulation) + (2 × identified regulation) + (3 × intrinsic regulation).  
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Exercise engagement. Exercise engagement was assessed using the leisure-time 

portion of the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) and was adapted to 

measure exercise performed during a ‘usual week’ (Craig et al., 2003). Participants were 

asked to report the number of days they typically engage in leisure-time moderate and 

vigorous exercise and for how long on each occasion. Moderate exercise was described as 

any activity that makes you breathe somewhat harder than usual and requires moderate 

physical effort. Vigorous exercise was described as any activity that makes you breathe a lot 

harder than usual and requires hard physical effort. Average amount of time (in hours) spent 

engaging in leisure-time exercise per week was calculated by multiplying the frequency of 

exercise sessions by usual session duration. The resulting score was a continuous variable 

representing ‘usual’ exercise engagement. In addition, a second variable was created by 

dichotomising the sample into ‘high exercisers’ and ‘low exercisers’. The high exercisers 

reported meeting global recommendations of weekly exercise (i.e., performed 2.5 hours or 

more of exercise per week; WHO, 2014), whereas the low exercisers reported not meeting 

these recommendations (i.e., performed less than 2.5 hours of exercise per week) (Cary et al., 

2016). The IPAQ has demonstrated good convergent validity against objective measures of 

exercise (Craig et al., 2003).  Usual exercise engagement was log-transformed to normalise 

the distribution of this variable (before transformation: skewness = 1.00, SE = .24; after 

transformation: skewness = -.18). However, the raw un-transformed descriptive statistics are 

reported for ease of interpretation. 

Design and Procedure 

The study employed a cross-sectional design. Upon arrival at the laboratory, 

participants received an information letter and were asked to provide written informed 

consent. Participants then completed the IAT-RF followed by the questionnaires. Testing was 
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completed using a 16.2” Dell 75 Hz monitor docked to a personal laptop running on an Intel 

Core i-5 CPU. The testing session lasted approximately 45 minutes.  

Data Reduction  

Of the 124 participants, data from four participants were removed because English 

was not their first language. Using a single yes/no item, 11 participants were removed from 

the analyses because they indicated that they did not understand the meaning of the stimuli 

used in the IAT-RF. A further five participants were removed for not following the IAT-RF 

instructions. As a result, analyses were performed on data from 104 participants.   

Statistical Analyses 

All analyses were performed with IBM SPSS Statistics 22. Pearson’s r was calculated 

to assess the strength of the bivariate relationships between the study variables. Mean 

reaction times of the IAT-RF were analysed using a 2 (group: high exercisers, low exercisers) 

× 2 (trial type: congruent, incongruent) mixed model ANOVA, with group as the between 

subjects variable and trial type as the within subjects variable. Independent samples t-tests 

were used to explore differences in IAT-RF approach bias scores between high exercisers and 

low exercisers and a one-sample t-test was performed to examine if overall approach bias 

differed significantly from zero. A hierarchical regression analysis was conducted to examine 

whether implicit approach bias predicted unique variance in levels of leisure-time exercise 

after controlling for explicit exercise intentions and self-determined motivation. Intentions 

and RAI scores (i.e., self-determined motivation) were entered into the analysis at Step 1 and 

IAT-RF approach scores were entered into the analysis at Step 2. Usual exercise engagement 

was entered as the continuous outcome variable. As there was a slight violation to the 

assumption of homoscedasticity, a heteroscedasticity-consistent standard error SPSS macro 

(Hayes & Cai, 2007) was used for the regression analysis. 
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Results 

Descriptive statistics 

Descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients are displayed in Table 5.1. Results 

revealed that the sample performed, on average, more than the recommended amount of 

weekly exercise (i.e., more than 2.5 hours of exercise per week). However, there was 

substantial variability in exercise engagement across the sample. The sample also reported 

exercising for more self-determined reasons and reported positive intentions to exercise. Age, 

gender, and BMI were not associated with any of the study variables (all ps > .05).  

Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach, 1951) for the measure of intention was α = .94, and for the 

BREQ-2 subscales were: amotivation, α = .82; external regulation, α = .84; introjected 

regulation, α = .78; identified regulation, α = .85; intrinsic regulation, α = .95.  

Table 5.1.  

 

Descriptive Statistics and Bivariate Correlations between the Study Variables 

 M SD 1 2 3 4 

1. Approach bias   .30   .25 -    

2. Exercise engagement (hours) 3.91 3.71 .25* -   

3. Relative autonomy index 8.31 6.78 .12 .45*** -  

4. Intentions 5.28 1.65 -.001 .34*** .47*** - 

* p < .05; ***p < .001 

Approach-avoidance IAT-RF 

 Results of the 2 (group: high exercisers, low exercisers) × 2 (trial type: congruent, 

incongruent) mixed model ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of trial type, F(1, 102) 

= 130.98, p < .001, partial η2 = .56. Mean reaction times were faster during the congruent (M 

= 1134 ms, SD = 311 ms) than the incongruent (M = 1263 ms, SD = 352 ms) categorisation 

trials. Further inspection of the reaction time data revealed that this effect was driven by 

faster reaction times when exercise words were paired with approach (M = 1061 ms, SD = 
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279 ms) than with avoid words (M = 1164 ms, SD = 294 ms), and when non-exercise words 

were paired with avoid (M = 1207 ms, SD = 357 ms) than with approach words (M = 1363 

ms, SD = 439 ms). There was no significant main effect of group on overall mean reaction 

times, F(1, 102) = .71, p = .71, nor was there a significant group × trial type interaction, F(1, 

102) = 3.13, p = .082. 

Approach bias and exercise status.  

Overall, the sample displayed an implicit approach bias for exercise that was 

significantly different from zero t(103) = 12.56, p < .001, d = 1.23. Results of an 

independent-samples t-test demonstrated that high exercisers (M = 0.38, SD = 0.26) showed a 

significantly stronger approach bias for exercise than low exercisers (M = 0.22, SD = 0.21), 

with a moderately large effect size, t(102) = -3.43, p = .001, d = .68. Figure 5.1 shows the 

differences in the density distributions of approach bias between low exercisers and high 

exercisers. Density plots provide a precise visualisation of trends in the data by estimating the 

probability density function (i.e., the probability that a score will fall within a particular 

range; Cohen & Cohen, 2006). As can be seen, and supporting the statistical comparison of 

the mean scores, there is a clear separation in the peak of the distributions between the low 

and high exercisers. Examining approach bias separately for each group revealed that 

approach bias was significantly different from zero for both low exercisers, t(45) = 7.11, p < 

.001, d = 1.05, and high exercisers, t(57) = 11.15, p < .001, d = 1.46. 

                                                           
2 Additional analyses using exercise as a continuous variable indicated that exercise 

engagement was not significantly associated with mean reaction times of either congruent (r 

= -.03, p = .75) or incongruent categorisation trials (r = .02, p = .86). However, results 

revealed a significant positive correlation between exercise engagement and IAT-RF 

approach bias scores (see Table 5.1), indicating that exercise engagement was positively 

correlated with the patterned effects of both faster reaction times during congruent trials and 

slower reaction times during incongruent trials. 
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Figure 5.1. The density distribution of approach bias scores for individuals who engage in 

low levels of leisure-time exercise (‘low exercisers’) against the distribution of approach bias 

scores for individuals who engage in high levels of leisure-time exercise (‘high exercisers’).  

Approach bias predicting exercise engagement  

As can be seen in Table 5.1, exercise engagement significantly and positively 

correlated with approach bias, RAI scores, and intentions. However, approach bias was not 

significantly correlated with either RAI scores or intentions.  A hierarchical regression 

analysis was performed to examine the incremental validity of the IAT-RF in predicting 

exercise engagement. The results of the regression analysis are displayed in Table 5.2. Step 1 

of the regression model containing exercise intentions and RAI scores explained a significant 

22.1% of the variance in exercise engagement, F(2,101) = 18.24, p < .001. As shown in Table 

5.2, RAI scores (β = .37) but not exercise intentions (β = .16) significantly predicted exercise 

at Step 1. The inclusion of IAT-RF approach scores at Step 2 significantly improved the 

model fit and explained an additional 4% of the variance in exercise behaviour, ∆F(1,100) = 

5.58, p = .02, ∆R2 = .04. The final model explained a significant 26.2% of the variance in 

exercise engagement, F(3,100) = 15.13, p < .001. Results revealed that exercise engagement 
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was significantly predicted by RAI scores (β = .34) and IAT-RF approach scores (β = .21), 

and marginally predicted by exercise intentions (β = .18, p = .06) in the final model.  

Table 5.2 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Exercise Engagement  

 Model 1 Model 2 

 B SE(HC) β t B SE(HC) β t 

Relative autonomy index .05 .01 .37    4.56*** .04 .01 .34  3.84*** 

Exercise intentions .08 .05 .16    1.69 .09 .05 .18  1.91 

Approach bias     .69 .32 .21  2.14* 

  R2    .221      .262   

 F       18.24***     15.13***   

∆R2      .01   

Note. SE(HC) = Heteroscedasticity consistent standard errors 

* p < .05; *** p < .001 

Discussion 

Increasing evidence suggests that exercise can be influenced by both controlled and 

automatic cognitive processes (Brand & Ekkekakis, 2018; Conroy & Berry, 2017; Rebar et 

al., 2016; Schinkoeth & Antoniewicz, 2017). Using an approach-avoid IAT-RF, the current 

study examined the relationship between implicit approach-avoidance memory associations 

and participation in leisure-time exercise. Results revealed that an approach bias for exercise 

was demonstrated using the modified IAT-RF. Consistent with our predictions, the results 

also revealed that high exercisers displayed stronger exercise-approach versus exercise-avoid 

memory associations than low exercisers. Moreover, such an approach bias for exercise cues 

was found to explain unique variance in self-reported exercise behaviour after controlling for 

explicit exercise intentions and self-determined exercise motivation. These findings are 

consistent with the Reflective-Impulsive Model which proposes that implicit exercise 
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associations are at least partly involved in motivating exercise behaviour (Rothman et al., 

2009; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). 

The current study has several unique contributions. First, we have extended previous 

research (e.g., Cheval et al., 2014, 2015) by examining approach bias for exercise cues using 

an approach-avoid variant of the IAT-RF. The studies conducted by Cheval et al. (2014, 

2015) demonstrated that exercise-related stimuli are able to automatically trigger impulsive 

approach or avoidant behavioural responses. Using the IAT-RF, our study demonstrates that 

approach-avoid dispositions can be measured at the implicit associative level in the exercise 

context. These findings suggest that the presentation of exercise-cues in one’s environment 

can automatically and unintentionally elicit associations in memory which may subsequently 

motivate approach or avoidant actions (Brand & Ekkekakis, 2018; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). 

By assessing implicit approach-avoidance associations, these findings thus extend our current 

understanding of the different implicit associations that can be triggered by exercise-related 

cues in our environment (Rebar, 2017).  

Second, results revealed that IAT-RF approach scores were positively correlated with 

self-reported levels of exercise, and were able to discriminate between individuals who 

perform high versus low levels of exercise during their leisure-time. These differences were 

observed in a comparison of the mean bias scores and by visual inspection of the density 

distributions for each group. According to the Reflective-Impulsive Model (Strack & 

Deutsch, 2004), implicit associations strengthen through repetition and co-activation with 

environmental cues. Consistent with this perspective, we found that individuals who reported 

engaging in more than the recommended amount of physical exercise on a ‘usual’ basis 

displayed a stronger approach bias for exercise than individuals who typically do not meet 

these recommendations. Previous studies have similarly found that those performing higher 

levels of exercise display an attentional bias towards exercise-related stimuli (e.g., Berry, 
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2006; Calitri et al., 2009) and have more favourable implicit attitudes towards exercise than 

less active individuals (e.g., Bluemke et al., 2010). The present findings provide further 

insight into why some people may have greater difficulty than others when it comes to 

engaging in exercise behaviour; individuals who engage in higher levels of exercise have a 

stronger cognitive bias to approach exercise cues in their environment which may 

subsequently motivate future behavioural engagement (Cheval et al., 2015). Due to the cross-

sectional design of this study, however, inferences of causality cannot be made. As such, 

further studies using prospective longitudinal designs are needed to explore whether or not 

the strength of approach-avoidance associations can indeed predict long-term exercise 

behaviour (e.g., Antoniewicz & Brand, 2016a; Chevance, Héraud, Varray, & Boichém 2017).  

Third, an important finding of the current study was that IAT-RF approach scores 

significantly predicted self-reported exercise behaviour after controlling for different forms of 

explicit exercise motivation. Previous research has demonstrated that automatic processes can 

influence immediate exercise-related decision-making (Antoniewicz & Brand, 2016b) and 

predict exercise behaviour independently of explicit intention (Cheval et al., 2015, 2016; 

Conroy et al., 2010; Forrest et al., 2016). The current study is the first, however, to examine 

the relationship between implicit approach-avoidance associations and exercise behaviour, 

after accounting for explicit intentions and self-determined exercise motivation. The results 

of this study suggest that implicit approach-avoidance associations may automatically 

motivate an individual to approach or to avoid exercise-related cues, independently of 

explicitly held exercise goals or motives. Thus, failure to perform regular exercise may not be 

due to a lack of explicit exercise motivation, but an automatic bias to avoid exercise cues in 

one’s environment (e.g., Brand & Ekkekakis, 2018). The fact that explicit intentions did not 

predict exercise behaviour in the current study might suggest that for this sample, exercise 

was largely regulated by automatic processes. Theoretically, the present study contributes to 
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the growing body of research exploring automatic processes in the context of exercise (Rebar 

et al., 2016; Schinkoeth & Antoniewicz, 2017). By using an approach-avoid IAT-RF, we 

demonstrated that variation in the strength of implicit approach-avoidance memory 

associations is linked to differences in exercise behaviour. In so doing, these results extend 

previous research that has primarily focused on implicit affective associations (e.g., Bluemke 

et al., 2010; Calitri et al., 2009). In addition, this study is among the few to investigate 

approach bias outside of the domains of addiction and consumption research by exploring 

approach bias towards a health-promoting behaviour, namely exercise (Cheval et al., 2018). 

Further, these findings support recent calls for the incorporation of automatic processes into 

traditional theoretical models of human motivation and behaviour (Dimmock & Banting, 

2009; Rothman et al., 2009). The present findings demonstrated that although a measure of 

self-determined exercise motivation was useful in the prediction of exercise engagement, 

behaviour was at least partly motivated by processes that are not captured by traditional self-

report questionnaires.   

The current findings also have practical implications. In particular, the finding that 

both explicit and implicit processes explained unique variance in exercise behaviour suggests 

that interventions that target both forms of motivational processes may be more effective in 

creating lasting behavioural change (Hofmann et al., 2008). For instance, recent evidence has 

demonstrated that by experimentally manipulating implicit processes using cognitive bias 

modification techniques (e.g., Kemps et al., 2013), exercise-related decision-making and 

behaviour can be positively influenced (e.g., Antoniewicz & Brand, 2016b; Cheval et al., 

2017). In addition, fluctuations in the strength of implicit exercise associations have been 

found to correspond with changes in exercise behaviour (Hyde et al., 2012). Thus, future 

research could explore how changes in approach-avoidance associations influence 

prospective exercise behaviour or, conversely, examine whether or not changes in exercise 
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behaviour influence the strength of approach-avoidance associations (e.g., Chevance, Héraud, 

et al., 2016; Wiers et al., 2013). Research and interventions would also benefit from 

examining implicit approach-avoidance associations for sedentary cues to identify how 

implicit behavioural associations influence the automatic regulation of sedentary behaviour 

(Cheval et al., 2017). 

Like all studies, the current study carries a number of limitations. First, the sample 

consisted of predominantly healthy, highly active individuals. However, these were all 

members of the general public which does allow for some level of generalisability of the 

current findings. Nevertheless, future research could usefully examine the strength of implicit 

approach-avoidance associations in more diverse populations. For example, measuring 

approach-avoidance associations may be useful in understanding exercise behaviour among 

obese individuals (Chevance, Caudroit et al., 2017) or people with chronic health conditions 

(e.g., Chevance, Héraud et al., 2017). Second, the current study used a self-reported measure 

of exercise behaviour which makes it susceptible to memory errors and self-presentation 

biases (Adams et al., 2005; Sallis, & Saelens, 2000). As such, future research could 

investigate whether approach-avoidance associations are linked to objectively measured 

exercise behaviour (i.e., using an accelerometer; Cheval et al., 2015). 

In conclusion, this study is the first to demonstrate a link between differences in 

exercise engagement and implicit approach-avoidance memory associations. Findings 

provide evidence to suggest that the strength of implicit behavioural memory associations 

play a role in automatically motivating participation in leisure-time exercise. In addition, they 

offer preliminary evidence that approach bias for exercise may influence exercise 

engagement independently of one’s consciously held exercise goals and motives. Combined, 

these findings have important theoretical and practical implications for interventions that 
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attempt to increase exercise engagement in less active individuals and highlight the potential 

impact of environmental cues on an individual’s ability to engage in exercise behaviour.    
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Chapter 6: Preamble 

Study 1 (Chapter 5) provided a unique contribution to current knowledge by 

demonstrating that implicit approach-avoidance memory associations can explain additional 

variance in overall leisure-time exercise participation, after controlling for explicit intentions 

and self-determined exercise motivation. In addition, Study 1 provided initial support for the 

use of an approach-avoidance variant of the IAT-RF (Rothermund et al., 2009) to measure 

approach bias for exercise cues. The findings from Study 1 suggest that individuals who 

engage in higher levels of exercise during their leisure-time may have an automatic cognitive 

bias to approach exercise-related cues in their environment. Nevertheless, the observed 

strength of the relationship between approach bias and exercise behaviour suggests that other 

factors may contribute to the predicting of exercise participation. To date, no researchers 

have explored the role of individual difference variables in the relationship between an 

implicit measure of approach bias for exercise and self-reported exercise behaviour. Study 2 

(Chapter 6) was therefore designed to provide a replication of, and theoretical extension to, 

Study 1 by expanding our understanding of some of the factors that may play a role in the 

relationship between implicit measures and exercise behaviour. Specifically, Study 2 

examined whether an implicit approach bias for exercise would be a stronger predictor of 

self-reported leisure-time exercise behaviour when an individual engages in exercise 

habitually. 

The IAT-RF in Study 1 used two target concept categories (i.e., exercise versus non-

exercise). The contrasting non-exercise category contained stimuli belonging to 

heterogeneous categories that were matched in word length, number of syllables, and valence 

with the stimuli belonging to the exercise category (e.g., workout vs journal, exercise vs 

acoustic, running vs passage). This reduced any systematic influence of the contrast category 

on the overall IAT effect (Robinson, Meier, Zetocha, & McCaul, 2005). Specifically, using a 
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contrasting category that represents a distinct concept has been shown to impact the 

magnitude of the IAT effect. For instance, as noted earlier in this thesis Swanson et al. (2001) 

found that implicit attitudes towards smoking were more positive when the contrasting 

category was a highly stigmatised behaviour (e.g., stealing), but were less positive when the 

contrasting category was not a stigmatised behaviour (e.g., exercise). As such, a heterogenous 

neutral non-exercise category was used in Study 1 in an attempt to avoid such influence 

(Robinson et al., 2005).  

By contrast, Study 2 used a single-category IAT-RF (SC-IAT-RF; Karpinski & 

Steinman, 2006) to measure approach bias for exercise. The single category IAT is 

particularly relevant when a target concept does not have a clear contrasting category 

(Karpinski & Steinman, 2006). For instance, although the concept ‘sedentary behaviour’ may 

appear to be the contrasting category to ‘exercise’, even individuals who exercise regularly 

are likely to also engage in sedentary behaviours at times (Bennie et al., 2016). Thus, whereas 

the traditional relative IAT measures approach bias by comparing exercise-approach and non-

exercise-avoidance memory associations against the strength of non-exercise-approach and 

exercise-avoidance associations, the SC-IAT compares only the strength of exercise-approach 

to exercise-avoidance associations. In this way, the SC-IAT-RF can provide an absolute 

measure of approach bias for exercise cues (i.e., only approach bias for exericse) rather than a 

relative measure of approach bias (i.e., the strength of approach bias for exercise compared 

against the strength of approach bias for non-exercise; Conroy et al., 2010). Thus, Study 2 

aimed to replicate the effects observed in Study 1 by investigating whether an absolute 

measure of approach bias for exercise cues was similarly positively associated with self-

reported leisure-time exercise behaviour.  
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Abstract 

Indirect measurement procedures that are designed to assess automatic cognitive processes 

have proven to be useful, but not perfect, predictors of exercise behaviour. This is partly 

because individual difference factors can moderate the predictive validity of such procedures. 

To date, however, few studies have examined variables which may influence the relationship 

between measures of automatic cognitive processes and exercise behaviour. As such, the 

current study examined whether exercise habit strength moderated the relationship between 

an implicit measure of approach bias and self-reported leisure-time exercise. Undergraduate 

students (N = 110) completed a Single-Category Recoding-Free Implicit Association Test 

(SC-IAT-RF) measuring the strength of approach bias for exercise cues. They also self-

reported total levels of leisure-time exercise, average duration of exercise sessions, and 

completed measures of exercise intentions and habit strength. The SC-IAT-RF measure of 

approach bias for exercise was not associated with average minutes spent per week engaging 

in leisure-time exercise or average workout duration. Moreover, habit did not moderate the 

relationship between the implicit measure of approach bias and exercise behaviour. However, 

both habit and exercise intentions significantly predicted average minutes of exercise per 

week, but only intentions significantly predicted average workout duration. These findings 

further support the role of dual-process models in the exercise domain and suggest that 

having strong exercise habits and positive exercise intentions can help to understand overall 

levels of exercise participation.   
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Introduction 

Performing at least 150 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous physical exercise per week 

is important for maintaining positive physical and mental health (Kim et al., 2012; 

Warburton, Nicol, & Bredin, 2006). However, many individuals fail to exercise on a regular 

basis (Rhodes, Janssen, Bredin, Warburton, & Bauman, 2017). One way of increasing 

exercise participation rates is to identify the cognitive processes that underlie exercise 

behaviour (Gourlan et al., 2016). Recent evidence suggests that indirect or implicit 

measurement procedures that are designed to capture automatic cognitive processes can help 

to explain exercise participation (Rebar, 2017; Rebar et al., 2016; Schinkoeth & Antoniewicz, 

2017). To date, however, few studies have explored the conditions under which such implicit 

measures are able to predict exercise behaviour (e.g., Padin, Emery, Vasey, & Kiecolt-Glaser, 

2017). Identifying the potential moderators of this relationship is important to further 

understand when, and for whom, automatic processes drive health-promoting behaviours 

such as regular exercise (Friese, Hofmann, & Schmitt, 2009; Zenko & Ekkekakis, 2019). The 

purpose of the current study was to examine the relationship between an implicit measure of 

approach bias for exercise and self-reported leisure-time exercise behaviour. In addition, this 

study explored whether the relationship between approach bias and exercise behaviour was 

moderated by exercise habit strength.  

Traditional models of behaviour change emphasise the role of consciously controlled 

and deliberate cognitive processes in the prediction of health-related behaviours (McEachan 

et al., 2016). In particular, the construct of intention (i.e., the extent to which an individual is 

willing to invest effort to perform a behaviour) has been highlighted as one of the most 

proximal determinants of behavioural enactment (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). In the context of 

exercise, however, research has demonstrated that intentions can only account for, on 

average, 24-27% of the variance in exercise behaviour, leaving large amounts of variance left 
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unexplained (Rhodes & De Bruijn, 2013; Rhodes & Dickau, 2012). More recent evidence 

suggests that behaviour is also influenced by automatic cognitive processes that can motivate 

behaviour outside of conscious awareness (Sheeran et al., 2016). According to dual-process 

models of behaviour (e.g., Strack & Deutsch, 2004), automatic processes stem from the 

spreading activation of pre-existing memory associations that have formed over time when 

stimuli regularly co-occur (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Once 

formed, these associations can be triggered by stimuli in the environment and automatically 

guide behaviour (Sheeran, Gollwitzer, & Bargh, 2013). In this way, exercise can result from 

both controlled and automatic cognitive processes (Rebar, 2017).  

One automatic process that has been linked to exercise behaviour is approach bias. 

Approach bias refers to an automatic tendency to approach rather than avoid certain stimuli in 

the environment (Hofmann, Friese, & Wiers, 2008). An individual may display a bias to 

approach exercise-related stimuli due to the positive affective hedonic experiences with 

which they have been previously associated (Cheval et al., 2018). Once these associations 

form in long-term memory, an approach bias may non-consciously motivate a person to 

exercise by automatically guiding him or her to approach exercise-related cues and 

behaviours. Studies have shown that approach bias for exercise can significantly predict 

higher levels of objectively measured moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (Cheval, 

Sarrazin, Isoard-Gautheur, Radel, & Friese, 2015), as well as positively predict the amount of 

grip force that participants will exert in an isometric hand-grip task (Cheval, Sarrazin, & 

Pelletier, 2014). More recently, Hannan, Moffitt, Neumann, and Kemps (2019) found that 

individuals who reported engaging in higher levels of leisure-time exercise (i.e., more than 

150 minutes of leisure-time exercise per week) displayed a stronger approach bias for 

exercise cues compared to those who reported lower exercise engagement (i.e., less than 150 

minutes of leisure-time exercise per week). In addition, approach bias strength positively 
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predicted self-reported leisure-time exercise independently of explicit (i.e., controlled) forms 

of exercise motivation (i.e., intentions, self-determined motivation). Combined, these studies 

suggest that approach bias for exercise cues is positively associated with exercise behaviour.  

 Because automatic processes operate outside of conscious awareness (Strack & 

Deutsch, 2004), they are typically measured using indirect measurement procedures (Friese et 

al., 2009). In contrast to direct measurement procedures, which rely on conscious 

introspection and self-report (e.g., Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010), indirect measurement procedures 

typically use reaction time to make inferences about automatic processes (De Houwer, Teige-

Mocigemba, Spruyt, & Moors, 2009). For instance, Hannan et al. (2019) measured approach 

bias using the Implicit Association Test (Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998) which is 

designed to capture biases in underlying implicit memory associations. Using the IAT, an 

approach bias for exercise can be inferred when participants are faster to respond on trials for 

which exercise cues (e.g., running, gymnastics) are paired with approach words (e.g., near, 

towards) and non-exercise cues (e.g., journal, news) are paired with avoid words (e.g., evade, 

escape), than the reversed pairings. Specifically, this response pattern indicates stronger 

implicit exercise-approach versus exercise-avoidance associations in memory, and thus an 

approach bias for exercise cues. Similarly, by modifying the attribute labels (i.e., approach 

and avoid), researchers have used the IAT to demonstrate a link between exercise behaviour 

and other automatic processes including implicit attitudes (i.e., associations between exercise 

and positive or negative evaluations; Chevance et al., 2018; Conroy, Hyde, Doerksen, & 

Ribeiro, 2010; Hyde, Elavsky, Doerksen, & Conroy, 2012) and implicit exercise self-schema 

(i.e., associations between exercise and sense of self; Banting, Dimmock, & Lay, 2009). 

Although measures of automatic processes can explain and predict exercise behaviour 

(for reviews see Cheval et al., 2018; Chevance, Bernard, Chamberland, & Rebar, 2019; Rebar 

et al., 2016; Schinkoeth & Antoniewicz, 2017), there are individual differences in the 
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strength of this association (Friese et al., 2009; Rebar, 2017; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). For 

instance, Padin et al. (2017) examined whether self-regulatory ability (i.e., ability to regulate 

thoughts, emotions, and behaviour; Tice & Bratslavsky, 2000) moderated the relationship 

between a measure of implicit attitudes and self-reported exercise behaviour. Implicit 

attitudes towards exercise positively predicted self-reported duration of workout sessions, but 

only among individuals who reported having greater difficulty controlling immediate 

impulses (i.e., poor trait inhibitory control). Specifically, participants with more negative 

implicit attitudes towards exercise reported spending less time exercising during a typical 

exercise session, but only if they reported weaker inhibitory control. This suggests that stable 

individual difference factors can moderate the relationship between implicit measures and 

exercise behaviour.  

One unexplored individual difference factor that is likely to moderate the relationship 

between implicit measures and exercise behaviour habit strength (Hofmann et al., 2008). 

Habit is conceptualised as an impulse to perform a behaviour, or sequence of behaviours, in 

response to contextual cues (Gardner, 2015). Habit develops when a behaviour is successfully 

performed in stable contexts (Neal, Wood, Wu, & Kurlander, 2011; Wood & Neal, 2007; 

Wood & Rünger, 2016). Over time, contextual cues become associated with a behavioural 

response in memory such that the perception of those cues can automatically trigger an 

impulse to perform the associated behaviour (Wood & Neal, 2007). Studies have shown that 

individuals with stronger exercise habits engage in higher amounts of exercise behaviour than 

those with weaker habits (Gardner, De Bruijn, & Lally, 2011; Kaushal & Rhodes, 2015). In 

addition, habit strength can account for similar amounts of variance in exercise behaviour 

when measured alongside explicit exercise intentions (Allom, Mullan, Cowie, & Hamilton, 

2016; Armitage, 2005; Sheeran et al., 2013). Habit has also been found to moderate the 

relationship between explicit intentions and exercise behaviour such that as behaviour 
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becomes more habitual, intentions become a weaker predictor of behaviour (Gardner et al., 

2011; Hashim, Jawis, Wahat, & Grove, 2014; Rhodes, de Bruijn, & Matheson, 2010). These 

latter findings may reflect that as habit strength increases, behavioural control shifts from the 

use of controlled processes, like intentions, to the automatic processing of environmental cues 

(Wood, 2017).   

Because habitual behaviours are regulated automatically and operate largely outside 

of conscious awareness (Wood & Neal, 2007), implicit measures should be more predictive 

of behaviours that have become highly habitual (Friese, et al., 2009; Hofmann et al., 2008).  

Currently, only a few studies have directly tested this prediction in contexts other than 

exercise and physical activity. For instance, in two studies Conner, Gorman, and Ayres 

(2007) examined whether habit strength moderated the relationship between implicit and 

explicit attitudes, and subsequent sweet food consumption.  They found that implicit attitudes 

towards sweets positively predicted self-reported sweet consumption (Study 1) and a 

preference for chocolate (versus fruit) in a choice behaviour task (Study 2) more strongly for 

individuals who reported high (versus low) habit strength. That is, the consumption of sweets 

was better predicted by implicit measures of attitudes among those who were habitual sweet 

eaters.  In contrast, habit strength did not moderate the relationship between explicit attitudes 

and behaviour in either study.  

Conflicting results, however, can be seen in a study by Lindgren et al. (2015) in the 

context of alcohol consumption. Lindgren et al. examined whether habit strength moderated 

the relationship between alcohol consumption and three different implicit measures of 

alcohol motivation: implicit approach bias, implicit drinking identity (i.e., associations in 

memory between alcohol and sense of self), and implicit alcohol excitement (i.e., associations 

in memory between alcohol and evaluations of excitement). Self-reported habit strength and 

each of the implicit measures positively predicted whether participants were likely to drink 
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(versus not drink) over the study period. However, habit strength moderated only the 

relationship between implicit alcohol excitement and behaviour. Specifically, in contrast to 

the findings of Conner et al. (2007), implicit alcohol excitement was observed to be more 

predictive of increased alcohol consumption among those with weak (i.e., no) alcohol 

consumption habits. Lindgren et al. argued that individuals with weaker alcohol consumption 

habits may have been more likely than those with stronger habits to have consumed alcohol 

in settings that were unique or exciting, thus strengthening the relationship between implicit 

alcohol excitement and behaviour. Habit strength also may not have moderated the effects of 

implicit drinking identity or approach bias on behaviour in the expected direction due to the 

low habit strength of the behaviour in their sample (i.e., approximately 50% of participants 

reported no drinking habit). 

The primary aim of this study was to extend the findings of the above research by 

examining whether exercise habit strength moderated the relationship between approach bias 

for exercise cues and self-reported leisure-time exercise behaviour. Evidence demonstrates 

that habit and approach bias, separately, play a role in automatically regulating exercise 

(Cheval et al., 2018, Rebar, 2017; Rebar et al., 2016). However, research is yet to examine 

these two constructs within the same study and investigate whether they interact to predict 

behaviour. Individuals who have formed strong exercise habits have made the decision to 

exercise so frequently that the perception of contextual cues can trigger an automatic 

response, or impulse, to ‘approach’ exercise behaviour (Wood, 2017). In contrast, those with 

weak exercise habits rely on the use of effortful and controlled self-regulation strategies (e.g., 

intentions, goals) to regulate their actions, which can interfere with the automatic regulation 

of behaviour (Hofmann, Schmeichel, & Baddeley, 2012; Rebar, Elavsky, Maher, Doerksen, 

& Conroy, 2014). As such, an implicit measure of approach bias may not predict behaviour 

for those whose exercise behaviour is largely controlled and deliberate (i.e., weak exercise 
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habit strength). However, for those whose exercise behaviour is regulated automatically and 

non-consciously (i.e., strong exercise habit strength), an implicit measure of approach bias is 

likely to predict behaviour.  

An additional consideration is whether approach bias predicts different aspects of 

exercise behaviour. Previous research has shown that automatic processes (e.g., implicit 

attitudes, implicit self-schema) can predict various components of exercise behaviour 

including total amount of exercise participation (Bluemke, Brand, Schweizer, & Kahlert, 

2010), as well as the average intensity (Forrest, Smith, Fussner, Dodd, & Clerkin, 2016) and 

duration (Padin et al., 2017) of exercise sessions. Whether approach bias similarly predicts 

different features of exercise has not yet been fully explored. Existing research has shown 

that approach bias can predict the average amount of time spent engaging in moderate-to-

vigorous leisure-time exercise (Cheval et al., 2015; Hannan et al., 2019) and low-intensity 

muscle contractions (Cheval et al., 2014). However, it remains untested whether an approach 

bias for exercise is predictive of the average amount of time that participants spend exercising 

during a typical exercise session. The duration of exercise sessions is an important 

contributor to whether an individual will accrue the recommended amount of 150 minutes of 

moderate-to-vigorous exercise per week. Identifying the factors that influence average 

workout duration may thus explain why many individuals fail to engage in sufficient amounts 

of weekly physical exercise. Previous research suggests that the extent to which a person is 

likely to perform longer bouts of exercise may be influenced by both controlled (e.g., 

Duncan, Hall, Wilson, & Jenny, 2010; Rebar, Dimmock, Rhodes, & Jackson, 2018) and 

automatic cognitive processes (e.g., Banting, Dimmock, & Grove, 2011; Padin et al., 2017). 

In addition, Cheval, Sarrazin, Pelletier, and Friese (2016) found that individuals who received 

training to strengthen approach bias for exercise spent longer performing a subsequent 

exercise task (i.e., performing squats) than those trained to avoid exercise. Thus, it may be 
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that an approach bias for exercise impulsively motivates a person to continue exercising for 

longer periods of time during his or her exercise sessions.  

In summary, extending on previous research (Cheval et al., 2015; Hannan et al., 2019) 

this study investigated the relationship between approach bias and leisure-time exercise 

behaviours (average minutes per week and average duration of exercise sessions), and 

explored whether this relationship was moderated by habit strength. Following Hannan et al. 

(2019), approach bias was measured using a Recoding-Free Implicit Association Test (IAT-

RF; Rothermund, Teige-Mocigemba, Gast, & Wentura, 2009). However, the current study 

implemented a Single Category IAT (SC-IAT; Karpinski & Steinman, 2006) which uses only 

one target category (e.g., exercise) rather than relying on the use of a contrast category (e.g., 

exercise vs non-exercise). Single category variants of the IAT are argued to be particularly 

relevant when a target concept does not have a clear contrasting category, such as the 

exercise concept (Conroy et al., 2010; Karpinski & Steinman, 2006). However, the use of 

only one target category has been argued to decrease the difficulty of the task, thus making 

this appraoch vulnerable to learning effects (Chevance, Héraud Guerrieri, Rebar, & Boiché, 

2017). The current study therefore used a recoding-free SC-IAT (SC-IAT-RF; Haynes, 

Kemps, & Moffitt, 2015) which differs from the original IAT in task structure and is believed 

to prevent the use of learning (i.e., recoding) strategies (Rothermund et al., 2009).  

 It was expected that self-reported exercise behaviour (average minutes per week and 

average duration of exercise sessions) would positively correlate with implicit approach bias 

for exercise cues. In addition, it was hypothesised that approach bias and habit strength would 

both significantly predict exercise behaviour after controlling for the contribution of explicit 

intentions. However, the relationship between approach bias and behaviour was expected to 

be moderated by habit strength. Specifically, exercise behaviour was expected to be more 

strongly predicted by approach bias among those for whom engaging in (i.e., approaching) 
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regular exercise is something that has become largely automatic (i.e., high habit strength), but 

not for those whose exercise behaviour is largely controlled and deliberate (i.e., low habit 

strength).  

Method 

Participants  

 Participants were 120 undergraduate psychology students (74 women and 46 men) 

who took part for partial course credit. The sample ranged in age from 18 to 55 years (M = 

22.55, SD = 7.40) and had a mean body mass index (BMI) of 23.84 kg/m2 (SD = 4.65, min = 

16.33, max = 39.44) which fell within the “normal” classification range. Participants were 

eligible to take part if English was their first language and they had no medical conditions 

that restricted their ability to engage in exercise. Participants signed up to the study through 

an online recruitment system. The Institutional Research Ethics Committee approved the 

study procedure prior to the commencement of data collection.   

Measures 

Approach bias. A SC-IAT-RF (Haynes et al., 2015) was used to measure approach 

bias for exercise cues. The SC-IAT-RF is a computerised timed sorting task that requires 

participants to use one of two response keys (i.e., left or right) to categorise stimuli as 

belonging to one of two categories. The task consisted of two blocks of practice trials and one 

block of test trials. During the first practice block, stimuli were categorised according to 

attribute only (i.e., approach or avoid). During this block, each attribute stimulus was 

presented twice, resulting in 28 practice trials. In the second practice block, stimuli were 

categorised according to both attribute and the target concept (i.e., exercise). During this 

block, the attribute category labels remained fixed in the upper left and right-hand corners of 

the computer screen, with the position of the labels (i.e., left or right) counterbalanced across 
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participants. The position of the target category label (i.e., exercise) alternated at random 

between trials; on 50% of trials the two categories were “exercise + approach” versus 

“avoid”, and on 50% of trials the two categories were “approach” versus “exercise + avoid”. 

Attribute and concept stimuli were each presented twice, resulting in 42 practice trials. The 

critical test block, block three, was identical to block two but with each stimulus presented 

eight times (Haynes et al., 2015), resulting in 168 critical test trials with a short break half-

way through. The exercise word stimuli were: workout, exercise, running, sprinting, sport, 

swim, and athletic, and were the same as used in previous research (Berry, 2006; Calitri et al., 

2009; Hannan et al., 2019). The stimuli used to represent the approach and avoid categories 

were also the same as those used in previous research (Hannan et al., 2019; Kemps, 

Tiggemann, Martin, & Elliott, 2013; Palfai & Ostafin, 2003) and included: near, toward, 

advance, forward, proceed, want, and reach to represent the concept of approach; and evade, 

escape, withdraw, away, flee, leave, and remove to represent the concept of avoid.  

Individual IAT-RF approach scores were calculated from the reaction-time data in 

block three and were processed using the D-score algorithm outlined by Greenwald et al. 

(2003) and used by Hannan et al. (2019). Response latencies more than 10000 ms or less than 

350 ms were removed as outliers (7.8% of trials). In addition, incorrect responses were 

replaced with the mean response time for that block plus an error penalty of 600 ms. The 

mean response latency for the congruent trials (exercise + approach / avoid) was subtracted 

from the mean response latency for the incongruent trials (approach / exercise + avoid). The 

resulting difference score was then divided by the individual-specific standard deviation of all 

correct responses to account for response variability (Greenwald et al., 2003). A higher IAT-

RF approach score indicated stronger implicit exercise-approach memory associations and an 

approach bias for exercise cues. The approach bias score can be interpreted in a similar way 

to Cohen’s (1988) d measure of effect size (small = 0.20, medium = 0.50, or large = 0.80). 
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Exercise intentions. Exercise intentions were measured using four items that have 

previously been validated for use in the exercise domain (González, López, Marcos, & 

Rodríguez-Marín, 2012). These were: “I will attempt to exercise on at least 3 days over the 

next 7-days”, “I have thought about exercising on at least 3 days over the next 7-days”, “I 

will try to exercise on at least 3 days over the next 7-days”, and “I will make an effort to 

exercise on at least 3 days over the next 7-days”. Each item was scored on a 7-point scale 

ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Scores were then averaged with 

higher scores indicating stronger intentions to exercise (González et al., 2012). This measure 

demonstrated strong internal consistency in the current study (Cronbach’s α = .90). 

Habit. Habit was assessed using the four-item Self-Report Behavioural Automaticity 

Index (SRBAI; Gardner, Abraham, Lally, & de Bruijn, 2012). Each item was scored on a 

five-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Following the 

presentation of the word stem “regular exercise is something…”, participants responded to 

four statements: “I do automatically”, “I do without thinking of it”, “I do without having to 

consciously remember”, “I start doing before I realise I’m doing it”. Scores were averaged 

with higher scores indicating stronger exercise habit. This measure demonstrated good 

internal consistency in the current study (Cronbach’s α = .75).  

Exercise behaviour. Minutes per week of moderate-to-vigorous leisure-time exercise 

was measured using the leisure-time portion of the International Physical Activity 

Questionnaire (IPAQ; Craig et al., 2003). The IPAQ has been used to accurately assess 

physical activity performed in multiple life domains, including leisure-time (Craig et al., 

2003). Participants reported on how many days during a “usual” week they typically spent 

performing moderate and vigorous exercise behaviours during their leisure-time. They also 

indicated the usual length (in minutes) of their workout sessions. Average minutes per week 

of leisure-time exercise was calculated by totalling the amount of time spent performing each 
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type of exercise and multiplying this value by the number of days reported. This resulted in a 

continuous measure of total time (in minutes) spent engaging in moderate-to-vigorous 

leisure-time exercise during a usual week (Cheval et al., 2014). Average duration of exercise 

sessions was calculated using the average number of minutes participants reported engaging 

in a single session of moderate-to-vigorous leisure-time exercise. To improve normality, a 

square-root transformation was applied to average minutes per week (before transformation: 

skewness = 1.82, SE = .23; after transformation: skewness = 0.39) and average workout 

duration (before transformation: skewness = 1.30, SE = .23; after transformation: skewness = 

-0.10).  

Design and Procedure 

The study used a cross-sectional design. Participants completed the study in 

individual testing sessions of approximately 45 minutes. They were informed that the study 

was examining the relationship between word processing ability and physical activity. 

Participants were not informed that the study examined non-conscious forms of exercise 

motivation to reduce the risk of any inadvertent priming of motivational orientations (Banting 

et al., 2011). After reading an information letter and providing written informed consent, 

participants completed the SC-IAT-RF. Following this, participants completed the self-report 

measures of intentions, habit, and exercise engagement in counterbalanced order, and then 

provided demographic information before being debriefed. Testing was completed using a 

16.2” Dell 75 Hz monitor docked to a personal laptop running on an Intel Core i-5 CPU using 

Inquisit software (Millisecond Software)  

Data reduction  

Of the initial 120 participants, six were removed because they indicated that English 

was not their first language. Using a single Yes/No item, a further four participants were 
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removed because they indicated that they did not understand the SC-IAT-RF task 

instructions. As such, data from 110 participants were used in the analyses.  

Statistical analyses 

Pearson’s r was used to examine bivariate correlations between variables. Degrees of 

freedom were adjusted when equal variances were not assumed. Two separate hierarchical 

regression analyses were performed to examine the predictors of total minutes of exercise per 

week and average exercise duration. For each model, age, gender, and BMI were entered into 

the analysis at Step 1 to control for their known effects on exercise behaviour (Chevance et 

al., 2018; Hyde et al., 2012). To control for the effects of controlled processes on behaviour, 

intentions were entered at Step 2, followed by habit and SC-IAT-RF approach bias scores at 

Step 3. The habit × SC-IAT-RF approach score interaction term was added at Step 4. A 

heteroscedasticity consistent standard error SPSS plugin (Hayes & Cai, 2007) was used to 

account for violations to the assumption of homoscedasticity. All other assumptions of 

regression analyses were met.  

Results 

Sample characteristics and bivariate correlations 

 Means, standard deviations, and correlations between the study variables are reported 

in Table 6.1. On average, participants were highly active, reported strong intentions to 

exercise, and reported habit strength that averaged around the mid-point. Preliminary 

analyses using separate independent samples t-tests revealed that men (Mminutes = 386.65, SD 

= 351.96) reported engaging in significantly more leisure-time exercise than women (Mminutes 

= 158.65, SD = 184.34), t(52.25) = -3.31, p = .002, d = 0.72, and also reported significantly 

longer exercise sessions (men, Mminutes = 61.53, SD = 47.75; women, Mminutes = 30.81, SD = 

28.59), t(108) = -3.24, p = .002, d = 0.63. No gender differences were observed in approach 
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bias, habits, or intentions (all ps > .05). As can be seen in Table 6.1, SC-IAT-RF approach 

bias for exercise did not significantly correlate with any of the other study variables. Total 

leisure-time exercise and average exercise duration both positively correlated with habit 

strength and exercise intentions, and with each other. Age positively correlated with BMI, but 

neither variable significantly correlated with any of the other study variables. 

Approach bias 

A one-sample t-test conducted on the SC-IAT-RF approach scores revealed an 

approach bias for exercise cues that significantly differed from zero, t(109) = 7.11, p < .001, 

d = 0.67.   

Table 6.1.  

 

Means, Standard Deviations, and Bivariate Correlations (N = 110) 

 

 M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Age 22.55 7.40 -       

2. BMI 23.84 4.65 .22* -      

3. Approach bias .16 .24 .01 -.02 -     

4. Intentions 5.09 1.54 .06 .17 .08 -    

5. Habit 2.85 1.11 .11 -.11 .06 .51*** -   

6. Total leisure-time 

exercise (min) 

233.27 272.19 -.11 .10 .05 .62*** .48*** -  

7. Average exercise 

duration (min) 

40.86 38.59 -.09 .08 .07 .54*** .40** .92*** - 

* p < .05; ***p < .001 

 

Hierarchical regression predicting total leisure-time exercise 

For the model predicting total leisure-time exercise, Step 1 including age, gender, and 

BMI explained a significant 15.4% of the variance in total leisure time exercise, F(3, 106) = 

5.70, p = .001, with age (β = -.19, b = -0.23, SE = 0.11, t = -2.17, p = .03) and gender (β = 
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.36, b = 6.86, SE = 1.95, t = 3.52, p < .001) significantly contributing to the model. At Step 

2, the inclusion of intentions significantly improved the model, ∆F(1, 105) = 62.84, p < .001, 

∆R2 = .32, with age (β = -.19, b = -0.23, SE = 0.09, t = -2.62, p = .01), gender (β = .26, b = 

4.98, SE = 1.44, t = 3.46, p < .001), and intentions (β = .58, b = 3.38, SE = 0.41, t = 8.20, p < 

.001) significantly predicting total leisure-time exercise, F(4, 105) = 23.94, p < .001, R2 = 

.47. The inclusion of habit and IAT-RF approach bias scores in Step 3 significantly improved 

the model, ∆F(2, 103) = 5.44 p = .04, ∆R2 = .03, but only habit (β = .22, b = 1.81, SE = 0.86, t 

= 2.12, p = .04), and not IAT-RF approach bias scores (β = -.004, b = -0.17, SE = 2.55, t = -

.07, p = .95) significantly contributed to the model, F(6, 103) = 20.14, p < .001, R2 = .50. 

Finally, the inclusion of the habit × IAT-RF approach bias score interaction term did not 

significantly improve the model, ∆F(1, 102) = 1.31, p = .27, ∆R2 = .006. The final model 

explained a significant 51% of the variance in total leisure-time exercise, F(7,102) = 17.13, p 

< .001, with age, gender, intentions and habit significantly contributing to the model (results 

of the final step of this analysis are displayed in Table 6.2). Intentions explained the greatest 

percentage of unique variance in behaviour (14.4%), followed by gender (6.6%), age (3.6%), 

and then habit (3.2%).  
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Table 6.2. 

Final Step of Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting Total Leisure-Time Exercise and Average Exercise Duration 

 Outcome 

 Total Leisure-Time Exercise  Average Exercise Duration 

 b SE(HC) β t  b SE(HC) β t 

Age -0.03 0.01 -.20 -2.71**  -0.08 0.04 -.17 -2.11* 

Gender 0.66 0.18 .27 3.67***  1.75 0.61 .24 2.86** 

BMI 0.02 0.02 .08 1.16  0.04 0.06 .06 0.76 

Intentions 0.35 0.07 .46 4.75***  0.95 0.22 .42 4.22*** 

Habit 0.23 0.11 .21 2.06*  0.48 0.34 .15 1.41 

Approach bias 0.08 0.35 .02 0.22  0.61 1.20 .04 0.51 

Habit × Approach bias 0.39 0.38 .08 1.02  1.18 1.18 .09 1.00 

* p < .05; ** p <.01; *** p < .001 

Note. HC = Heteroscedasticity consistent 
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Hierarchical regression predicting average exercise duration 

 Step 1 of the model explained a significant 11.7% of the variance in average exercise 

duration, F(3, 106) = 4.51, p = .01, with only gender (β = .32, b = 2.30, SE = 0.73, t = 3.15, p 

= .002) significantly contributing to the model. At Step 2, the model was significantly 

improved by including intentions, ∆F(1, 105) = 40.18, p < .001, ∆R2 = .24. Age (β = -.16, b = 

-0.08, SE = 0.04, t = -1.95, p = .05), gender (β = .23, b = 1.67, SE = 0.62, t = 2.70, p = .008) 

and intentions (β = .51, b = 1.13, SE = 0.18, t = 6.41, p < .000) each significantly predicted 

average exercise duration, F(4, 105) = 16.32, p < .001, R2 = .36. The inclusion of habit and 

SC-IAT-RF approach bias scores at Step 3 did not significantly improve the model, ∆F(2, 

103) = 1.43, p = .24, ∆R2 = .02. Neither habit (β = .16, b = 0.49, SE = 0.34, t = 1.45, p = .15) 

nor SC-IAT-RF approach bias scores (β = .02, b = 0.31, SE = 1.18, t = 0.26, p = .79) 

significantly contributed to the model, F(6, 103) = 11.92, p < .001, R2 = .38. As can be seen 

in Table 6.2, the inclusion of the habit × SC-IAT-RF approach bias score interaction term at 

Step 4 did not significantly improve the model, ∆F(1, 102) = 1.11, p = .30, ∆R2 = .01. The 

final model explained a significant 38.5% of the variance in average exercise duration, 

F(7,102) = 10.55, p < .001, with age, gender and intentions making a significant contribution. 

Intentions (12.1%) explained the most unique variance in exercise duration, followed by 

gender (5.2%) and then age (2.7%).    

Discussion 

The current study examined whether exercise habit moderated the relationship 

between an implicit measure of approach bias and self-reported leisure-time exercise 

behaviour (minutes per week and duration of exercise sessions). Results revealed that the 

sample of highly active undergraduate students displayed an implicit approach bias for 

exercise cues; however, this was not correlated with the average minutes per week spent on 

leisure-time exercise or average duration of exercise sessions. Moreover, habitualness did not 
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moderate the relationship between approach bias and behaviour. Exercise intentions 

significantly predicted both minutes per week of leisure-time exercise and average duration 

of exercise sessions, but exercise habit only predicted minutes per week of exercise after 

controlling for intentions. Exercise habit did not predict average exercise duration. These 

findings provide partial support for dual-process models (e.g., Strack & Deutsch, 2004) in 

that both habit (an automatic process) and intentions (a controlled process) uniquely 

contributed to the prediction of average time spent on leisure-time exercise. The results 

further suggest that the formation of strong exercise habits and positive exercise intentions 

may both be important factors to help individuals maintain regular exercise behaviour.  

Implicit measures can be more predictive of behaviours that have become largely 

automatic and habitual (Friese et al., 2009; Rothman et al., 2009). As such, it was predicted 

that the relationship between an implicit measure of approach bias and self-reported leisure-

time exercise would be stronger for those whose exercise behaviour had become highly 

habitual, but not for those whose exercise behaviour was less habitual. Contrary to 

predictions, the results revealed that an approach bias for exercise was not correlated with 

exercise behaviour, irrespective of habit strength. These findings are in contrast to previous 

research which has shown an association between approach bias for exercise and increased 

engagement in moderate-to-vigorous exercise (Cheval et al., 2015; Hannan et al., 2019), and 

also contrasts with studies which have found that implicit measures significantly predict self-

reported exercise behaviour (e.g., Calitri et al., 2009; Bluemke et al., 2010; Padin et al., 

2017).  

One explanation for the lack of an association between approach bias and exercise 

behaviour may be that the measure of approach bias used in this study was more strongly 

associated with exercise outcomes that were not measured in the present research. 

Specifically, the current study measured self-reported usual time spent on leisure-time 
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exercise and average duration of exercise sessions. In contrast to the relative measure used by 

Hannan et al. (2019), it may be that an absolute measure of approach bias is more likely to 

predict immediate and spontaneous exercise-related decision-making. For instance, 

Antoniewicz and Brand (2016) found that participants who underwent an evaluative 

conditioning procedure to modify their implicit attitudes towards exercise such that they were 

more positive, chose to exercise at a higher intentisty on a subseqent task (i.e., a stationary 

cyclying task) than did participants in a control group. An approach bias for exercise may 

impulsively guide the likelihood of an individual spontaneously responding to exercise-

related stimuli in the environment. For example, the perception of an exercise cue (e.g., 

seeing one’s gym bag by the front door) might automatically trigger the impulse to appraoch 

that cue and engage in exercise behaviour. Similarly, it may be that approach bias, as 

measured in the current study, impacts relatively spontaneous or incidental forms of activity 

such as average daily step-count captured using pedometers or accelerometers (e.g., Conroy 

et al., 2012; Chevance et al., 2018). This possibility is consistent with prior research 

demonstrating that large proportions of daily physical activity are incidental and occur 

outside of conscious awareness (Levine, 2007; Oliver & Kemps, 2018; Tudor-Locke et al., 

2007). Future research examining immediate and objectivly measured forms of prospective 

exercise behaviour would help to clarify these possibilities.  

Although habit strength did not moderate the relationship between approach bias and 

self-reported exercise behaviour, it did significantly predict average minutes per week of 

leisure-time exercise after controlling for explicit exercise intentions. This finding is 

consistent with previous research demonstrating that habits can reliably predict unique 

variance in several health behaviours (e.g., Gardner, 2015; Gardner et al., 2011; Wood, 2017) 

including exercise and physical activity (Armitage, 2005; Rhodes et al., 2010). Moreover, the 

independent contributions of both intention and habit to the prediction of exercise behaviour 
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support dual-process perspectives which suggest that behaviour is regulated by both 

controlled and automatic processes (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Specifically, the total amount 

of time participants reported engaging in moderate-to-vigorous leisure-time exercise during a 

typical week was positively associated with intentions to exercise and habit automaticity. 

These findings are consistent with other studies that have linked intention and habit to 

increased exercise behaviour (Allom et al., 2016; Tappe & Glanz, 2013) and suggest that 

holding positive exercise intentions and the formation of strong exercise habits may both be 

important determinants of engagement in leisure-time exercise.  

In contrast, intentions but not habit strength significantly predicted average duration 

of exercise sessions. This suggests that individuals were likely to engage in longer bouts of 

exercise if they had stronger intentions to exercise, but not necessarily stronger exercise 

habits. These findings indicate that the amount of time a person is likely to spend exercising 

during a typical exercise session is largely a controlled and deliberate process. Given that 

undergraduate students often face competing life demands which may impact their ability to 

exercise regularly (e.g., studying, work commitments, socialising; Gyurcsik, Bray, & Brittain, 

2010), it is likely that for this sample, the duration of exercise sessions was planned around 

time constraints. These findings are also consistent with other studies which have shown that 

controlled forms of exercise motivation determine the length of exercise sessions (e.g., 

Duncan et al., 2010). Alternatively, the current results might suggest that the generic measure 

of exercise habit used in the present study (e.g., “Exercise is something I do automatically”) 

did not comprehensively capture the full spectrum of habitual processes that regulate this 

type of behaviour. That is, recent theories of habit automaticity propose that exercise 

behaviour can be regulated by two distinct forms of habit: instigation habit and execution 

habit. Instigation habits refer to automatic impulses to initiate specific behavioural responses 

whereas as execution habits refer to the automatic performance of a sequence of actions, 
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post-initiation (Gardner, Phillips, & Judah, 2016; Phillips & Gardner, 2016). The duration of 

exercise sessions may be more strongly regulated by execution habits (e.g., an individual may 

habitually perform the same sequence of exercise behaviours for the same length of time), 

whereas total time spent on leisure-time exercise may be more strongly regulated by 

instigation habits, as this outcome is based on the number of days in which moderate and 

vigorous exercise behaviours are initiated. Thus, using a measure of habit automaticity that 

distinguishes between these two features of habit (e.g., Phillips & Gardner, 2016) may be 

useful in future research to identify how different components of exercise behaviour, 

including duration of sessions, are automatically regulated.  

The present study has several theoretical and practical implications. Theoretically, it 

contributes to the growing body of literature examining automatic processes in exercise by 

exploring the relationship between approach bias for exercise and different characteristics of 

leisure-time exercise behaviour (average minutes per week and duration of exercise sessions). 

Although the current study revealed no link between approach bias and self-reported exercise 

behaviour, the findings support the use of dual-process models in the exercise domain by 

showing that both habit and intentions uniquely contributed to the prediction of leisure-time 

exercise. Practically, these results suggest that interventions designed to increase engagement 

in leisure-time exercise should target both habit strength and exercise intentions.  

The current study has some limitations that should be addressed in future research. 

One limitation is that the sample consisted largely of young, highly active undergraduate 

university students. Future research should consider using a more heterogeneous sample 

including members of the general population, to examine the generalisability of the findings 

to non-student populations and less active individuals. This could, for instance, provide 

insight into how approach-avoidance associations are related to exercise behaviour among 

those who would benefit from regular exercise, such as overweight or obese individuals (e.g., 
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Chevance et al., 2018). In addition, future research should consider using more objective 

measures of exercise behaviour such as pedometers or accelerometers (Hyde et al., 2012; 

Oliver & Kemps, 2018). This would allow for the assessment of physical activities that are 

largely regulated outside of conscious awareness (Conroy et al., 2010), and would also 

address some of the issues surrounding the use of self-report measures of exercise behaviour 

including misreporting (e.g., Rzewnicki, Auweele, & Bourdeaudhuij, 2003) and social-

desirability bias (e.g., Adams et al., 2005). The cross-sectional design of the current study is 

also a limitation. To date, few studies have examined the effects of approach bias on 

prospective exercise behaviour (e.g., Cheval et al., 2015; Oliver & Kemps, 2018). Thus, 

further research is needed to provide a greater understanding of how approach bias influences 

prospective exercise behaviour in the short- and long-term.  

Another possible avenue for future research could be to explore multiple methods of 

measuring approach bias within the same study. The current study measured approach bias 

for exercise cues only with an approach-avoidance variant of the SC-IAT-RF, which to date 

has only been used in one other study (Haynes et al., 2015). Future research could compare 

the SC-IAT-RF used in the current study against other measures of approach bias, such as the 

Manikin task used by Cheval et al. (2015). This would provide evidence of convergent 

validity for these tasks as they have both been used to capture approach bias for exercise 

cues. Alternatively, future research may explore alternative scoring algorithms for approach-

avoidance variants of the IAT. For instance, Chevance et al. (2017) demonstrated that the 

“DW-Score” (Richetin, Costanini, Perugini, & Schönbrodt, 2015) outperformed the 

traditional D-score in test-retest reliability when measuring implicit attitudes for exercise. 

The DW-score differs from the D-score, which was used in the current study, in that outliers 

(i.e., the 10% fastest and 10% slowest reaction time trials) are replaced with set values (i.e., 

300 ms and 3000 ms, respectively) rather than being excluded from the analyses. Given the 
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various methods of measuring automatic processes in exercise (Zenko & Ekkekakis, 2019), 

an important avenue for future research would be to examine which scoring algorithms 

display stronger psychometric properties for approach-avoidance variants of the IAT in the 

exercise domain.  

In conclusion, the current findings demonstrated that both automatic and controlled 

processes are associated with self-reported leisure-time exercise behaviour. Although 

approach bias for exercise was not linked to self-reported exercise, habit strength did predict 

self-reported weekly minutes spent in leisure-time exercise independently of explicit exercise 

intentions. In addition, there was no support for the prediction that exercise habit strength 

would moderate the relationship between approach bias and self-reported behaviour. 

Nevertheless, the findings provide further insight into how leisure-time exercise can be 

automatically regulated and suggest that both habit and intentions may be suitable targets for 

intervention to increase overall exercise engagement.  
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Chapter 7: Preamble 

Study 1 (Chapter 5) revealed that an IAT-RF (Rothermund et al., 2009), designed to 

measure an implicit approach bias for exercise, explained unique variance in self-reported 

leisure-time exercise behaviour after controlling for the effects of explicit exercise intentions 

and self-determined exercise motivation. Study 2 (Chapter 6) was designed to provide a 

theoretical replication and extension to Study 1 by adopting a SC-IAT-RF to examine the 

relationship between approach bias and self-reported leisure-time exercise behaviours, and to 

investigate whether this relationship was moderated by self-reported exercise habit strength. 

Contrary to Study 1, however, Study 2 failed to demonstrate a link between self-reported 

leisure-time exercise and an implicit approach bias for exercise cues. Further, habit strength 

did not moderate the predictive validity of the SC-IAT-RF.  

The discrepant findings observed between Study 1 and Study 2 may be due to the 

structural differences in the IAT tasks used in each study. Specifically, the structure of the 

IAT-RF used in Study 1 provides a relative measure of approach bias for exercise (i.e., the 

strength of implicit exercise-approach and non-exercise-avoidance memory associations are 

compared against the strength of non-exercise-approach and exercise-avoidance memory 

associations). In contrast, the SC-IAT-RF used in Study 2 provides an absolute measure of 

approach bias for exercise (i.e., the strength of implicit exercise-approach memory 

associations are compared against the strength of exercise-avoidance memory associations). 

To determine whether a relative or an absolute measure of approach bias is more predictive 

of exercise behaviour, a direct comparison of the two measures is needed within the same 

sample. Study 3 (Chapter 7) was therefore designed to directly compare both measures of 

approach bias, and their relationship with exercise behaviour.  

Both Study 1 and Study 2 also only measured self-reported levels of leisure-time 

exercise. A limitation of this approach is that it cannot provide insight into how approach-
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avoidance associations may be related to objectively measured forms of exercise behaviour. 

Furthermore, it is important to understand whether approach-avoidance associations are 

related not only to current self-reported levels of leisure-time exercise but also to prospective 

behaviour. Study 3 therefore also explored whether implicit approach-avoidance associations 

with exercise are related to immediate, objectively measured exercise performance outcomes.  

In addition, Study 2 found that individual differences in exercise habit strength did not 

moderate the relationship between approach-avoidance associations and self-reported 

exercise behaviour. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis, situational factors – such as 

demands to cognitive capacity – might also influence whether behaviour is more heavily 

influenced by automatic or controlled cognitive processes. Consequently, Study 3 further 

extended the findings of Study 1 and Study 2 by exploring whether reducing cognitive 

capacity via a cognitive load manipulation strengthened the relationship between approach-

avoidance associations and exercise performance whilst simultaneously weakening the 

relationship between explicit exercise intentions and performance.   
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Abstract 

Dual-process models of behaviour suggest that both automatic and controlled processes can 

influence exercise behaviour, but the relative contributions of these processes may depend on 

situational factors. The current study examined the relationship between approach bias for 

exercise cues and self-reported exercise behaviour, and whether cognitive capacity moderated 

the relationships between approach bias, exercise intentions, and objectively measured 

immediate exercise performance. Participants (N = 93) completed self-report measures of 

usual leisure-time exercise engagement and exercise intentions. They also completed two 

variants of the Implicit Association Test (IAT) designed to measure implicit approach bias 

for exercise cues: the Recoding Free Implicit Association Test (IAT-RF) and the Single 

Category Recoding Free Implicit Association Test (SC-IAT-RF). Exercise performance was 

measured as the total distance cycled during a 5-minute bout of stationary cycling and 

average percentage of maximum heart rate. Cognitive capacity was manipulated by asking 

participants to remember either a two-digit number (low cognitive load) or an eight-digit 

number (high cognitive load) during the cycling task. Both IAT measures of approach bias 

positively correlated with self-reported exercise behaviour. In addition, a moderated 

regression analysis revealed that explicit intentions, but not approach bias, positively 

predicted total distance cycled irrespective of cognitive capacity. By contrast, neither 

approach bias nor intentions significantly predicted percentage of maximum heart rate and 

cognitive capacity did not moderate these effects. These findings support the use of dual-

process models in understanding exercise behaviour and suggest that approach bias was more 

strongly linked to self-reported amounts of exercise engagement than to immediate exercise 

performance. This study provides a useful platform through which future research may 

continue to explore how situational factors influence the controlled and automatic regulation 

of exercise behaviour.    
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Introduction 

Regular physical activity and exercise can help prevent numerous chronic health 

conditions including cardiovascular disease, type II diabetes mellitus, and some cancers 

(Blair & Morris, 2009; Miller et al., 2016; Stathopoulou et al., 2006). However, many 

individuals do not perform the recommended levels of moderate-to-vigorous exercise needed 

to achieve these health benefits (ABS, 2013). Theoretically, exercise behaviour can be driven 

by cognitive processes that are controlled and deliberate, and those that are automatic and 

impulsive (Dimmock & Banting, 2009). It is therefore important to consider both automatic 

and controlled influences on behaviour when attempting to understand exercise engagement 

(Rebar, 2017). To date, however, few researchers have examined how both automatic and 

controlled processes directly impact performance on exercise-related tasks. Moreover, the 

situational factors that may influence whether behaviour is more strongly impacted by 

automatic or controlled processes remain unclear (Cheval et al., 2016). Thus, the current 

study examined how self-reported exercise behaviour and objectively measured exercise 

performance were related to an approach bias for exercise cues and exercise intentions. In 

addition, this study explored whether the effect of approach bias and intentions on immediate 

exercise performance was moderated by cognitive capacity.  

Dual-Process Models of Behaviour 

As discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis, dual-process models such as the RIM (Strack 

& Deutsch, 2004) propose that our actions result from two cognitive processing systems: a 

reflective system and an impulsive system. On the one hand, the reflective system motivates 

behaviour through controlled processes (e.g., intentions, goals, personal standards) that are 

slow, effortful, and require cognitive resources. On the other hand, the impulsive system 

motivates behaviour spontaneously via automatic processes (e.g., implicit attitudes, 

approach-avoid tendencies) that are fast, associative, and operate outside of conscious 
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awareness (Hofmann, Friese, & Wiers, 2008). The reflective and the impulsive system can 

both influence behaviour; however, the degree of influence from each system can vary across 

contexts (Hofmann, Friese, & Strack, 2009). Specifically, behaviour is likely to be guided by 

the reflective system when the individual has the motivation or cognitive resources available 

to engage in effortful controlled processing. Otherwise, behaviour is more likely to be 

influenced by the impulsive system (Smith & DeCoster, 2000; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). 

Of the controlled processes utilised by the reflective system, behavioural intention has 

received much focus in exercise research (Hagger & Chatzisarantis, 2014). Intentions stem 

from conscious deliberation and reflect the amount of planning or effort an individual is 

willing to invest into a behaviour (Chatzisarantis, Hagger, Smith, & Phoenix, 2004; Fishbein 

& Ajzen, 2010). In exercise, studies show that intentions are a reliable predictor of behaviour; 

people with stronger intentions typically perform higher amounts of exercise than those with 

weaker intentions (Armitage, & Conner, 2001; Hagger et al., 2002; McEachan et al., 2011). 

However, research also demonstrates that individuals often fail to act on their exercise 

intentions (Rhodes & Dickau, 2012) and that much of the variance in exercise behaviour is 

left unaccounted for by controlled processes alone (Dimmock & Banting, 2009). 

Consequently, a growing body of research has focussed on the measurement of automatic 

processes to better understand how the impulsive system can influence exercise participation.  

The impulsive system can influence exercise behaviour via automatic responses to 

exercise cues that can be affective or motivational in nature. Affective responses include 

implicit attitudes which are automatic evaluations of a stimulus as either positive or negative 

(Schinkoeth & Antoniewicz, 2017). Studies have shown that positive implicit attitudes 

towards exercise and physical activity positively predict prospective exercise behaviour, over 

and above controlled regulatory processes, including exercise intentions (Chevance, Héraud, 

Varray et al., 2017; Conroy et al., 2010; Hyde, Elavsky, Doerksen, & Conroy, 2012). 
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Motivational responses include biased cognitive processes such as approach bias, which 

refers to the automatic tendency to approach rather than to avoid certain stimuli (Hofmann et 

al., 2008). Although the number of studies examining approach bias in the context of exercise 

is limited, recent studies have highlighted the role of approach bias in exercise behaviour.  

Existing research on approach bias has largely focused on the quantity of exercise and 

physical activity performed. For instance, Study 1 (Chapter 5) found that individuals who 

reported spending, on average, more time per week on moderate-to-vigorous leisure-time 

exercise displayed a stronger approach bias for exercise cues than those who reported 

spending less time exercising. Moreover, approach bias explained unique variance in self-

reported exercise behaviour over and above controlled forms of exercise motivation (i.e., 

intentions and self-determined motivation). A link between approach bias and prospective 

measures of exercise and physical activity has also been demonstrated. For example, Cheval 

et al. (2014) showed that an approach bias for exercise behaviours positively predicted the 

amount of spontaneous grip-force exerted on a non-exercise isometric hand-grip task, after 

controlling for the effects of explicit exercise intentions and past exercise behaviour. 

Similarly, Cheval et al. (2015) found that approach bias for exercise positively predicted time 

spent engaging in moderate-to-vigorous exercise, objectively measured over one-week. 

Taken together, these findings suggest that an approach bias for exercise may non-

consciously motivate a person to pursue higher levels of exercise behaviour or to exert 

greater amounts of effort on physical activity-related tasks. To date, however, little research 

has been done to investigate how approach bias impacts performance during exercise.  

Support for the idea that having an approach bias for exercise cues may impact 

performance during exercise can be seen in previous research examining other forms of 

implicit exercise associations. For example, Padin et al. (2017) found that individuals with 

more negative implicit attitudes towards exercise reported spending less time exercising 
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during a typical workout session than those with more positive implicit attitudes. However, 

this relationship was strongest among those with weak inhibitory control ability. The results 

of that study suggest that having negative implicit attitudes towards exercise may guide an 

individual to exercise for shorter durations, particularly if they do not have the capacity to 

inhibit these automatic impulses. In another study, Forrest et al. (2016) found that stronger 

implicit associations between exercise and evaluations of importance (versus unimportance) 

predicted more intense prospective exercise sessions. Forrest et al. suggested that implicitly 

evaluating exercise as important may non-consciously motivate a person to exercise at a 

higher intensity. Taken together, these studies provide initial evidence that implicit exercise-

associations may not only impact overall amounts of exercise but might also influence a 

person’s behaviour during the performance of an exercise behaviour.  

In the only study to examine the impact of approach bias during exercise, Cheval et 

al. (2016) conducted an experiment in which participants underwent a cognitive bias 

modification procedure (e.g., Wiers et al., 2010) to change the strength of their approach bias 

for exercise- and sedentary-related cues. Using a computerised manikin task (Krieglmeyer & 

Deutsch, 2010), participants were trained to either approach exercise cues and to avoid 

sedentary cues, approach sedentary cues and avoid exercise cues, or received no training 

(control group). Participants were then left alone and given 5 minutes to practice performing 

leg squats. Performance was assessed as the amount of time that participants spent 

performing the exercise task. As predicted, results revealed that participants who were trained 

to approach exercise cues and to avoid sedentary cues spent more time performing the 

exercise task than did participants in the other two conditions. The authors suggested that 

increasing the strength of approach bias for exercise cues may be an effective method through 

which to increase levels of exercise participation. However, there were limitations to the 

study.   
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First, the behavioural measure of exercise used by Cheval et al. (2016) was not 

directly observed by the experimenters. Following the approach bias modification procedure, 

participants were left alone to perform the task. During this time, participants were asked to 

press one key on the keyboard (i.e., “Enter”) when they wanted the exercise task to begin, 

and to press another key (i.e., “Spacebar”) when they wanted the task to end. Behavioural 

performance was measured as the time between when participants indicated the start and end 

of the exercise task. As performance on the task was not directly observed, this procedure 

provided no guarantee that participants were performing the exercise task during the recorded 

time. In addition, this method did not allow for the measurement of other performance 

outcomes such as the speed and number of repetitions performed or task compliance (i.e., 

whether participants were performing the squats correctly). Second, Cheval et al. (2016) did 

not measure controlled forms of exercise motivation. A primary assumption of dual-process 

models is that both automatic and controlled processes may impact behaviour (Strack & 

Deutsch, 2004). Therefore, accounting for controlled forms of motivation (e.g., exercise 

intentions) would provide greater empirical evidence of the independent effects of approach 

bias on immediate exercise performance (e.g., Cheval et al., 2014).  

The current study aimed to extend the findings of this previous research in several 

ways. First, the present study examined the relationship between approach bias and 

immediate exercise behaviour using objective measures of aerobic exercise performance. 

Specifically, exercise performance was measured by asking participants to engage in a 

supervised 5-minute bout of stationary cycling at their own pace. Given the importance of 

aerobic exercise to achieving and maintaining physical health and fitness (Wilmore & 

Knuttgen, 2003), investigating the processes that may impact an individual’s performance 

and effort during such activities may help to explain why many individuals fail to engage in 

sufficient levels of weekly exercise (WHO, 2014). In the current study, performance was 
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operationalised as the total distance cycled (in metres) as well as the average percentage of 

maximum heart rate. Measuring performance in this way not only provided an objective 

measure of behaviour (i.e., total distance cycled), it also provided a physiological measure of 

physical exertion (i.e., heart rate; Banting, Dimmock, & Grove, 2011). It may be the case that 

an approach bias for exercise not only positively impacts behavioural outcomes, but also 

influences the amount of physical effort that an individual exerts while performing a 

moderate-intensity aerobic exercise task (e.g., cycling). Second, the current study measured 

explicit exercise intentions to determine the extent to which intentions (a controlled process) 

and approach bias (an automatic process) independently predict exercise behaviour.  

In addition, the current study used a cognitive load manipulation to examine when 

approach bias strength may be more likely to influence exercise behaviour.  As outlined in 

the RIM (Strack & Deutsch, 2004, see section 3.2), automatic and controlled processes can 

both influence behaviour and may compete with one another for overt expression. For 

instance, when performing an exercise task (e.g., running on a treadmill), the impulsive 

system may elicit automatic responses that either support or conflict with the reflective 

system (e.g., negative evaluations and impulses to stop exercising despite positive exercise 

intentions). In such instances, an individual may utilise self-regulatory resources to guide 

behaviour in the direction of consciously held goals or intentions rather than be guided by 

automatic and immediate impulses (Rebar, Elavsky, Maher, Doerksen, & Conroy, 2014). 

However, in situations where cognitive resources are not readily available, such as when a 

person is fatigued, stressed, or under high cognitive load (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Muraven, 

& Tice, 1998), people are less able to utilise controlled processes to regulate their actions. 

Instead, behaviour is more likely to be guided by automatic responses to environmental cues 

(e.g., immediate reactions to exercise; Hofmann et al., 2009; Rothman et al., 2009). For 

instance, Ostafin, Marlatt, and Greenwald (2008) found that approach bias for alcohol cues 
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significantly predicted subsequent alcohol consumption, but only for participants whose 

cognitive resources had been previously depleted via an emotion suppression task. Similarly, 

it may be that approach bias and explicit intentions can both impact exercise performance, 

but that the relative strength of these contributing factors may differ depending on situational 

demands on cognitive capacity; intentions may be more predictive of performance than 

approach bias when cognitive capacity is high, whereas approach bias may be more 

predictive of performance than intentions when cognitive capacity is low.  

The measurement of approach bias was also a consideration in the current study. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, approach-avoidance biases can be measured using reaction-time tasks 

such as the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998). Using an exercise vs non-exercise variant of the 

IAT-RF, Study 1 provided initial evidence that an IAT-based measure of approach bias 

predicted self-reported levels of ‘usual week’ exercise engagement independently of 

controlled motivational processes. In contrast, approach bias scores did not significantly 

predict self-reported exercise behaviour in Study 2 when approach bias was measured using a 

SC-IAT-RF. Utilising the SC-IAT-RF alongside the relative IAT-RF may provide 

information as to how implicit exercise associations alone contributed to the overall IAT 

effect observed in Study 1. That is, because the SC-IAT-RF only measures associations with 

one target concept (e.g., exercise associations), similar effects using both measurement 

procedures would suggest that the relative IAT-RF measure of approach bias is indeed 

influenced more heavily by implicit exercise associations than by implicit non-exercise 

associations. The current study therefore tested the prospective predictive validity of two 

IAT-based measures of approach bias: a relative IAT-RF in which the exercise concept was 

contrasted with a neutral non-exercise concept, and a SC-IAT-RF in which there was no 

contrast concept category. 
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The current study 

In summary, the current study examined the relationship between approach bias and 

self-reported exercise behaviour and whether cognitive capacity moderated the relationships 

between explicit intentions, approach bias, and immediate exercise performance. Consistent 

with the findings of Study 1, it was predicted that both IAT-based measures of approach bias 

(i.e., the relative IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF) would positively correlate with self-reported 

engagement in moderate-to-vigorous leisure-time exercise. In turn, it was expected that 

approach bias would positively predict distance cycled and percentage of maximum heart 

after controlling for the effects of current exercise behaviour and explicit exercise intentions. 

Cognitive load was predicted to moderate these relationships such that when cognitive 

capacity was low (i.e., high cognitive load), behaviour would be more strongly regulated by 

automatic processes (i.e., approach bias) than by controlled processes (i.e., intentions), 

whereas when cognitive capacity was high (i.e., low cognitive load) behaviour would be 

more strongly regulated by controlled processes than by automatic processes.   

Method 

Participants 

 Previous research using a similar cognitive load manipulation design has reported 

large effects (e.g., Friese et al., 2008; Gibson, 2008). Based on these prior findings, an a 

priori power calculation using G*Power version 3.1 indicated that a minimal total sample 

size of 59 would be required to detect a large effect using a moderated regression analysis 

with a maximum of 11 predictors and with 80% power and an alpha level of .05. The sample 

(N = 101, 62% female) consisted of first-year undergraduate psychology students (n = 39) 

and members of the general public (n = 62). The age of the sample ranged from 18 to 64 

years (M = 28.88, SD = 11.77). Participants were eligible to participate if English was their 
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first language and they had no medical conditions that restricted their ability to perform 

exercise. Physical capacity to exercise was assessed using the Sports Medicine Australia 

(SMA; Sports Medicine Australia, 2005) pre-exercise screening system. On average, 

participants were highly active and reported engaging in more than the recommended 150 

minutes of weekly exercise (M = 275.77 minutes, SD = 226.13 minutes). Student participants 

were recruited via an online recruitment system and received partial course credit for 

participating, and members of the general public were recruited via public advertisements and 

received an honorarium (AUD$20.00) as reimbursement. There were no differences in the 

overall pattern of results from analyses performed separately for the student and general 

public participants. In addition, the student and general public participants did not 

significantly differ on any of the study variables (all ps > .05). The University Research 

Ethics Committee approved the study protocol prior to data collection.  

Apparatus  

The IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF were completed on a 16.2” Dell 75 Hz monitor 

docked to a personal laptop running on an Intel Core i-5 CPU. The IATs were run using 

Inquisit software (Millisecond Software). 

IAT-RF. The IAT-RF was used to measure approach bias and consisted of seven 

blocks (see Table 7.1 for an example). During the first block (28 practice trials), the attribute 

category labels (i.e., approach, avoid) were presented in the upper left and upper right corners 

of the screen. Participants used two response keys (i.e., ‘z’ = left, ‘/’ = right) to categorise 

stimuli as belonging to one of the two attribute categories. During the second block (28 

practice trials), participants categorised stimuli as belonging to one of the two target 

categories (i.e., exercise, non-exercise). Target category labels were again presented in the 

upper left and upper right corners of the screen. However, the position of the category labels 
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alternated at random between trials such that on half the trials the exercise category label was 

presented on the left of the screen and on the other half it was presented on the right of 

screen. During the third block (56 practice block), participants categorised stimuli belonging 

to all four categories with the target and attribute categories combined (e.g., exercise + 

approach = left, non-exercise + avoid = right). As with the previous blocks, the position of 

the attribute category labels remained fixed, whereas the position of the target category labels 

alternated at random. Blocks four to seven were the critical test blocks and each block was 

separated by a short break. Within each test block, attribute and target stimuli were presented 

eight times (Haynes et al., 2015), resulting in a total of 224 test trials.  

Blocks were preceded by instructions outlining the task procedure, as well as a list of 

the word stimuli and their respective category memberships. Stimuli were displayed in white 

font in the centre of a black screen. To ensure participants were aware of the correct 

categorisation response, category labels appeared in the upper left and upper right corners of 

the screen 1500 ms prior to stimulus onset. Once a response was made, the next stimulus 

automatically appeared following an intertrial interval of 250 ms. The two target categories 

were represented by seven exercise words (workout, exercise, running, sprinting, sport, swim, 

athletic) and seven non-exercise words (journal, acoustic, passage, headlight, coast, news, 

occasion) that were used in Study 1. The two attribute categories were represented by seven 

approach words (near, toward, advance, forward, proceed, reach, want) and seven avoid 

words (evade, escape, withdraw, away, flee, leave, remove; Palfai & Ostafin, 2003).   

SC-IAT-RF. The SC-IAT-RF was structurally identical to the IAT-RF. However, the 

number of test trials was 168 due to the exclusion of the contrast target category (see Table 

7.1).  
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Exercise task. The exercise task was performed on a Proform 210 CSX upright 

stationary bike. For all participants, the bike was set to the lowest level of resistance (i.e., 

level 1 out of 16) and was positioned in front of and 2 m away from a blank white wall. The 

distance cycled (in metres) was electronically recorded and automatically uploaded to an 

external storage platform (i.e., https://www.ifit.com/) before being downloaded for analysis.  

 

https://www.ifit.com/
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Table 7.1 

Comparison of Task Structure of the IAT-RF and SC-IAT-RF  

IAT-RF  SC-IAT-RF   

Block Trials Function Response assignment Block Trials Function Response assignment   

   (L)  (R)    (L)  (R)   

1 28 Practice Approach  Avoid 1 28 Practice Approach  Avoid   

2 28 Practice Exercise  Non-exercise 2 42 Practice 

Approach  

or 

Exercise 

 Avoid   

3 56 Practice 

Approach  

or 

Exercise 

 Avoid  

or 

Non-exercise 
3 42 Test 

Approach  

or 

Exercise 

 Avoid   

4 56 Test 

Approach  

or 

Exercise 

 Avoid  

or 

Non-exercise 
4 42 Test 

Approach  

or 

Exercise 

 Avoid   

5 56 Test 

Approach  

or 

Exercise 

 Avoid  

or 

Non-exercise 
5 42 Test 

Approach  

or 

Exercise 

 Avoid   

6 56 Test 

Approach  

or 

Exercise 

 Avoid  

or 

Non-exercise 
6 42 Test 

Approach  

or 

Exercise 

 Avoid   

7 56 Test 

Approach  

or 

Exercise 

 Avoid  

or 

Non-exercise 

        

Note. (L) = Left response key, (R) = Right response key
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Measures 

Approach bias. Approach bias scores for the IAT-RF and SC-IAT-RF were 

calculated using the reaction time data from blocks four to seven for the IAT-RF, and blocks 

three to six for the SC-IAT-RF. Although recent attempts have been made to apply different 

scoring algorithms to the IAT in the exercise domain (e.g., Chevance, Héraud, Guerrieri, 

Rebar, & Boiché, 2017; Rebar, Ram, & Conroy, 2015), these have not yet been tested with 

recoding-free variants of the IAT and SC-IAT. Consequently, reaction times were processed 

using the commonly used procedure outlined by Greenwald et al. (2003). Specifically, trials 

were discarded if reaction times were less than 350 ms or more than 10000 ms (IAT-RF = 

0.35% of trials, SC-IAT-RF = 0.17% of trials). Further, all incorrect responses (IAT-RF = 

12.69% of trials, SC-IAT-RF = 6.72% of trials) were replaced with the individual’s mean 

response time plus an error penalty of 600 ms. Individual approach bias scores were 

calculated by subtracting the mean response latency for the congruent trials from the mean 

response latency for the incongruent trials. This difference score was then divided by the 

individual-specific standard deviation of all correct responses to account for individual 

response variability (Greenwald et al., 2003). The resulting IAT approach score indicates the 

strength and direction of a participant’s approach bias for exercise cues and is comparable to 

Cohen’s (1988) d measure of effect size (small = 0.20, medium = 0.50, or large = 0.80).  

Exercise behaviour. Exercise behaviour was measured using the leisure-time portion 

of the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ; Craig et al., 2003). Participants 

were asked to indicate on how many days during a usual week they engage in moderate and 

vigorous leisure-time physical activity. The reported number of days for each level of activity 

was then multiplied by the average workout duration of those activities and summed to create 

a continuous measure of exercise engagement (in minutes). The IPAQ has been shown to be a 

valid and reliable measure of exercise behaviour (Craig et al., 2003).  
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Intentions. Four items (e.g., “I intend to exercise on at least 3 days over the next 7-

days”) were used to measure exercise intentions. Each item was scored on a 7-point scale 

ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), with a higher average score across 

all items indicating stronger intentions to exercise (González, López, Marcos, & Rodríguez-

Marín, 2012). This measure demonstrated strong internal consistency in the current study, 

with Cronbach’s α = .95. 

Heart rate. Average heart rate was assessed through electrocardiogram (ECG) 

recordings. Signals were measured using disposable Ag/AgCl electrodes (Ambu T-sensor) 

connected to an ADInstruments PowerLab 8/35 with a FE132 BioAmp. Heart rate data were 

analysed using ADInstruments LabChart Pro. Average heart rate was calculated for the total 

duration of the cycling task and was used to calculate percentage of maximum heart rate. For 

each participant, maximum heart rate was estimated by subtracting the age of the participant 

from 220 (Londeree & Moeschberger, 1982). Percentage of age-predicted maximum heart 

rate is commonly used in the prescription of exercise intensity (ACSM, 2013) and has been 

shown to positively correlate with ratings of perceived exertion during exercise (Psycharakis, 

2011)  

Cognitive load manipulation. Cognitive load was manipulated by asking 

participants to remember a string of numbers. Participants in the low cognitive load condition 

were asked to remember a randomly generated two-digit number (i.e., ‘36’), whereas 

participants in the high cognitive load condition were asked to remember an eight-digit 

number (i.e., ‘16329546’). This procedure has been widely used as a manipulation of 

cognitive load (e.g., Cheung, Gillebaart, Kroese, & de Ridder, 2016; Deck & Jahedi, 2015; 

Friese et al., 2008; Shiv & Nowlis, 2004). 
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Manipulation check. To check that the cognitive load task was successful in 

manipulating cognitive capacity, participants answered a single-item question (i.e., “During 

the cycling task, how much of your attention was focused on rehearsing your numbers?”) 

which ranged from 1 (not much at all) to 9 (all of my attention) (Allen, Edwards, Snyder, 

Makinson, & Hamby, 2014). Participants in the high load condition were expected to score 

higher on this item indicating that greater amounts of attention were allocated towards the 

rehearsal of the number during the cycling task compared to those in the low load condition.  

Awareness. Awareness of the purpose of the study was assessed using a single-item 

open-ended question (i.e., “In your own words, what do you think was the purpose of this 

study?”). Participants were categorised as aware if they indicated a connection between 

performance on the IAT-RF and the cycling task or made any reference to automatic 

processes; otherwise, participants were categorised as unaware of the purpose. There were no 

differences in distance cycled or percentage of maximum heart rate between those 

participants who were aware of the purpose of the study (n = 12) and those who were not (n = 

81), all ps > .05.  In addition, the overall pattern of results remained the same when 

participants who knew the purpose of the study were removed from the analyses and as such, 

results are reported for the entire sample.  

Procedure  

Participants signed up to the study online and completed the IPAQ and the health-

screening questionnaire (i.e., SMA). Responses on the IPAQ were then used to allocate 

participants to either the high or low cognitive load condition, ensuring approximately equal 

levels of self-reported exercise across the two groups. The screening survey was completed 

approximately 7 days (M = 6.84, SD = 2.02) prior to attending the face-to-face session. Upon 

arriving at the laboratory, participants provided informed consent. They were informed that 
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the study consisted of two tasks where one task examined word perception ability and the 

other examined memory performance during short bouts of exercise. Participants first 

completed the two variants of the IAT in counterbalanced order and provided self-reported 

exercise intentions and demographic information (i.e., age, gender, height, and weight). 

Before the cycling task began, participants familiarised themselves with the bike and adjusted 

the seat to a comfortable height. Participants then cycled on a stationary bike at their own 

pace for a period of 5 minutes while remembering their designated string of numbers. They 

were given the to-be-remembered number written on a piece of paper and were given as 

much time as required to commit it to memory. To highlight the importance of the memory 

task, participants were informed that at the end of the experiment they would be asked to 

verbally recall the number in the correct order. Once participants were comfortable that they 

were able to remember the number, the piece of paper was removed from the participants’ 

line of sight and the cycling task began. The bicycle display panel showing performance 

metrics (e.g., cycling speed, distance cycled, and time) was hidden from the participants’ 

view at all times. At the end of the 5-minutes, participants were asked to recall their assigned 

number, completed the cognitive load manipulation check, and were probed for awareness of 

the purpose of the study before being debriefed.        

Data reduction 

 Of the initial 101 participants, four participants indicated that English was not their 

first language and were excluded from the analyses. A further four participants were excluded 

due to missing IAT data. As such, data from 93 participants was used in the analyses. 

Statistical analysis 

Zero-order correlations were used to examine the relationships between the study 

variables. One-way ANOVAs and chi-square tests were used to examine differences in 
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gender and the primary study variables (i.e., exercise engagement, intentions, IAT scores, 

distance cycled, and percentage of maximum heart rate) across the two cognitive load 

conditions. Separate one-sample t-tests were used to examine whether IAT approach bias 

scores significantly differed from zero. 

Two hierarchical moderated regression analyses were conducted to examine whether 

approach bias and intentions predicted exercise performance (i.e., distance cycled and 

percentage of maximum heart rate) and to investigate the moderating role of cognitive load.  

Preliminary analyses revealed that age was positively correlated with distance cycled (r = .03, 

p = .03), and that men (M = 1701.84 m, SD = 254.12) cycled a significantly greater distance 

than women (M = 1481.68 m, SD = 213.60), F(92) = 20.08, p < .001. In contrast, women (M 

= 64.47%, SD = 10.90) cycled at a greater percentage of maximum heart rate than men (M = 

58.85%, SD = 10.06), t(92) = 6.17, p = .015. In addition, a one-way ANOVA revealed that 

participants who completed the SC-IAT-RF first (M = 1618.87 m, SD = 36.78) cycled a 

significantly greater distance than those who completed the IAT-RF first (M = 1501.23 m, SD 

= 36.51), F(1,89) = 5.15, p = .03. Consequently, age, gender, and IAT-RF task order were 

entered as covariates in each of the regression analyses predicting distance cycled and 

percentage of maximum heart rate. 

For each analysis, covariates (i.e., age, gender, and IAT-RF task order) were entered 

alongside self-reported exercise behaviour at Step 1 to control for their effects on exercise 

performance.  At Step 2, load condition (low load = 0, high load = 1), intentions, and 

approach bias scores from the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF were entered. In Step 3, the two-

way interaction terms between load condition and the continuous predictor variables 
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(intentions, IAT-RF scores, SC-IAT-RF scores) were entered3. All continuous predictor 

variables were mean-centred before computing the interaction terms. Distance cycled and 

percentage of maximum heart rate were each entered as the continuous outcome variable for 

their respective analysis. No violations of the assumptions of regression analyses were 

observed: normality, linearity, multicollinearity, independence, or homoscedasticity.       

Results 

Preliminary analyses  

Zero-order correlation coefficients, means, and standard deviations for the study 

variables across cognitive load conditions are displayed in Table 7.2. A one-way ANOVA 

revealed a significant difference in IAT-RF approach scores between the two conditions, F(1, 

91) = 5.08, p = .03, with participants allocated to the high load condition having higher IAT-

RF approach scores than those in the low load condition. There were no significant 

differences between the two conditions for age, SC-IAT-RF approach scores, exercise 

intentions, percentage of maximum heart rate, or distance cycled, all Fs < 1.94. Importantly, 

there was no significant difference in self-reported exercise behaviour between the two 

cognitive load conditions, F(1, 91) = 1.94, p = .17, indicating that the randomisation based on 

current exercise engagement was successful. There were also no gender differences between 

the two conditions, 2 = .02, p = .89.  

 

 

 

                                                           
3 Analyses were also performed with self-reported cognitive load entered as a continuous moderator and 
awareness of the study’s purpose entered as a dichotomous moderator. However, the overall pattern of 
results remained the same.  
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Table 7.2 

Means, Standard Deviations, and Zero-Order Correlations between the Study Variables for the Low and High Cognitive Load 

Conditions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. Correlations are displayed for N = 93. IAT-RF = Recoding-Free Implicit Association Test; SC-IAT-RF = Single Category 

Recoding-Free Implicit Association Test 

*p < .05. **p < .01. 

 Low load 

(n = 47) 

 High load 

(n = 46) 

       

Variable Mean SD  Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. Age (years) 30.89 14.28  27.59 9.32 - -.01 .12 .12 .05 .11 .23* 

2. IAT-RF 0.097 0.195  0.185 0.182  - .32** .28** .08 .02 -.02 

3. SC-IAT-RF 0.156 0.232  0.184 0.280   - .28** .15 -.03 .20 

4. Exercise engagement 

(minutes) 

243.62 201.58  308.63 246.62    - .46** .01 .38** 

5. Intentions 5.98 1.36  6.34 .86     - .09 .39** 

6. Heart rate (% of max) 61.01 10.51  63.74 11.19      - .22* 

7. Distance cycled (metres) 1532.32 226.27  1597.45 274.89       - 
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A one-way ANOVA revealed that participants in the high cognitive load condition (M 

= 4.85, SD = 1.43) reported allocating significantly more of their attention towards the 

rehearsal of their digit string during the cycling task than did participants in the low cognitive 

load condition (M = 3.89, SD = 2.19), t(91) = -2.48, p = .02, with a medium effect, d = 0.51. 

Only one participant in the high cognitive load condition incorrectly recalled their number. 

Excluding this participant from the analyses did not change the overall pattern of results and 

thus this participant was included in the main analyses.  

Main Analyses 

Approach bias and exercise engagement. One-sample t-tests revealed an approach 

bias for exercise cues that was significantly different from zero on both the IAT-RF (M = 

0.14, SD = .19), t(92) = 7.01, p < .001, d = 0.74, and the  SC-IAT-RF (M = 0.17, SD = .26), 

t(92) = 6.39, p < .001, d = 0.65. As shown in Table 7.2, IAT-RF approach scores and SC-

IAT-RF approach scores also both showed a significant and positive correlation with self-

reported exercise behaviour, as well as a significant positive correlation with each other.  

Distance cycled. The results of the hierarchical moderated regression analysis are 

displayed in Table 7.3. As can be seen, Step 1 of the model explained a significant 34.8% of 

variance in distance cycled, F(4,88) = 11.73, p < .001. Gender, age, and IAT task order all 

significantly predicted distance cycled. The inclusion of intentions, the two IAT approach 

scores, and condition at Step 2 significantly improved the model, ∆F(4,84) = 3.18, p = .02, 

∆R2 = .09 and the overall model remained significant, F(8, 84) = 8.04, p < .001. Gender, age, 

IAT task order, and intentions significantly contributed to the model at Step 2 and explained 

43.4% of the variance in distance cycled. At the final step, the model explained a significant 

43.5% of the variance in distance cycled, F(11, 81) = 5.68, p < .001; however, the inclusion 

of the interaction terms did not significantly improve the model, ∆F(3,81) = .09, p = .97, ∆R2 
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= .002. At the final step, gender, age, IAT task order, and intentions all significantly predicted 

increased distance cycled.   

Percentage of maximum heart rate. Table 7.4 displays the results of the hierarchical 

moderated regression analysis predicting percentage of maximum heart rate. Step 1 of the 

model containing age, gender, IAT task order, and exercise engagement was non-significant, 

F(4,92) = 1.88, p = .12. The inclusion of intentions, condition, and approach bias scores from 

the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF did not significantly improve the model, ∆F(4, 84) = 0.65, p 

= .63, ∆R2 = .03 nor was the model statistically significant, F(8, 92) = 1.25, p = .28. As can 

be seen in Table 7.4, the inclusion of the interaction terms did not significantly improve the 

model fit, ∆F(3, 81) = 0.28, p = .84, ∆R2 = .01, and the model predicting percentage of 

maximum heart rate remained non-significant, F(11, 81) = .96, p = .49, R2 = .12.  
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Table 7.3 

Hierarchical moderated regression analysis predicting distance cycled.  

 Model 1  Model 2  Model 3 

Variables b SE β t  b SE β t  b SE β t 

Gender 181.83 46.20 .35 3.94***   189.98 45.90 .37  4.14***  187.72 46.92 .36 4.00*** 

Age 5.02 1.82 .24 2.76**  5.11   1.77 .25  2.89**  5.14 1.81 .25 2.83** 

IAT task order 97.95 44.28 .20 2.21*     92.32 43.25 .18  2.13*  91.64 44.11 .18 2.08* 

Exercise engagement 0.28 0.10 .25 2.82**       0.11   0.11 .10  0.95  0.11 0.12 .10 0.93 

Intentions         65.00   20.56 .30  3.16**  66.17 24.16 .30 2.74** 

IAT-RF        -63.78 123.50 -.05 -0.52  -25.03 175.20 -.02 -0.14 

SC-IAT-RF         65.09   89.54 .07  0.73  9.98 145.84 .01 0.07 

Condition         41.21   44.07 .08  0.93  40.72 44.87 .08 0.91 

Condition × Intentions           1.44 42.79 .00 0.03 

Condition × IAT-RF            -70.25 245.20 -.04 -0.29 

Condition × SC-IAT-RF            88.38 183.31 .07 0.48 

R2  .35     .43     .44   

F  11.73***     8.04***     5.68***   

∆R2       .09     .002   

Note. IAT = Implicit Association Test; IAT-RF = Recoding-Free Implicit Association Test; SC-IAT-RF = Single Category Recoding-Free Implicit 

Association Test 

* p < .05 ** p < .01 *** p < .001
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Table 7.4 

Hierarchical moderated regression analysis predicting percentage of maximum heart rate.  

 Model 1  Model 2  Model 3 

Variables b SE β t  b SE β t  b SE β t 

Gender -5.60 2.37 -.25 -2.36*  -5.43 2.49 -.24 -2.18*  -5.50 2.53 -.025 -2.17* 

Age 0.07 0.09 .08 0.75  0.09 0.10 .10 0.92  0.09 0.10 .10 0.87 

IAT task order -1.39 2.27 -.06 -0.61  -2.10 2.34 -.10 -0.90  -2.26 2.38 -.10 -0.95 

Exercise engagement 0.00 0.01 .06 0.56  0.00 0.01 .03 0.27  0.00 0.01 .04 0.31 

Intentions      0.53 1.11 .06 0.48  0.82 1.30 .09 0.63 

IAT-RF      -3.58 6.69 -.06 -0.54  -6.23 9.46 -.11 -0.66 

SC-IAT-RF      -0.91 4.85 -.02 -0.19  -3.04 7.87 -.07 -0.39 

Condition      3.37 2.39 .16 1.41  3.42 2.42 .16 1.41 

Condition × Intentions           -1.31 2.31 -.07 -0.57 

Condition × IAT-RF            7.45 13.24 .09 0.56 

Condition × SC-IAT-RF            3.57 9.90 .06 0.36 

R2  .08     .11     .12   

F  1.88     1.25     0.96   

∆R2       .03     .01   

Note. IAT = Implicit Association Test; IAT-RF = Recoding-Free Implicit Association Test; SC-IAT-RF = Single Category Recoding-Free Implicit 

Association Test 

* p < .05 ** p < .01 *** p < .001  
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Discussion 

The current study used two variants of the IAT to examine the relationship between 

approach bias for exercise cues and self-reported exercise engagement. In addition, the study 

explored whether cognitive capacity interacted with approach bias and intentions to predict 

immediate exercise performance. Consistent with predictions, approach bias scores on both 

the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF positively correlated with self-reported leisure-time exercise. 

However, neither measure of approach bias was associated with prospective exercise 

performance nor was there any evidence that cognitive capacity moderated the relationships 

between approach bias, intentions, and exercise performance. Specifically, intention but not 

approach bias was found to predict total distance cycled irrespective of cognitive load 

condition. By contrast, neither approach bias nor intention significantly predicted percentage 

of maximum heart rate. Thus, these findings confirm the relationship between self-reported 

amounts of current exercise behaviour and approach bias for exercise cues; however, they did 

not support the hypothesis that the relationships between approach bias, intentions, and 

prospective exercise performance would be moderated by cognitive capacity.  

Consistent with the findings of Study 1, approach bias for exercise cues was 

positively correlated with self-reported amounts of leisure-time exercise behaviour. That is, 

individuals who reported spending more time in moderate-to-vigorous leisure-time exercise 

displayed a stronger implicit cognitive bias to approach exercise-related cues than those who 

reported spending less time exercising. These results add to the growing literature 

highlighting a role for automatic cognitive processes in motivating exercise and physical 

activity behaviour (Rebar, 2017; Schinkoeth & Antoniewicz, 2017). Moreover, the findings 

provide further evidence for the relationship between approach bias for exercise cues and 

self-reported amounts of leisure-time exercise.  
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Importantly, the positive correlation between approach bias and self-reported exercise 

behaviour was observed for both the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF. This study was the first to 

compare the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF as measures of approach bias for exercise cues 

within the same study and demonstrate that both measures produced similar results. 

Approach bias scores significantly differed from zero on both tasks, suggesting that both 

measures may be useful to determine the strength of implicit approach biases in the exercise 

domain. Moreover, the strength of the relationship between the two IAT tasks (r = .23) was 

comparable to previous studies that have utilised single category and relative variants of the 

IAT (e.g., Karpinski & Steinman, 2006). This finding suggests that the IAT effects 

demonstrated on the relative IAT-RF were likely to be primarily driven by the strength of 

implicit exercise associations rather than the strength of non-exercise associations. 

Methodologically, the results suggest that a neutral non-exercise contrast category may be 

suitable when examining implicit exercise associations using a relative IAT-RF. 

The current study aimed to extend the findings of previous research (i.e., Cheval et 

al., 2016; Study 1) by using objective measures of behavioural performance during an 

exercise task, namely, total distance cycled and percentage of maximum heart rate. Results 

revealed that intentions, but not approach bias, significantly predicted distance cycled, whilst 

neither intentions nor approach bias significantly predicted heart rate. These findings are at 

odds with previous research reporting an association between approach bias and objectively 

measured prospective exercise behaviour (Cheval et al., 2015) and spontaneous physical 

effort (Cheval et al., 2014). In addition, they contrast with those reported by Cheval et al. 

(2016) which suggested that an approach bias for exercise may positively impact 

performance on exercise-related tasks.  

One explanation for these unexpected results is the exercise task itself. Exercise 

performance was measured using a fixed time-period during which participants were asked to 
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perform a continuous bout of aerobic exercise. By contrast, Cheval et al. (2014) utilised a 

strength-based task which involved intermittent bursts of non-exercise physical activity, 

whilst Cheval et al. (2016) examined the amount of time spent performing air squats. As 

such, it may be that approach bias for exercise positively influences performance during 

relatively spontaneous or intermittent bursts of activity, rather than average performance 

measured over a set period of time. Alternatively, it may be that approach bias influences a 

person’s immediate exercise-related decisions. For example, approach bias may motivate a 

person to initiate an exercise behaviour when given the opportunity to do so (e.g., Brand & 

Schweizer, 2015) or might influence their decision to exercise at a higher chosen intensity 

(e.g., Antoniewicz & Brand, 2016). Another possibility is that approach bias has a positive 

influence on exercise performance through persistence with exercise-related tasks. For 

instance, if participants in the current study had not been given a set time period, those with 

an approach bias for exercise might have cycled for a longer period of time than participants 

with an avoidance bias away from exercise.  To clarify these possibilities, future research 

could examine the relationship between approach bias and different types of exercise 

behaviours that differ in duration (e.g., intermittent versus continuous activities) or 

performance outcome (e.g., measuring exerted effort versus behavioural persistence).  

The finding that cognitive load did not moderate the influence of automatic and 

controlled processes on behaviour was unexpected. Based on prior research (e.g., Friese et 

al., 2008; Ostafin et al., 2008), we predicted that the effect of approach bias and exercise 

intentions on exercise behaviour would differ with situational demands on cognitive capacity. 

One explanation for the observed null effects may be that the high cognitive load task used in 

the current study did not adequately impair cognitive ability, thus failing to influence the 

effects of automatic and controlled processes on behaviour. Results showed that participants 

in the high cognitive load condition reported allocating more attentional resources towards 
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the rehearsal of their designated number during the cycling task than participants in the low 

cognitive load condition. However, those in the high load condition reported an average of 

4.85 on the manipulation check (i.e., a 9-point scale) compared to an average of 3.89 by those 

in the low load condition. Although there was a significant difference in attentional focus 

ratings between the two groups, the low rating by those even in the high load condition 

together with the high rate of successful recall, suggests that the manipulation was not 

difficult enough to affect the automatic and controlled regulation of behaviour. This may 

have allowed participants the ability to reflect on their positive exercise intentions or utilise 

other controlled self-regulatory strategies during the exercise task, which may have 

subsequently overridden automatic influences on behaviour (Rebar et al., 2014). Future 

research could replicate the current study using alternate cognitive load manipulation 

strategies (e.g., remembering non-familiar Chinese characters instead of numbers; Zhang & 

Samuel, 2018) or increase the number of digits in the high load condition, thereby increasing 

the demand placed on working memory capacity. 

In addition, future research may investigate the effect of the intensity of the chosen 

exercise task when attempting to manipulate cognitive control abilities. Participants in the 

current study were asked to cycle at their own pace, with those in the low and high cognitive 

load conditions cycling at an average of 61.01% and 63.74% of their maximum heart rate, 

respectively. Studies have shown that exercising at higher intensities (e.g., >75% of 

maximum heart rate) can have deleterious effects on cognitive control abilities (Labelle, 

Bosquet, Mekary, & Bherer, 2013; Mekari et al., 2015; Wohlwend, Olsen, Håberg, & Palmer, 

2017), including working memory (Lo Bue-Estes et al., 2008; McMorris, Sproule, Turner, & 

Hale, 2011). Increasing the intensity of the cycling task (e.g., by requiring participants 

maintain a cycling speed that corresponded to a higher percentage of their maximum heart 

rate) may have therefore increased the difficulty of the cognitive load manipulation task and 
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reliance on automatic impulses. Future research could therefore utilise exercise tasks that 

differ in intensity to determine whether this influences the relationship between automatic 

and controlled processes on behaviour when under cognitive load. 

The fact that explicit intentions significantly predicted distance cycled highlights the 

role of the reflective system in regulating exercise behaviour. Participants who reported more 

positive intentions to exercise cycled a greater distance than those with less positive 

intentions. This suggests that holding positive exercise intentions may increase performance 

on exercise-related tasks. These findings are consistent with prior research demonstrating a 

relationship between explicit exercise intentions and immediate physical performance (e.g., 

Cheval et al., 2014). More broadly, they support the literature that has identified behavioural 

intention as an important factor in the motivation of health behaviours (McEachan et al., 

2011), including exercise (Hagger & Chatzisarantis, 2014).  

There are limitations to the current study that could be addressed in future research. 

One limitation is that the current sample consisted of highly active individuals. This may 

have contributed to the ineffectiveness of the cognitive load manipulation, as individuals who 

perform high levels of regular exercise are likely to have greater cognitive control abilities 

and working memory capacity than individuals who perform less exercise (Buckley, Cohen, 

Kramer, McAuley, & Mullen, 2014; Felez-Nobrega, Hillman, Cirera, & Puig-Ribera, 2017). 

As such, it is likely that the current sample of highly active individuals found the rehearsal of 

the number string during the cycling task to be less cognitively demanding than would a 

sample of highly inactive or sedentary individuals. One avenue for future research could thus 

be to replicate the current study utilising a sample of individuals who are highly inactive. 

This would provide insight into how cognitive capacity impacts the automatic and controlled 

regulation of exercise in such populations (e.g., Chevance, Stephan, Héraud, & Boiché, 

2017).   
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An additional limitation is that the exercise task used in the current study only 

measured behavioural performance rather than behavioural initiation. The initiation (i.e., 

choosing to engage in exercise) and performance (i.e., the execution of exercise post-

initiation) of exercise behaviours are distinct aspects that can be regulated by automatic and 

controlled processes to varying degrees (Antoniewicz & Brand, 2016a; Phillips & Gardner, 

2016). As such, future research could utilise behavioural tasks that distinctly capture these 

two aspects of behaviour. For instance, research could examine whether an approach bias for 

exercise cues influences immediate decisions to perform either an exercise-related or a non-

exercise-related behaviour (e.g., Brand & Schweizer, 2015), and then examine whether 

approach bias is linked to subsequent behavioural performance (e.g., Antoniewicz & Brand, 

2016b). This would provide insight into how, and to what extent, approach bias influences 

these two distinct components of exercise behaviour. 

In summary, the current study examined how approach bias for exercise and explicit 

intentions were related to current exercise engagement and immediate exercise performance 

outcomes, and explored the effect of manipulating cognitive capacity. Increased participation 

in moderate-to-vigorous leisure-time exercise was positively associated with an implicit 

cognitive approach bias for exercise-related cues. In addition, explicit intention, but not 

approach bias, was positively associated with immediate exercise performance. These 

findings provide further evidence that automatic and controlled cognitive processes are both 

linked to exercise behaviour and highlight important avenues for future research.   
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Chapter 8. General Discussion 

8.1 Summary and Synthesis of Findings 

Existing research attempting to identify the mechanisms underlying exercise 

engagement has largely focused on consciously controlled cognitive processes (Dimmock & 

Banting, 2009). In recent years, however, the emphasis has shifted toward examining the 

automatic cognitive processes that may also impact health behaviours, including regular 

exercise (Hagger, 2016).  This thesis used the framework of the Reflective Impulsive Model 

(RIM) to extend current understandings of exercise motivation by investigating implicit 

approach-avoidance biases for exercise cues. Specifically, the overarching purpose of this 

thesis was to explore the relationship between implicit approach-avoidance memory 

associations and leisure-time exercise using cross-sectional and experimental methods.  

The current program of research was designed to address two primary aims and one 

secondary aim. The first primary aim was to investigate whether implicit approach-avoidance 

memory associations were related to self-reported leisure-time exercise and prospective 

exercise performance. The second primary aim was to explore whether the relationship 

between approach-avoidance associations and exercise behaviour was moderated by self-

reported exercise habit strength and cognitive capacity. Finally, a secondary aim of this thesis 

was to extend the use of two variants of the IAT to determine the strength of approach-

avoidance biases for exercise cues, namely the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF. This chapter 

provides a summary of the main findings of this research program with respect to the aims 

outlined above. A broader discussion follows to explain how the research presented in this 

thesis has extended existing knowledge within the field of exercise research. This overview 

will outline the theoretical and practical implications of the findings, the strengths of the 

current research, as well as limitations and future directions.   
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8.1.1 Summary of Research Findings 

The aim of Study 1 (Chapter 5) was to use an approach-avoidance variant of the IAT-

RF to examine the relationship between self-reported leisure-time exercise and implicit 

approach-avoidance memory associations with exercise. Results revealed that participants 

were faster to respond to trials in which exercise cues were paired with approach cues and 

non-exercise cues were paired with avoid cues, compared to the converse pairing. Thus, an 

implicit approach bias for exercise-related cues was demonstrated. In addition, approach bias 

scores on the IAT-RF positively correlated with self-reported time spent on moderate-to-

vigorous leisure-time exercise. Approach bias scores also discriminated between individuals 

who reported meeting global recommendations of weekly physical activity during their 

leisure-time (i.e., >150 minutes of weekly physical activity) and those who reported not 

meeting recommendations. Importantly, Study 1 provided support for the predictive validity 

of the IAT-RF in that approach bias scores explained unique variance in self-reported 

exercise behaviour after controlling for the contributions from explicit exercise intentions and 

self-determined exercise motivation. These findings provide initial evidence that approach-

avoidance associations play at least a partial role in automatically motivating participation in 

leisure-time exercise.  

Study 2 (Chapter 6) was designed to provide a methodological extension to Study 1 

by examining whether an implicit approach bias for exercise cues could similarly be 

demonstrated using a single category variant of the IAT-RF, that is, the SC-IAT-RF. In 

addition, Study 2 examined whether the SC-IAT-RF could predict self-reported exercise 

behaviour after controlling for explicit exercise intentions, and whether the association 

between approach bias and exercise behaviour was moderated by self-reported exercise habit 

strength. Behaviour was operationalised in two ways: the total amount of time spent on 

moderate-to-vigorous leisure-time exercise during a typical week, and the average duration of 
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exercise sessions. Consistent with the findings of Study 1, participants in Study 2 

demonstrated a cognitive approach bias for exercise-related cues, as measured by the SC-

IAT-RF. However, approach bias scores on the SC-IAT-RF were not significantly associated 

with self-reported exercise behaviour after controlling for exercise intentions. Furthermore, 

exercise habit strength was not found to moderate the strength of the association. The 

findings of Study 2 suggest that while an approach bias for exercise cues was demonstrated 

with the SC-IAT-RF, the strength of this approach bias was not associated with self-reported 

retrospective exercise behaviour. Study 2 did, however, highlight the potentially important 

role of positive exercise intentions and strong exercise habits in the regulation of leisure-time 

exercise.  

 Study 3 (Chapter 7) used both the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF to further explore the 

relationship between approach-avoidance associations and behaviour by measuring self-

reported usual leisure-time exercise as well as objectively measured prospective exercise 

performance. In addition, Study 3 investigated whether the relationship between approach-

avoidance associations and exercise performance was moderated by situational demands on 

cognitive capacity. Results revealed that both the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF positively 

correlated with self-reported leisure-time exercise. However, neither measure significantly 

predicted exercise performance. In addition, cognitive capacity did not moderate the 

relationship between approach-avoidance associations and exercise performance. By contrast, 

explicit exercise intentions explained unique variance in distance cycled, but not heart rate. 

This highlights the important role that controlled cognitive processes have in motivating 

exercise behaviour.     
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8.1.2 Primary Aim 1: Explore the Relationship between Approach-Avoidance 

Associations and Leisure-Time Exercise  

The first primary aim of this thesis was to examine the relationship between 

approach-avoidance memory associations and leisure-time exercise. The findings from 

Studies 1 and 3 suggest that moderate-to-vigorous leisure-time exercise is positively 

associated with an implicit approach bias for exercise cues. This is consistent with prior 

research reporting a relationship between recent exercise behaviour and positive implicit 

attitudes towards exercise (Bluemke et al., 2010; Eves et al., 2007), and an attentional bias for 

exercise-related stimuli (Berry, 2006; Calitri et al., 2009). Participants in the current research 

program indicated the average amount of time they typically spent engaging in leisure-time 

exercise during a usual week. This measurement approach sought to reflect participants’ 

regular or typical exercise patterns and minimise the inherent variability that exists in weekly 

exercise behaviour (Ainsworth et al., 2012). The positive correlation observed between usual 

week leisure-time exercise and approach bias scores, as well as the differences in approach 

bias scores between high and low exercisers, supports theoretical predictions that implicit 

memory associations develop and strengthen with experience (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 

2006; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). 

In addition, the results of Study 1 suggest that an implicit approach bias for exercise 

cues may motivate exercise behaviour independently of consciously held exercise motives or 

intentions. Broadly, this finding is consistent with an increasing body of research 

demonstrating the independent contributions from both automatic processes and controlled 

self-regulatory processes on exercise behaviour (Banting et al., 2009; Chevance, Caudroit, et 

al., 2017; Conroy et al., 2010). However, existing research has typically only controlled for 

explicit exercise intentions. The measurement of both intentions and self-determined exercise 

motivation in Study 1 (i.e., using the BREQ-2) thus extends previous research and contributes 
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to the limited number of studies that have explored the relationship between automatic 

processes and exercise behaviour within the context of SDT. The current findings indicate 

that being explicitly motivated to exercise for self-determined reasons as well as having an 

implicit approach bias for exercise cues can together motivate a person to engage in leisure-

time exercise.  

Unexpectedly, approach bias scores did not significantly predict self-reported duration 

of exercise sessions in Study 2. This contrasts with previous studies that have shown implicit 

attitudes to predict self-reported exercise session duration (Bluemke et al., 2010; Padin et al., 

2017). One explanation for these unexpected results may be that participants misreported 

their activity durations due to social desirability bias (e.g., Adams et al., 2005). As explicit 

measures are more susceptible to social desirability than implicit measures (Dovidio & Fazio, 

1992; Greenwald & Banaji, 1995), participants’ self-reported exercise behaviour may not 

have aligned with the strength of their implicit approach bias for exercise cues if their activity 

levels were misreported.  

Alternatively, this finding might indicate that the cognitive processes responsible for 

guiding the duration of exercise sessions for that sample were largely controlled and 

deliberate. Indeed, results revealed that exercise intentions (a controlled process) but neither 

habit nor approach bias (automatic processes) contributed to the prediction of self-reported 

exercise session duration. In contrast, both intentions and habit (but not approach bias) 

significantly predicted total exercise behaviour. This suggests that certain aspects of exercise 

may be more strongly guided by automatic processes such as habit (e.g., the initiation of 

exercise sessions), whereas other aspects, including average workout duration, may be 

influenced more heavily by explicit intentions to exercise.  
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Given that previous research has found implicit attitudes to predict self-reported 

exercise session duration, the finding that approach bias did not might also suggest that 

approach-avoidance biases and implicit attitudes are distinct processes that are related to 

exercise behaviour in different ways. For instance, Oliver and Kemps (2018) found that 

participants showed an implicit avoidance bias away from physical activity cues in the 

environment despite displaying a positive implicit attitude towards physical activity. 

Moreover, results showed that positive implicit attitudes were associated with decreased 

physical activity behaviour (i.e., step count), whereas approach bias was associated with a 

non-significant but positive increase in behaviour. Those findings suggest that implicit 

attitudes and approach-avoidance biases may not always converge and that the relationship 

between these two constructs and behaviour can differ in both strength and direction. It may 

therefore be the case that implicit attitudes but not approach-avoidance biases are associated 

with self-reported exercise session duration. As implicit attitudes were not measured in the 

current program of research, it would be useful for future studies to examine how implicit 

attitudes and approach-avoidance biases are both related to self-reported duration of exercise 

sessions to provide a greater understanding of how automatic processes influence this 

component of exercise. 

Approach bias scores also did not predict immediate exercise performance in Study 3. 

Results revealed that neither distance cycled nor heart rate were associated with a stronger 

implicit approach bias for exercise cues.  This finding contradicts previous research which 

has demonstrated a positive correlation between approach bias for exercise and increased 

moderate-to-vigorous exercise behaviour measured over one-week (Cheval et al.,  2015), as 

well as increased effort exerted on an isometric hand-grip task (Cheval et al., 2014). As 

discussed in Chapter 7 (see Discussion), this might suggest that approach-avoidance 

associations are associated with alternative aspects of prospective exercise. For instance, 
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approach-avoidance associations might influence prospective physical activity behaviours 

that are largely unplanned or incidental, such as daily step count (Hyde et al., 2010). 

Alternatively, given that implicit associations can inform reflective and decision-making 

processes (Krishna & Strack, 2017), approach-avoidance associations might be related to 

exercise behaviour via influences on exercise-related decisions. For example, approach-

avoidance associations might impact immediate situated decisions to go to the gym or to a 

social event (Brand & Schweizer, 2015), influence the chosen intensity and duration of an 

exercise-related task (Antoniewicz & Brand, 2016b; Cheval et al., 2016), or guide an 

individual’s preference for exercising in a gymnasium versus outdoors (Antoniewicz & 

Brand, 2014). As the current thesis only measured one form of prospective exercise 

behaviour, further research is needed to determine the strength and direction of the 

relationship between approach-avoidance associations and different aspects of prospective 

exercise.   

8.1.3 Primary Aim 2: Examine Moderators of the Relationship between Approach-

Avoidance Associations and Leisure-Time Exercise  

The second primary aim of this thesis was to examine moderators of the relationship 

between indirect measures of approach-avoidance associations and leisure-time exercise. 

Studies 2 and 3 were designed to address this aim.  

Study 2 investigated whether an indirect measure of approach-avoidance exercise 

associations was more predictive of self-reported exercise behaviour for people who 

exercised habitually. Contrary to expectations, habit strength did not moderate the 

relationship between SC-IAT-RF approach bias scores and self-reported exercise. This was 

the case for both time spent on leisure-time exercise and average duration of exercise 

sessions. Study 3 was designed to investigate whether cognitive capacity moderated the 

relationship between approach-avoidance associations and prospective exercise performance. 
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Results revealed that exercise intentions but not approach bias significantly predicted 

distance cycled irrespective of cognitive load condition; however, neither intentions nor 

approach bias significantly predicted average percentage of maximum heart rate in either load 

condition.   

As discussed in Chapter 3 (see section 3.5), Friese et al. (2009) suggested that several 

dispositional, situational, and behavioural factors are likely to moderate the relationship 

between indirect measurement procedures and behaviour. However, as highlighted above, the 

measures of approach-avoidance associations used in the current thesis were not associated 

with self-reported exercise behaviour in Study 2, or with prospective exercise performance in 

Study 3. It is therefore important that future research extend the current studies to confirm 

whether there is a relationship between approach bias for exercise cues and exercise 

behaviour before attempting to explore potential moderators of that relationship. Moreover, 

given that limited research has attempted to examine moderators of the relationship between 

implicit associations and exercise behaviour (e.g., Padin et al., 2017), examining other 

potential moderators outlined by Friese et al. (e.g., working memory capacity, trait self-

control) would be beneficial.  

In addition, researchers may consider measuring dispositional characteristics not 

explored in the current thesis, such as those identified in theories of personality. In particular, 

Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory (Gray & McNaughton, 2003) outlines two global 

motivational systems that are presumed to drive behaviour: the behavioural activation system 

(BAS) which motivates approach behaviour towards rewarding stimuli and the behaviour 

inhibition system (BIS) which motivates avoidance behaviour away from aversive or 

threatening stimuli (Carver & White, 1994). Results from neurological studies demonstrate 

that individuals with high BAS display heightened sensitivity and neural processing of 

positive stimuli, whereas those with high BIS display heightened sensitivity and neural 
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processing of negative stimuli (Balcari et al., 2012; De Pascalis, Strippoli, Riccardi, & 

Vergari, 2004; Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2013). In this way, individual differences in BAS and 

BIS might influence how individuals process exercise-related cues. Due to their heightened 

sensitivity to rewards, it may be that individuals with high BAS are more likely to develop an 

approach bias for exercise because of the rewarding outcomes associated with exercise 

engagement (e.g., feeling energetic). In contrast, individuals with high BIS may be more 

likely to perceive the punishing outcomes of exercise (e.g., shortness of breath, perspiration, 

muscle strain) and develop an avoidance bias away from exercise cues and behaviour (e.g., 

Schneider & Graham, 2009). Alternatively, future research could extend the findings of 

Study 3 to investigate whether the relationship between approach bias and subsequent 

exercise performance is influenced by an individual’s sensitivity to reward and punishment. 

For instance, an individual with a bias to approach exercise may be less inclined to exercise if 

they anticipate experiencing negative outcomes or punishment (i.e., high BIS).  

8.1.4 Secondary Aim: Measuring Approach-Avoidance Biases for Exercise Cues Using 

Variants of the Implicit Association Test   

A secondary aim of the current thesis was to extend the use of the IAT to the 

measurement of approach-avoidance biases for exercise-related cues. To address this aim, 

two variants of the IAT were modified to measure exercise-specific approach-avoidance 

memory associations and address two structural criticisms of the traditional IAT, specifically, 

issues surrounding recoding practices and the relative nature of the traditional IAT. 

Consequently, the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF were compared in the current thesis.  

Study 1 utilised the IAT-RF which required the categorisation of stimuli belonging to 

two target categories (exercise, non-exercise) and two attribute categories (approach, avoid). 

Participants were faster to categorise stimuli when the exercise category was paired with 

approach and the non-exercise category was paired with avoidance, compared to the converse 
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pairing. This indicated stronger exercise-approach versus exercise-avoidance memory 

associations and an implicit approach bias for exercise cues. Study 2 measured approach-

avoidance biases using the SC-IAT-RF which did not require the categorisation of stimuli 

belonging to the non-exercise contrast category. Consistent with the IAT-RF, response times 

on the SC-IAT-RF were faster when exercise was paired with approach compared to when 

exercise was paired with avoidance, indicating an implicit approach bias for exercise cues. 

The IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF were both subsequently used in Study 3. Supporting the 

findings observed in Studies 1 and 2, participants displayed an implicit approach bias for 

exercise cues on both the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF in Study 3, with approach bias scores 

on both measures similar in strength and direction. Overall, this finding is consistent with the 

results of prior studies that have shown stronger impulsive action tendencies to approach than 

to avoid exercise-related stimuli (Cheval et al., 2014; Cheval et al., 2015; Cheval, Tipura, et 

al., 2018). However, by utilising approach-avoidance variants of the IAT, the current thesis 

extends on prior research by providing the first evidence that the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF 

were both effective as a measurement of approach bias for exercise cues. 

It is important that any instrument designed to measure individual differences 

demonstrate good psychometric properties, such as predictive validity (Nosek Hawkins, & 

Frazier, 2011). Study 1 demonstrated the predictive validity of the IAT-RF in the prediction 

of self-reported exercise behaviour. Results showed that IAT-RF approach scores explained a 

significant proportion of unique variance in exercise behaviour even once direct measures of 

exercise motivation had been statistically controlled. To date, only a handful of studies have 

demonstrated the predictive validity of the IAT-RF in the context of alcohol consumption 

(Houben et al., 2009) and food choice behaviour (Haynes et al., 2015; Kraus & Scholderer, 

2015). The current research is thus the first to demonstrate the incremental predictive validity 

of the IAT-RF in respect to self-reported leisure-time exercise. 
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It must be noted, however, that the predictive validity of the SC-IAT-RF was not 

supported in Study 2. Results revealed that although an approach bias for exercise cues was 

demonstrated on the SC-IAT-RF, approach bias scores did not predict self-reported time 

spent on leisure-time exercise or average duration of exercise sessions. Although this finding 

was unexpected, it is consistent with the results of previous studies which also observed non-

significant relationships between exercise behaviour and measures of implicit exercise 

cognition (Hyde et al., 2012; Scott et al., 2009). The reasons for this unexpected result are 

unclear, particularly as both the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF positively correlated with self-

reported leisure-time exercise in Study 3.  

In addition, the results of Study 3 revealed that the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF 

showed similar outcomes in respect to the prediction of prospective behaviour. That is, 

neither the IAT-RF nor the SC-IAT-RF prospectively predicted immediate exercise 

performance. As mentioned previously, prospective exercise performance was only measured 

in this thesis as total distance cycled and average percentage of maximum heart rate. It thus 

remains unclear how the two IAT-based measures of approach-avoidance biases used here 

would relate to other measures of prospective exercise behaviour (e.g., persistence on an 

exercise task, power output during discrete bursts of activity). Further research using different 

measures of prospective exercise behaviour is therefore warranted to determine whether these 

two indirect measures of approach-avoidance biases are able to predict prospective exercise.   

As the current research only assessed the predictive validity of the IAT-RF and the 

SC-IAT-RF, an important avenue for future research would be to also examine other 

psychometric properties of these measures, including test-retest reliability. Currently, few 

studies have examined the stability of implicit exercise associations over time. For instance, 

Hyde et al. (2012) explored the stability of implicit attitudes towards exercise over one week. 

Results revealed a weak but significant correlation between implicit exercise attitudes 
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measured at baseline and follow-up (r = .22). More recently, Chevance, Héraud, Guerrieri, 

Rebar, and Boiché (2017) examined the test-retest reliability of a physical activity versus 

sedentary behaviour IAT, a physical activity SC-IAT, and a sedentary behaviour SC-IAT 

over a one-hour period in a sample of patients with chronic disease (i.e., respiratory or 

metabolic diseases). Results revealed better test-retest reliability for the IAT compared to the 

physical activity SC-IAT (PA-SC-IAT) and the sedentary behaviour SC-IAT (SB-SC-IAT), 

with Pearson correlation coefficients ranging from .65 to .80 for the IAT, .33 to .38 for the 

PA-SC-IAT, and .19 (ns) to .40 for the SB-SC-IAT. Combined, these studies suggest that 

implicit associations with exercise have stable properties but can also differ over time and 

between measurement procedures.   

The notion that implicit associations and automatic cognitive biases have stable and 

unstable properties is indeed consistent with previous research (Cousijn et al., 2011).  As will 

be discussed in more detail below, a growing number of studies highlight the benefit of re-

training implicit associations and cognitive biases as a way of creating lasting behaviour 

change (e.g., Wiers, Eberl, Rinck, Becker, & Lindenmeyer, 2011). It will therefore be 

important for future research to extend the use of the IAT-RF and the SC-IAT-RF to 

determine the stability and the malleability of approach-avoidance associations with exercise, 

and to investigate the relationship between changes in association strength and exercise 

behaviour.  

8.2 Theoretical Implications 

The findings from this thesis have important theoretical implications for research on 

exercise, and health behaviours more generally. The findings support current dual-process 

models (Strack & Deutsch, 2004) by demonstrating that exercise behaviour is linked to both 

consciously controlled, reflective cognitive processes and automatic, impulsive processes. 

Whilst the body of literature examining automatic processes in exercise is small (Rebar, 
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2017), the research presented in this thesis has extended current understanding by 

demonstrating a link between participation in leisure-time exercise and the strength of 

implicit approach-avoidance associations for exercise cues. The current findings support 

increasing calls for research to examine automatic processes alongside controlled forms of 

motivation to provide a greater understanding of the factors influencing health behaviours 

such as exercise (Dimmock & Banting, 2009; Sheeran et al., 2016). 

Through measuring approach-avoidance associations with exercise, the current thesis 

also extends existing knowledge of the implicit associative networks that may impact 

exercise engagement. Previous research has demonstrated associations in memory between 

the exercise concept and positive-negative affective evaluations (Chevance, Caudroit, et al., 

2018), concepts of self-identity (Banting et al., 2009), as well as mental representations of 

expected outcomes (Scott et al., 2009). The present studies are the first to explore approach-

avoidance memory associations with exercise-specific cues with the IAT. Results revealed 

that the exercise concept was more strongly associated with behavioural dispositions to 

approach than avoid in long-term memory. The current findings thus provide an important 

contribution to this body of literature in highlighting the relevance of approach-avoidance 

memory associations with exercise cues.  

An important theoretical question raised by these findings surrounds the development 

of such associations. According to the RIM (Strack & Deutsch, 2004), memory associations 

are likely to result from prior experience and the frequent co-activation of concepts in 

memory. The findings of the current thesis (Study 1 and Study 3) provide initial evidence that 

regular leisure-time exercise behaviour is positively correlated with a stronger implicit 

cognitive bias to approach exercise-related cues. This may suggest that increased exposure to, 

and engagement with, exercise-related cues may strengthen exercise-approach associations 

and/or weaken exercise-avoidance associations in memory.  
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In support of this suggestion, a recent study by Chevance, Héraud, Varray, et al. 

(2017) found that implicit attitudes towards physical activity were more positive at a within-

person level following a 5-week pulmonary rehabilitation program that involved weekly 

physical activity. Results of that study indicated that exercise engagement may be causally 

related to the strength of implicit exercise associations. Other research also supports the 

causal effects of implicit exercise associations on behaviour.  Specifically, Antoniewicz and 

Brand (2016) found that following an evaluative conditioning procedure, participants who 

were trained to associate exercise more strongly with positive than with negative evaluations 

chose to perform an exercise task at a higher intensity than those trained to associate exercise 

more strongly with negative than with positive evaluations. Due to the cross-sectional design 

of the studies presented in this thesis, whether increased exercise behaviour influences 

approach-avoidance associations or vice versa remains unknown. Future research utilising 

experimental and longitudinal designs is therefore warranted to examine the directionality of 

this relationship. This would provide important information regarding how implicit exercise 

associations develop and change over time, and the influence of changes on exercise 

participation. 

The current thesis also extends theoretical understanding of approach-avoidance 

biases for health behaviour more generally. As previously mentioned, prior research has 

predominantly focused on identifying approach biases for cues that are associated with 

unhealthy behaviours (e.g., smoking, alcohol consumption, snack intake). To date, only a 

handful of studies have demonstrated an implicit approach bias for exercise- and physical 

activity-related cues (e.g., Cheval et al., 2014, Cheval et al., 2015). The current findings 

provide further support for the notion that the impulsive system may not only influence 

behaviours that are potentially damaging to health, but also increase engagement in health-

promoting behaviours such as exercise.  
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Future research could provide a more holistic understanding of the role of approach-

avoidance associations in the current context by investigating approach-avoidance 

associations with sedentary-related cues as well as exercise-related cues. This would provide 

insight into how these diverging impulses might impact exercise engagement. For instance, 

the findings of Study 1 that individuals who reported not meeting global recommendations 

for physical activity still displayed an implicit approach bias for exercise (albeit to a lesser 

extent than those who met recommendations) could suggest that approach biases for exercise 

and sedentary cues compete with one another to influence behaviour. When engaging in 

sedentary behaviour (e.g., watching television), the perception of an exercise cue (e.g., being 

invited to go for a jog with a friend) may trigger an approach bias for exercise which 

competes with an approach bias for sedentary behaviour to influence overt responses. If an 

approach bias for sedentary behaviour is stronger than an approach bias for exercise, then 

inactivity will likely result. This competition between implicit associations is consistent with 

theories of associative networks (Smith & DeCoster, 2000; Strack & Deutsch, 2004) and 

more recent theories of exercise and physical inactivity (e.g., Brand & Ekkekakis, 2018). 

Moreover, a recent study by Cheval, Tipura, et al. (2018) using electroencephalography 

(EEG) found that impulsive action tendencies to avoid sedentary-related cues required greater 

cortical resources than avoiding exercise-related cues. This finding indicated an internal 

conflict between automatic processes that was in favour of exercise over sedentary 

behaviours. As the present thesis did not measure sedentary behaviour or implicit processes 

relating to such behaviour, future research should examine the relationship between sedentary 

behaviour and approach-avoidance associations with sedentary cues.  

The current thesis has also contributed to current theory by exploring factors that may 

moderate the relationship between indirect measures of automatic processes and behaviour. 

Identifying when, and for whom, indirect measurement procedures are likely to predict 
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behaviour is important to fully understand how automatic processes influence our actions 

(Friese et al., 2009). While the present research did not establish exercise habit strength and 

cognitive capacity as moderators of the relationship between approach-avoidance 

associations and exercise behaviour, it has provided a useful platform for future research. For 

instance, future studies could extend the findings of Study 2 by examining whether exercise 

habit strength moderates the relationship between indirect measures of approach bias for 

exercise and prospective exercise engagement measured over the long-term. Given that habits 

have been identified as important for health behaviour maintenance (Wood & Neal, 2016), 

the moderating role of habit strength in the relationship between indirect measures and 

behaviour may be present only when measuring exercise behaviour over the long-term, rather 

than retrospectively as was done in Study 2. Similarly, future research could extend the 

findings of Study 3 by re-attempting to establish a direct relationship between approach-

avoidance associations and prospective exercise behaviour using alternative measures of 

behaviour. Once established, research could then assess additional automatic processes (e.g., 

implicit attitudes, attentional bias, implicit self-schema) together with different behavioural 

tasks (e.g., decision-based tasks, endurance tasks) to explore how situational demands on 

cognitive capacity impact the predictive validity of implicit measures on different 

components of exercise behaviour. Extending the current research in this way would provide 

greater theoretical understanding of the relationship between approach-avoidance 

associations and exercise behaviour, and address some of the methodological limitations 

(outlined below) that were present in the current program of research. 

The present findings add further support to the use of the TPB and SDT in 

understanding and predicting exercise behaviour. Study 1 revealed that greater self-

determined exercise motivation positively predicted self-reported leisure-time exercise 

behaviour. This finding is consistent with prior research utilising SDT in the exercise domain 
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(Fortier et al., 2007) and has suggested that facilitating the development of self-determined 

exercise motivation – for instance, by fostering feelings of autonomy (i.e., feelings of choice 

and volition), competence (i.e., feelings that one can accomplish the behaviour), and 

relatedness to others (i.e., feelings of respect and connectedness with significant others) – is 

important for long-term maintenance of physical exercise (Teixeira et al., 2012). Similarly, 

holding positive intentions to exercise positively predicted self-reported exercise behaviour in 

Study 2, as well as objectively measured exercise performance in Study 3. These findings not 

only indicate that positive exercise intentions play an important role in the regulation of usual 

exercise behaviour, but also that exercise intentions may motivate performance during 

exercise.  Taken together, the above findings further confirm the role of controlled cognitive 

processes in the regulation of exercise and physical activity behaviours. 

8.3 Practical Implications 

Practically, the findings presented in this thesis may be used to inform the 

development of interventions to increase exercise participation. An individual with a weaker 

approach bias or a stronger avoidance bias away from exercise cues may be less inclined to 

adhere to an exercise regime than someone with a strong bias to approach exercise. Indeed, 

the observed difference in approach bias strength between high exercisers and low exercisers 

in Study 1 provides preliminary support for this suggestion. For individuals with an 

avoidance bias away from exercise, one intervention technique may be to strengthen 

controlled self-regulatory strategies to ensure behaviour is consistent with consciously held 

long-term goals (Hagger, Wood, Stiff, & Chatzisarantis, 2009). For instance, self-regulation 

strategies such as action planning (i.e., planning when, where, and how to act) and coping 

planning (i.e., planning how to cope with potential barriers or obstacles) may counteract an 

avoidance bias away from exercise cues and encourage behaviour that is consistent with 
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exercise intentions (Carraro & Gaudreau, 2013; Mistry, Sweet, Latimer-Cheung, & Rhodes, 

2015).  

Alternatively, interventions to increase exercise engagement could be developed that 

directly target approach-avoidance associations. Recent research has indeed shown that 

automatic processes can be experimentally manipulated to decrease unhealthy levels of 

alcohol consumption (Sharbanee et al., 2014; Wiers et al., 2011), reduce anxiety (Clerkin & 

Teachman, 2010; MacLeod & Mathews, 2012), and decrease craving and intake of unhealthy 

or tempting foods (Brockmeyer, Hahn, Reetz, Schmidt, & Friederich, 2015; Kemps et al., 

2013). Using an imagery intervention, Markland, Hall, Duncan, and Simatovic (2015) found 

that participants who were asked to imagine a pleasant exercise experience displayed more 

positive implicit attitudes towards exercise than participants who were asked to imagine 

performing a neutral task (i.e., preparing a meal). Importantly, the effects of the intervention 

were observed for both frequent and less frequent exercisers. The results of Study 1, which 

revealed differences in approach bias between high and low exercisers, could thus be 

expanded in future research examining the use of imagery-based exercise interventions. For 

example, studies could use an imagery-based intervention to target implicit approach-

avoidance associations with exercise cues and examine what impact this has on subsequent 

exercise behaviour. Imagining a positive exercise experience or thinking about the rewarding 

and pleasurable outcomes of exercise might elicit an automatic impulse to approach exercise 

cues in the environment and positively influence exercise engagement.   

The use of computer-based cognitive bias modification (CBM) techniques might also 

prove useful as an intervention strategy in the current context. Moffitt et al. (2019, Study 2) 

used a modified IAT to experimentally manipulate approach-avoidance associations for 

physically active and physically inactive lifestyle word cues. Results revealed that training 

participants to associate active cues with approach behaviours and inactive cues with 
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avoidance behaviours resulted in a stronger approach bias for physically active lifestyle cues 

compared to training participants to associate active cues with avoidance behaviours and 

inactive cues with approach behaviours. Notably, similar training effects have been 

demonstrated when using the IAT to target approach-avoidance associations with chocolate-

related stimuli (Kemps et al., 2013). Extending the findings from the current thesis to explore 

whether repeatedly pairing exercise cues with approach cues using CBM techniques can 

indeed strengthen an individual’s approach bias for exercise is an important avenue for future 

investigation. If approach-avoidance biases for exercise can be modified using CBM 

techniques, future research could then examine what impact this may have on subsequent 

behaviour (e.g., Cheval et al., 2016).  

Another intervention strategy that may be useful for increasing exercise engagement 

could be to target both automatic and controlled cognitive processes simultaneously. A recent 

study by Muschalik, Elfeddali, Candel, and de Vries (2018) found that implicit attitudes 

towards physical activity cues interacted with explicit exercise cognitions (i.e., self-efficacy, 

perceived pros and cons of exercise, and social norms and modelling) to predict intentions to 

exercise and subsequent exercise behaviour. Results showed that although implicit attitudes 

were not found to independently predict exercise behaviour, positive implicit attitudes 

strengthened the positive relationship between exercise self-efficacy and exercise behaviour 

measured one month later. In addition, perceived cons of exercise and social modelling were 

both found to negatively predict intentions to exercise; however, the strength of these 

relationships was stronger among individuals with negative implicit attitudes. By contrast, 

positive implicit attitudes strengthened the relationship between exercise self-efficacy and 

intentions. One intervention strategy could therefore be to target implicit attitudes or 

approach-avoidance biases whilst simultaneously targeting explicit exercise cognitions. For 

instance, an individual could undergo evaluative conditioning (e.g., Antoniewicz & Brand, 
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2016) to strengthen their positive implicit attitudes or approach bias towards exercise and at 

the same time receive an intervention designed to improve his or her exercise self-efficacy 

(e.g., Buckley, 2016). This would address recent calls to better understand whether targeting 

both automatic and controlled processes enhances the effectiveness of behaviour change 

interventions (Sheeran et al., 2016).  

8.4 Strengths 

There were several strengths to the current research. One is that this thesis was 

strongly grounded in theoretical models that have received support in health behaviour 

research, namely, the TPB (Ajzen, 1991), SDT (Deci & Ryan, 2002), and the RIM of Strack 

and Deutsch (2004). Utilising the TPB and SDT alongside the RIM provided an 

understanding of the combined influence of automatic and controlled processes on exercise 

behaviour. Moreover, these models highlighted key theoretical constructs for investigation 

and guided the selection of appropriate measurement procedures that were designed to 

capture both automatic and controlled processes. Through utilising the RIM, the current 

research was able to provide a unique contribution to the literature by demonstrating, for the 

first time, a link between participation in leisure-time exercise and implicit approach-

avoidance associations with exercise cues. 

 An additional strength of the current research program was the use of different 

measures of exercise behaviour. All three studies presented in this thesis used self-report to 

measure leisure-time exercise during a usual week. Study 2 explored the average duration of 

reported workout sessions, while Study 3 extended this with an objective measure of 

immediate exercise behaviour. By utilising different measures of behaviour, the current 

research was able to examine different aspects of exercise. Although the findings reported 

here provide initial evidence of the relationship between overall leisure-time exercise 

engagement and the strength of implicit approach-avoidance associations, further research is 
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needed to fully determine how such implicit processes influence and motivate such a 

complex and multi-faceted health behaviour. 

A final key strength of the current research was the recruitment of participants from 

both student populations and members of the general community. Increasing the 

generalisability of research findings to the wider community is important, especially because 

much of the general population in Australia and around the world are not achieving the levels 

of physical activity required to maintain optimal health and well-being (Rebar, et al., 2016, 

WHO, 2014). Extant literature examining automatic processes in exercise has largely utilised 

student population samples (e.g., Antoniewicz & Brand, 2014; Bluemke et al., 2010; Forrest 

et al., 2016; Hyde et al., 2012). As such, by recruiting members of the general community in 

Study 1 and Study 3, the present findings have been more generalisable to the wider 

population.   

8.5 Limitations and Future Directions 

The research presented in this thesis is not without limitation. Firstly, the participants 

used in the current research were predominantly highly active and healthy native English 

speakers. Whilst the recruitment of members from the general community improved 

generalisability, it is possible that this inadvertently biased the outcomes. Specifically, the 

public advertisements used to recruit participants for Study 1 and Study 3 described the 

research as examining the link between physical activity and cognitive ability. Although the 

adverts emphasised that participants were not required to be currently fit or actively engaging 

in regular exercise, it is possible that they inadvertently attracted the attention of participants 

who were already currently highly active or had a strong approach bias for exercise cues. By 

contrast, individuals with an avoidance bias away from exercise may not have noticed or may 

have avoided the initial study advertisements. As such, one important avenue for future 

research would be to extend the current findings to different populations. For example, recent 
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studies have examined how automatic processes influence the uptake and maintenance of 

physical exercise among individuals with psychiatric disorders (Gerber et al., 2018) and 

among overweight and obese individuals (Chevance, Caudroit, et al., 2017; Chevance, 

Caudroit, et al., 2018). Future studies could therefore explore approach-avoidance 

associations with active and inactive individuals, as well as with samples of obese and 

overweight individuals or those with a diagnosed mental illness. Such research may help to 

identify ways to increase rates of physical activity and exercise in these populations and in 

turn, improve the physical and psychological well-being of those individuals. 

A further limitation of this research program is that no longitudinal effects of 

approach-avoidance associations on exercise behaviour were examined. This limits the ability 

of the current research to make inferences regarding causality and the development of 

associations over time. Prior research has shown a positive association between implicit 

attitudes towards exercise, previous exercise behaviour, and prospective behaviour measured 

in the short- (Conroy et al., 2010; Hyde et al., 2012) and long-term (Antoniewicz & Brand, 

2016a; Chevance, Héraud, Varray, et al., 2017). It is therefore important that future research 

utilise longitudinal research designs to similarly ascertain what effects approach-avoidance 

associations have on prospective exercise behaviour in the short- and long-term. One method 

could be to examine approach-avoidance associations in a sample of individuals enrolled to 

begin an exercise program. This would enable the measurement of approach-avoidance 

associations over time to explore how these associations fluctuate or change, and how they 

relate to exercise adherence once the exercise program has ended (e.g., Chevance, Héraud, 

Varray, et al., 2017).   

Another limitation concerns the measure used in this thesis to examine self-reported 

exercise engagement. Specifically, the current program of research utilised the ‘usual week’ 

variant of the IPAQ which asks participants to think about the total amount of moderate-to-
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vigorous leisure-time exercise they perform during a usual week. Although the ‘usual week’ 

and ‘last 7 days’ variants of the IPAQ have both demonstrated comparable criterion validity 

against objectively measured physical activity (Craig et al., 2003), the measure of usual week 

behaviour was used to account for the inherent variability that exists in weekly exercise 

behaviour (Ainsworth et al., 2012). Despite this, the use of a subjective self-report measure of 

behaviour cannot rule out the possiblity that participants may have misreported their current 

exercise engagement. It would therefore be important for future research to replicate the 

findings observed in this thesis using more objective measurements of exercise behaviour. 

For example, accelerometers could be used in future research to not only provide an objective 

measurement of a person’s daily physical activity (e.g., Rebar et al., 2014) but also their 

engagement in sedentary activities (e.g., Maher & Conroy, 2016).  

In addition, future research may want to consider measuring exercise behaviour over 

fixed periods of time. For instance, measuring exercise behaviour performed during the 

previous week or on the previous day may provide insight into how recent exercise 

engagement is related to the strength of approach-avoidance biases for exercise cues. This 

might also indicate whether a causal relationship exists between recent exercise engagement 

and approach-avoidance bias. For example, it may be that having a positive (or negative) 

recent experience with exercise directly impacts the strength of a person’s approach (or 

avoidance) bias for exercise cues, which in turn may influence subsequent exercise 

engagement.  Measuring exercise behaviour at different time points may also indicate 

whether the relationship between exercise and implicit exercise associations is time-

dependent (Zenko & Ekkekakis, 2019), That is, it remains untested whether the strength of 

the relationship between implicit exercise associations and exercise behaviour differs when 

measured over shorter (e.g., 7 days) or longer (e.g., 4 weeks) periods of time. 
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Furthermore, future research could consider measuring additional forms of exercise 

behaviour that were not examined in this thesis. The research presented in this thesis focused 

on self-reported leisure-time exercise as well as immediate performance on an exercise task. 

Future research could therefore explore the relationship between approach-avoidance 

associations and different types of exercise behaviour. For instance, studies could examine 

whether approach-avoidance associations impact average daily-step count (e.g., Conroy et al., 

2010; Oliver & Kemps, 2018), exercise-related decisions (e.g., Antoniewicz & Brand, 2016; 

Brand & Schweizer, 2015), or behavioural persistence during exercise (e.g., Cheval et al., 

2016). Exploring these possibilities would provide greater insight into the role of approach-

avoidance associations in motivating exercise behaviours that differ in intensity, duration, 

and complexity.  

This thesis also focused on approach-avoidance associations without measuring 

alternative forms of implicit exercise associations. Participating in regular physical exercise is 

a complex pattern of actions that involves multiple stages of behavioural initiation (e.g., 

getting dressed to go for a run) and performance (e.g., running a particular route around the 

block). Because of this, a variety of memory associations (e.g., affective associations, 

approach-avoidance associations, self-other associations) are likely to impact behaviour at 

various points in time. Currently, only a small number of studies have simultaneously 

employed different indirect measurement procedures as a way of understanding and 

predicting exercise participation (e.g., Conroy et al., 2010; Oliver & Kemps, 2018). It is 

therefore important that future research measure different forms of exercise associations to 

determine their unique influences on exercise behaviour. This would also help to advance 

current methodological approaches to effectively and accurately measure multiple forms of 

automatic processes within the same study (Zenko & Ekkekakis, 2019).  
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Relatedly, examining how different automatic processes are associated with exercise 

behaviour as well as with each other warrants further investigation. Currently, there is much 

debate in the literature surrounding where the habit construct should be situated within dual-

process models and how it relates to other automatic processes (e.g., Hagger, 2019; Phillips, 

2019). The current thesis examined habit only as a moderator of the relationship between 

approach-avoidance associations and exercise behaviour. Further research is needed to 

provide a more detailed understanding of the relationship between habit and approach-

avoidance bias and how they might interact to influence exercise behaviour. As the primary 

feature of habit is the impulse to perform a specific action in response to an associated cue 

(Gardner, 2015), it is theoretically plausible that an individual would display an approach 

bias towards cues that trigger a habitual response (assuming that the habitual response is to 

approach or engage with that cue) which would then influence behaviour. Similarly, while 

attention bias was not examined in the current program of research, there is evidence to 

suggest that those who engage in higher levels of physical activity display an attentional bias 

for physical activity- and exercise-related stimuli (e.g., Calitri et al. 2009, Cheval et al., 

2019). One avenue for future research could be to combine these lines of enquiry and explore 

whether the relationship between attention bias and subsequent exercise engagement is 

dependent on whether an individual has an approach bias towards exercise cues or an 

avoidance bias away from exercise cues in their environment. Alternatively, individuals with 

an avoidance bias may perceive exercise as potentially threatening and therefore display a 

heightened sense of vigilance and an attention bias for exercise cues in their environment 

(Berry, 2006). Examining these possibilities in future research would provide additional 

insight into how different automatic processes may interact with one another to influence 

exercise engagement.  
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Another important avenue for future research would be to measure approach and 

avoidance biases as distinct constructs to examine whether a state of motivational 

ambivalence or indifference towards exercise is present at the implicit level. Specifically, the 

creation of the difference score (i.e., D-score) on the IAT throughout the current thesis 

provided a comparison of an individual’s approach bias for exercise cues against his or her 

avoidance bias away from exercise cues. The creation of a difference score in the current 

thesis thus fails to account for situations whereby an individual may display both a strong 

approach bias and a strong avoidance bias for exercise cues (i.e., ambivalence) or a weak 

approach and a weak avoidance bias for exercise cues (i.e., indifference). To date, only a few 

studies have examined approach and avoidance motivation as distinct constructs at the 

implicit level in the context of alcohol consumption (e.g., Barkby et al., 2012; Stritzke, 

McEvoy, Wheat, Dyer, & French, 2007). For instance, Barkby et al. (2012) used the SRC 

task (De Houwer et al., 2001) to measure approach and avoidance bias for alcohol cues in a 

sample of alcohol-dependent individuals and found that pre-treatment drinking quantity was 

positively correlated with an approach bias for alcohol cues, but was not correlated with an 

avoidance bias away from alcohol cues. Results of that study provide evidence that approach 

and avoidance biases may have distinct properties and be uniquely related to health 

behaviours. Currently, no studies have explored approach and avoidance biases as distinct 

constructs in the exercise domain. Examining approach and avoidance biases as separate 

implicit constructs would be theoretically important to determine whether exercise 

engagement is associated with approach bias for exercise cues independently of avoidance 

bias (or vice versa), or to determine if some individuals are equally driven to automatically 

approach and automatically avoid (or neither) exercise cues in their environment.  
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8.6 Conclusion 

Over the last two decades there has been a shift in research examining the cognitive 

processes motivating exercise behaviour. Early research largely focused on the role of 

controlled cognitive processes that consciously guide exercise-related decision-making and 

behaviour. More contemporary research, however, has focussed on cognitive processes that 

influence behaviour outside of conscious awareness and result from pre-existing implicit 

memory associations. The studies presented in this thesis have contributed to contemporary 

knowledge of exercise motivation and behaviour by investigating how implicit approach-

avoidance associations with exercise cues were related to leisure-time exercise behaviour.  

The studies presented in the current thesis have revealed that participants implicitly 

associated the exercise concept more strongly with behavioural dispositions to approach than 

avoid in long-term memory. This finding has provided additional insight into the implicit 

associative network that influences how individuals automatically and non-consciously 

respond to exercise-related cues in their environment. Importantly, two of the three studies 

presented in this thesis demonstrated that individuals who reported engaging in more 

moderate-to-vigorous leisure-time exercise displayed a stronger implicit approach bias for 

exercise cues than those who reported performing less exercise during their leisure-time. 

These results have advanced our understanding of the extent to which exercise participation 

is linked to implicit exercise-related cognitions.  Moreover, these findings have provided 

unique insight into some potential factors that may help individuals maintain their usual 

levels of leisure-time exercise behaviour. Individuals who perform high levels of exercise on 

a regular basis and display a strong approach bias for exercise cues may be able to maintain 

this level of usual exercise because they are automatically drawn to opportunities and cues 

relating to exercise.  
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Practically, the findings reported in this thesis may inform intervention strategies by 

identifying potential barriers to the uptake and maintenance of regular exercise, or by 

identifying approach-avoidance associations with exercise cues as a new target for 

intervention. Determining whether approach-avoidance associations can be experimentally 

modified to increase exercise participation rates would have important and meaningful 

implications for exercise and health behaviour research. By demonstrating the joint 

contribution of automatic and controlled influences on exercise behaviour, the current thesis 

has further highlighted that future research designed to understand and predict leisure-time 

exercise should measure both automatic and controlled cognitive processes.   
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Appendix A: Public Advertisement for Study 1 
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Appendix B: Self-Report Measures used in Study 1 

Exercise Intentions 

Reference: Tirado, S., Neipp, C., Quiles, Y., & Rodríguez-Marín, J. (2012). Development and 

Validation of the Theory of Planned Behavior Questionnaire in Physical Activity. The Spanish Journal 

of Psychology, 15(2), 801–816. http://doi.org/10.5209/rev_SJOP.2012.v15.n2.38892 

 

For the following questions, we are interested in your attitudes towards engaging in exercise 

over the next week (i.e., 7-days). 

Please read the following statements carefully and drag the slider to indicate your opinion 

for each statement. 

 

I have thought about exercising at least 3 times over the next week 

Strongly 

disagree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Strongly 

agree 

 

I will try to exercise at least 3 times over the next week 

Strongly 

disagree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Strongly 

agree 

 

I will make an effort to exercise at least 3 times over the next week 

Strongly 

disagree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Strongly 

agree 

 

I will attempt to exercise at least 3 times over the next week 

Strongly 

disagree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Strongly 

agree 
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Behavioural Regulation for Exercise Questionnaire-2 (BREQ-2) 

Reference: Markland, D., & Tobin, V. (2004). A modification to the behavioural regulation 

in exercise question- naire to include an assessment of amotivation. Journal of Sport and 

Exercise Psychology, 26, 191–196. http://dx.doi.org/10.1123/jsep.26.2.191 

We are interested in the reasons underlying peoples’ decisions to engage, or not engage in 

physical exercise. Using the scale below, please indicate to what extent each of the following 

items is true for you. Please note that there are no right or wrong answers and no trick 

questions. We simply want to know how you personally feel about exercise. 

I exercise because other people say I should 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I feel guilty when I don’t exercise 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I value the benefits of exercise 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I exercise because it’s fun 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I don’t see why I should have to exercise 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I take part in exercise because my friends/family/partner say I should 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1123/jsep.26.2.191
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I feel ashamed when I miss an exercise session 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

It’s important to me to exercise regularly 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I can’t see why I should bother exercising 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I enjoy my exercise sessions 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I exercise because others will not be please with me if I don’t 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I don’t see the point in exercising 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I feel like a failure when I haven’t exercised in a while 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I think it is important to make the effort to exercise regularly 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I find exercise a pleasurable activity 
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Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I feel under pressure from my friends/family to exercise 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I get restless if I don’t exercise regularly 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I get pleasure and satisfaction from participating in exercise 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 

 

I think exercising is a waste of time 

Not at all 

true of me 
1 2 3 4 5 

Very true 

of me 
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International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) 

The following questions will ask you about the time you spend being physically active during 

a usual week. Please answer each question even if you do not consider yourself to be an 

active person. Please think about the activities you do at work, as part of your house and yard 

work, to get from place to place, and in your spare time for recreation, exercise or sport. 

Think about all the vigorous and moderate activities that you do during a usual week. 

Vigorous physical activities refer to activities that take hard physical effort and make you 

breathe much harder than normal. Moderate activities refer to activities that take moderate 

physical effort and make you breathe somewhat harder than normal. 

 

RECREATION, SPORT, AND LEISURE-TIME PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 

 

This section is about all the physical activities that you do during a usual week solely for recreation, 

sport, exercise or leisure. Please do not include any activities you have already mentioned. 

 

1) Not counting any walking you have already mentioned, during a usual week, on how many 

days do you walk for at least 10 minutes at a time in your leisure time? 

 

_____ days per week 

 

 No walking in leisure time  

 

2) How much time do you usually spend on one of those days walking in your leisure time? 

 

_____ hours per day 

_____ minutes per day 

 

3) Think about only those physical activities that you do for at least 10 minutes at a time. During 

a usual week, on how many days do you do vigorous physical activities like aerobics, running, 

fast bicycling, or fast swimming in your leisure time? 

 

_____ days per week 

 

 No vigorous activity in leisure time  
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4) How much time do you usually spend on one of those days doing vigorous physical activities 

in your leisure time? 

 

_____ hours per day 

_____ minutes per day 

 

5) Again, think about only those physical activities that you do for at least 10 minutes at a time. 

During a usual week, on how many days do you do moderate physical activities like bicycling 

at a regular pace, swimming at a regular pace, and doubles tennis in your leisure time? 

 

_____ days per week 

 

 No moderate activity in leisure time  

 

 

6) How much time do you usually spend on one of those days doing moderate physical activities 

in your leisure time? 

_____ hours per day 

_____ minutes per day 
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Appendix C: Example IAT-RF Trial 

 

Note: This image shows an example exercise cue being presented during an incongruent trial 

for the IAT-RF 

 

Word Stimuli used in the IAT-RF 

Exercise: workout, exercise, running, sprinting, sport, swim, athletic, gymnastics, fit, 

physical 

Non-Exercise: journal, acoustic, passage, headlight, coast, news, occasion, lighthouses, art, 

domestic 

Approach: near, toward, advance, forward, proceed, reach, closer, attract, want, come 

Avoid: evade, escape, withdraw, away, flee, leave, retreat, afar, abstain, remove  
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Appendix D: Additional Self-Report Measures Used in Study 2 

Self-Report Behavioural Automaticity Index (SRBAI) 

Reference: Gardner, B., Abraham, C., Lally, P., & de Bruijn, G.-J. (2012). Towards 

Parsimony in Habit Measurement: Testing the Convergent and Predictive Validity of an 

Automaticity Subscale of the Self-Report Habit Index. The International Journal of 

Behavioral Nutrition and Physical Activity, 9(1), 102. http://doi.org/10.1186/1479-5868-

9-102 

Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statement - 

'Exercise is something....' 

I do automatically 

Strongly 

disagree 
1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly 

disagree 

 

I do without thinking of it 

Strongly 

disagree 
1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly 

disagree 

 

I do without having to consciously remember 

Strongly 

disagree 
1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly 

disagree 

 

I start doing before I realise I’m doing it 

Strongly 

disagree 
1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly 

disagree 
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Appendix E: Example SC-IAT-RF Trial 

 

Note: This image shows an example exercise cue being presented during a congruent trial for 

the SC-IAT-RF 

 

Word Stimuli used in the IAT-RF 

Exercise: aerobics, athletics, cardio, exercise, gym, running, weights 

Approach: near, toward, advance, forward, proceed, reach, want 

Avoid: evade, escape, withdraw, away, flee, leave, remove 
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Appendix F: Public Advertisement used for Study 3 
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Appendix G: Manipulation Check Measures used in Study 3 

 

Cognitive Load Manipulation Check: 

During the cycling task, how much of your attention was focused on rehearsing your numbers? 

 

Not 

much 

at all 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

All of 

my 

attention 

 

Awareness of Study Purpose: 

In your own words, what do you think was the purpose of this study? 

Answer:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


